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In a recent issue of
Official Gazette of the U. S. Patent
ice is a decision of the U. S. Court of
(stoms and Patent Appeals in an in.

tference case involving an electron
nitiplier. We found this interesting
ding in spite of the peculiar Iangige of the revered judges. One statennt was particularly interesting in
vw of our recent addition of a depart to ELECTRONICS dealing with new
gents, and the accompanying job of
tiing to find out from the single claim
pilished in the Gazette the aim of the
pents in question.
'his statement says, "It may not be
oorlooked that it is a condition preclelnt to the obtaining of a patent that
ti applicant shall, in his written ap-

lit

pl

ation, describe his claimed inven-

ti or discovery in 'such full, clear,
cceise, and exact terms as to enable a
pison skilled in the art * * * to make,

c(struct,

compound,

and

use

the

"
low it seems to us that if this rule
a e followed, the U. S. Patent Office
G ette would be the most exciting
neling possible for any engineer in
ar, profession. Instead, it is a deadly
In!

because of the fact that most of
the patents publiled are completely non -understand al without a great deal of study.
Tlse claims are written by lawyers
n not by engineers and do
not seem to
'evritten with the idea of disclosing
roe new invention or discovery but to
grrent its disclosure. Every time we
th k we are about to learn
something,
bit to get to the crux of the patent,
\wire shunted off into generalities
and
rely are as much in the dark as ever.
Dr example, let us apply the rule of
1

tii claims of most of
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"clear, concise, exact" language to the device" (not described) to establish
following claim in a patent allowed for flow of current when the voltage is at
making selenium rectifiers.
some pre -determined value.
Could anyone skilled in the art
"1. The method of manufacturing
selenium -coated electrical devices of the "make, construct, compound, and use"
general character indicated, which in- what is described in these claims? We
cludes applying amorphous selenium to doubt it. Not enough information is
an auxiliary member, heating an elec- given; too much is claimed. Certainly
trode member, applying a selenium - if someone doped out a "control device"
coated side of said auxiliary member to establish flow of current etc., he
to said electrode member, subjecting the would infringe
this claim, if we read
selenium to a formation process, and the thing
correctly.
then removing said auxiliary member,
We are not unmindful of the fact
all of the above-mentioned steps being
that but a single claim has been read,
performed in a partial vacuum."
and that the forematter of most patents
Now we gather from this that the in- gives real information;
or that we may
vention consists of making a selenium misunderstand the
rectifier in a vacuum. If the individual Gazette. But we also function of the
steps or a summation of these steps de- British publication remember that the
to the
scribed here is the invention, it is de- Gazette, which no corresponding
scribed in such general terms that any- due to the war, gavelonger reaches us
much more readone "applying amorphous selenium to able information,
enough in fact that
an auxiliary member", or "heating an one not too
highly skilled in the art
electrode member", or "applying a *
could tell what the inventor had inside of the auxiliary member to the vented.
electrode member", or "subjecting the
We wish to encourage "full, clear,
selenium to a formation process" (un - concise and exact
described), or "removing auxiliary inventions, and weterms" in describing
member" in a vacuum would infringe interference case, gather that in the
which brought up
this patent.
this present matter, the inventor had not
Here is another, this one dealing with used such language
in his patent but
electric welding. The claim states:
that he had "implied" certain matters
"4. An electric welding system com- which were adequately described in a
prising, in combination, a welding cir- brief submitted in the interference but
cuit including a movable electrode and which were not so described in the
the work, electrically operable means patent claims.
for advancing said electrode toward
It is our belief that if patents in this
the work, said means receiving energy country
were written in "full, clear,
solely from said welding circuit; and a
control device, operable to establish the concise and exact terms", much less inflow of current to said means only when tentional or accidental infringement
the welding voltage exceeds a pre- would occur, because the purpose of
selected value."
the invention and the means employed
would
The crux here seems to be "a control could bebe so easily understood there
no equivocation about it.
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PLASTIC',
By JOHN SASSO

Product Engineering

obvious distinction betweei
thermosetting and thermoplastic ma
terials is that the latter may be re
most

melted and remolded many times.
The effect of heat on the two typel
should be made apparent. Because
material is thermosetting, it does no!
necessarily follow that it is particu
larly resistant to heat. Nor does
necessarily follow because a thermoJ
plastic can be softened by heat, tha li
thermoplastics have no heat Tesis
tance. Working temperatures fo 1177
both may approach 200 deg. F. A:.
higher temperatures the thermoseQ'1':
ting material may char, then decor
pose; the thermoplastic material Ht.
soften until fluid, then perhaps del
compose if the temperature riser
high enough.
s
Plastics are derived from syn
thetic resins, cellulose derivatives,
natural resins, and protein sub
stances. So many types are availabled
commercially that it is difficult to L.
classify them simply. For the purposes of a brief consideration of
those plastics on the market at pr'e5,
ent, classification is made with respect to their origin and to whether Irt
they are thermosetting or thermo- it
plastic. The table covers only those ,1,.,
plastic materials derived from synthetic resins and cellulose compounds.
Groups not considered are the pro' lí
teins (casein) and natural resins1,,
(shellac, rosin, asphalt, pitch).
,

i

Plastic molding insulating support for radio sonde equipment

IN

preparing to design a product

consisting wholly or ,in part of
plastic material, the engineer must
investigate: (1) The physical, thermal, electrical and chemical properties ' of the plastic, to determine
whether it will withstand the specified operating conditions to which it
will be subjected, and its expected
service life. (2) Design limitations of
the plastic material, which relate
somewhat to its physical properties
but which to a great extent, will depend on the methód of production of
the finished part. (3) Economy of
production, which takes into consideration the cost of molds and tools,
the time involved in tooling, and the
expected quantity of parts to be obtained from the initial tooling. (4)
The cost of the plastic product in relation to the market of similar products made of other materials, considering what advantages the plastic
product may have in structural qualities, lightness of weight, and. appearance. In many instances, ít may
be possible to sacrifice strength considerations for appearance.
The wide range of plastic materials, some available with special
The material in this article has been condensed
from Mr. Sasso's forthcoming book, "Plastics for
the Mechanical Engineer", McGraw-Hill Book Co.
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physical properties to meet certain
application requirements, makes the
choice of a proper material difficult
for the designer not too well versed
in the plastics field. Much data has
been published on the various materials, their properties and characteristics, but the mass of it is so
great and the field of application so
broad that it is hard for the engineer
to get a clear definitive picture that
will enable him to evaluate plastic
materials in relation to the particular
design problem at hand.
One method of classifying the plastic of interest to the engineer is to
divide the available materials into
thermosetting and thermoplastic
groups. Progress in the chemistry
of plastics and in the development of
new fillers has been so rapid, however, that there are types which can
fall into either group. Hard and fast
distinction cannot always be made.
For the purposes of definition, it
may be said that a thermosetting material is one that uncer the application of heat and pressure "polymerizes" into a hard infusible product
which will not soften to any extent on
reheating and cannot be remelted and
remolded. A thermoplastic material
can be softened by heat and rehardened into solid state by cooling. The

u

.a,..

I

Thermosetting
Thermoplastic
SYNTHETIC RESINS
Polystyrene
PolymethyI
met hacrylate
Polyvinyl chlorideacetate
Polyvinyl ch orides
Polyvinyl acetate

r

Phenolor Cresol-aldehyda
Urea -aldehydes

Melamine formaldehyde
Aniline -formaldehyde
Glyceryl-phthalates

19

Polyvinyl acetals
Vinylidene chloride
CELLULOSE DEltIVATIVES
Cellulose nitrate
Cellulose acetate
Cellulose acetate -butyrate
EthyI cellulose
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ii the ELECTRONICS FIELD
the vast demand for military purposes, plastics are filling an increasing need for an
inflating and structural material in the electronics and .communications field. How to
lnále the best use of these materials is the subject of this article
Wih

Blders, fillers, plasticizers, dyes,
ubi.ants, and solvents are among
he

arious basic substances which

re 'sed in the production of plastic
naling materials. This listing is

lineally inaccurate, since it is by
o nans complete, and different sub tams can serve multiple purposes
t: formulation.
Pstics used widely in electrical
inflations are phenol formaldeydi with special fillers, laminated
hotlic (paper or fabric base), urea
)rnldehyde and the new urea-melaiintformaldehyde. These are cornreson-molded thermosetting mateált? Of the injection -molded theropistic materials, polystyrene,
.b,y4 cellulose,
vinyl copolymers
etlil-methacrylate and cellulose
to are widely used.
lihty factors affect the properties
raded plastics such as the method
aclpounding, types of fillers used,
ire ambient temperature, and huidi. Those that principally affect
eat cal properties are types of filrs sed, ambient temperature and
ern ity conditions. Thus the data
estted in this article are of value
.inteally on a relative basis for a
ve property. The data were obi
'for the most part under stand d iTM test conditions. It cannot
.,sumed that a material which
ow' a dielectric strength of 250
lte'er mil under standard test will
owthat same dielectric strength
r !different thickness under difrer,conditions of temperature and
mlity. Comparative presentation
es how what compromise may be
ecq,.ary.

Fillers

Aded to resins, fillers make a

de:ange of properties possible...
,us special fillers may be comun :d with the resin to obtain spe-
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cial high electrical, chemical, and

impact resistance, or to improve
moldability. Fillers are especially
important in the phenolic materials,
and they make possible the hundreds
of formulations offered by materials
manufacturers. Typical fillers for
phenolics include wood, flour, cotton,
fabric, graphite, asbestos, mica.
Urea resins are generally compounded with purified wood cellulose
(alpha -cellulose)
.

Effects of Fillers

shrinkage in service. Applications of
the general-purpose wood -filled phenolics are limited only by strength
and heat resistance.
Cotton fillers improve impact
strength and increase impact resistance. Although for higher impact
strength rag filler is used, cotton
flock is widely used for parts requiring medium impact strength. Parts
made of cotton filled phenolic can be.
easily buffed and polished, and can
be tableted easily
an important
factor in maintaining high hourly
production rates in compression
molding operations.

-

Wood flour is the most common
filler used in phenolic materials. This
Rag fillers increase impact
filler has a low specific gravity, there- strength, the increase
depending on
fore the number of moldings per the length and type of fiber. This inpound is higher. Other advantages crease in strength is obtained at the_
of its use are good moldability, good expense of other properties, notably
appearance of the molded surface, poor surface finish, and poor machinlow heat conductivity. However, ability. Intricate parts
have relawood filled phenolics have only fair tively poor flow in
the molding op-

impact strength and are subject to eration.

TABLE I -DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS
Code
A

Name of Material
Phenol formaldehyde
wood flour filler
fabric filler
mineral filler

Dielectric Constant at Frequency of
10' cps
106 cps

60 cps

4.12

5-10
5-20

4-8
4.5-6

4.5-20

4.5-8
4.5-6
4.5-20

5.0

4.9

B

Phenol furfural

5.1

C

Cast phenolic

5-10

5-7

E

Urea formaldehyde

6.6-8.6

6.6

F
G

Urea melamine-formaldehyde
Polystyrene

H

Cellulose acetate

I

J

Methyl methacrylate
Ethyl cellulose

K

Vinyl co -polymer

L

Vinylidene chloride

4

Hard rubber

11.5

-

7.7

2.6

2.5

2.5

3.5-6.4
3-3.7

3.5-6.4
3-3.5
3.7-4.0
3.2-3.4

3.2-6.2
2.8-3.3
3.2-3.5
3.0-3.4

3-5

3-5

2.8-3.4

3

2.7

3.2-3.6
3-5
2-8
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An important feature of plastics is the facility with which they
may be machined. In this example, machined annular rings are
used as insulating supports for metallic elements

and even' polymerization. These will
all cause slight shrinkage when they
occur. The effect of these variables
can be minimized by proper design.
It will be found that temperature
has a decided effect on other properties of plastics, reducing electrical
properties, lowering chemical resistance, and as mentioned previously,
exerting considerable influence on
physical properties.
Electrical Properties

Equally important is the ease with which metal inserts may
incorporated, in the molding process, to form a complicated
sulating element with conducting parts

gation of service conditions and to
test thoroughly the plastic materials
before final specifications.
Six characteristic factors are
usually studied before specifying a
plastic material for an application
where electrical properties are of
paramount importance. These are
dielectric
dielectric
constant,
strength, power factor and loss factor, insulation resistance, arc resistance. They are not necessarily
listed in order of importance as the
particular application will determine
this. And, of course, temperature
and moisture conditions must be
brought into the analysis before final
choice and design is made.
The dielectric constant, or ratio of
the capacity of a condenser with a
given dielectric to its capacity with

Plastics are used in many electrical
applications as, for example: radio
parts, aircraft and switch mountings,
and housings. They serve both structural and insulating purposes, and in
addition offer the advantages of
quick assembly and good appearance.
Electrical proper iesc of plastics in
service depend to a gieáf'extent upon
proper design, operating temperatures, and conditions of humidity. TABLE IV-WATER ABSORPTION
Many times it will be possible by
Per Cent Water
proper design to obtain better elecName of
Absorption
trical performance of the part. GenMaterial
in 24 Hours
Code
erally'speaking, high temperature adA Phenol formaldehyde
versely affects electrical properties.
wood flour filled
0.2 - 0.6
fabric filled
0.5 - 2.5
Dielectric constants of the phenols
mineral filled
0.01 - 0.3
change considerably with increase
C Cast phenolic
0.01 - 0.5
in temperature. At high operating
D Laminated phenolic
temperatures dielectric strength is
paper base
0.3 - 9.0
glass fabric base
0.3 - 0.5
adversely affected, as is insulation reE Urea formaldehyde
1.0 - 3.0
sistance, Moisture also affects elecF Urea melaminetrical properties.. Dielectric constants
formaldehydel '
0.2 -0.5
and power factor of phenolic molded
G
Polystyrene
'.f''O bo
increase often in proportion to the
H Cellulose acetate
2 - 6.8
v
amount of water absorbed. The water
I
Methyl methacrylate 0.4 -0.5
absorption of some of the plastic
J
Ethyl cellulose
0.5 - 1.5
materials reduces surface resistivity.
K Vinyl co-polymer
0.05 - 0.15
L
Vinylidene chloride
0.0
Obviously, it is to the interest of the
designer to make a thorough investi-

-
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be

is

I

1,

air as the dielectric, is usually meat
ured at 60 cycles, 10' cycles, and lilt
cycles. These constants are of particular importance in radio circuital
They are tabulated below for corn.
parative analysis; the values given
are based on manufacturers' literal
-1

to re.
Dielectric strength, or the maximum voltage that a material will
withstand before puncture, divided
by the thickness of the material, Ili
expressed in volts per mil. Two far- (n
tors seriously affect this measure: l;
the rate of voltage increase and the

thickness of the material under test.
Three methods of testing are approved and have been standardized 11
by the A.S.T.M. These are shorttime test, step-by-step method, and
endurance test. Of these, the easiest i t
to apply and the most commonly used
is the short -time test, where the applied voltage is increased at the rate
of 0.5 kilovolts per sec. until puncture
occurs. Material thickness is meat
ured at point of failure. Dielectric
strength is a function of temperature; the higher the temperature the
lower the dielectric strength. With
laminated plastics, tests made Par'
allel to the laminations will girt
lower dielectric strengths. As fre
quencies increase, dielectric strength
decreases.
Other factors that influence dielec
tric strength are fillers (mica -filled
phenolics are high, graphite-filier
low), manufacturing variables, ex"
posure of material to high humidlti.
Table II shows the approximate di'
electric strengths available in mate
rials customarily used.
{

'
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Power factor, or ratio of power pearance, and sometimes dimension
in watts to the volt-amperes of the molded part. Polystyrene and
hough a capacitor in which that vinylidene chloride show the least
r.terial is the dielectric, is impor- moisture absorption of all the plasIns

tit in the design of radio frequency tics, the cellulose acetates behaving

Avoid holes or inserts that require
long slender core pins which might

break under molding pressure. (8)
Make sure that the arc will break in
the air against a sharp corner of a
metal insert rather than against the
plastic. (9) Design so that the accuracy of the finished instrument
does not depend directly on the
molded part, which may age or
shrink and affect instrument accuracy. (10) Check design by machining out a model. This will save
many hours in locating changes that
are not apparent on the blueprint.

.ulators. Moisture absorbing char- poorly in this respect. Some of the
e:eristics of the materials are im- laminated phenolics are compounded
rtant, as the power factor may for low water absorption to obtain
ctnge with absorption of water. For better electrical properties.
After these properties are studied,
is reason, polystyrene has attained
vie acceptance in the electrical field ; strength, moldability around inserts,
heat and moisture resistance, dimenrt moisture absorption is negligible.
Phenolic materials of the "low- sional change on aging must be conIis" type have mica -fillers and are sidered before the final choice of macefully dehydrated, but they can- terial is made. It may be possible
s: compare with the polystyrene
ich has a power factor of 0.0001 at
6cps. Ethyl cellulose shows up well
i this test, and is reported with a
TABLE V. LAMINATED PHENOLIC ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
pAver factor of 0.0007.
Based on NEMA Standards
Loss factor, or the product of
pver factor and dielectric constant
Dielectric
Water Absorption
NEMA Grade
Power Factor
11,y be of help in comparing mateDielectric Strength (VPM)
24 hrs.- %
of phenolic
at 106 cycles
constant at Short Step by
(Sample
rds, since ít gives an idea of the
laminate
per sec.
106 cycles/sec. time
step
3*x1*x1/16")
rate
hit generation
per unit volume
X
700
500
4.0
P
a certain test conditions.
700
500
3.0
XX
0.040
0.062*
5.0-4.3*
700
500
1.3
.nsulation resistance of plastic
XXP
0.040
5.0
700
500
1.3
Arterials is fairly high and ranges
XXX
0.032
4.8
650
450
1.0
XXXP
0.027 0.045* 4.5 3.8*
fim 10`° ohms per cm cube for poly650
450
1.0
C
0.10
7.0
200
120
3.0
syrene to 10" for phenolic. Surface
CE
0.055
0.055*
5.5 4.0?
500
300
1.5
cl ditions will affect the insulation
L
0.10
7.0
200
120
2.0
LE
0.045
5.0
500
300
1.2
'Instance, as will moisture and high
i

t4peratures. Moisture and temperal{re are particularly critical. Here
(ijiin, the engineer will do well to
mike careful tests before proceeding
tc far. The A.S.T.M. has devised
"esto be made under certain speciitl conditions of temperature and
ntnidity. These will serve as a good
ntsure of the materials' ability at
.r temperature and humidity condiin of the test. As to behavior at
Iated temperatures, further test in and experience of others are the
Orr guides available. Much work
h been done on this subject, and
I
engineer will do well to consult
wh manufacturers before proceed in too far with his design.
lrc resistance is a measure of the
biavior of the material under a
pcer arc, to determine the amount
0Uarbonization. It is important to
cblult the manufacturer if arc resitance is a requisite of the design.
i resistance is of particular imPDance in switch design. Proper
enineering can do much to reduce
th danger of tracking.

Dielectene 100 t 0.0062 0.0032*

3.6

-
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640

410

0.08

t

to use laminated phenolic sheet or
tubing, and machine it to shape, thus
obviating the high expense of molds.
If, however, the part must be molded
there are certain points in design
that must not be overlooked: (1)
Draft of 3 deg. should be allowed to
permit easy withdrawal of part from
the mold. (2) Avoid undercuts or
side holes; they increase mold cost
and production cost. (3) Avoid
sharp corners in the part. They
cause concentrated stresses, and they
are difficult to machine in the mold.
Fillets help flow of material. (4)
Wall thicknesses should be uniform,
to allow uniform curing, otherwise
shrinkage stresses, gas pockets and
undercuring may occur. (5) Use
round inserts protruding from the
piece so that the material will not be
able to flow into the thread. This will
eliminate rethreading after molding.
(6) Place plenty of material around
Moisture Resistance
inserts, use fillets instead of sharp
he amount of moisture absorbed corner's. These precautions
will prei affect dielectric qualities, apvent cracking around inserts. (7)

EIECTRONICS

3.6*

* Af 10° cycles per second.
Data for samples 1/° -in. thick.

This is particularly true where convex and concave surfaces are involved, requiring an assembly of
irregularly shaped pieces.
DIRECTORY OF TRADE
NAMES AND SUPPLIERS
In the following listings, only the
more usual plastics materials are listed
by trade name and manufacturers. No
attempt has been made to include all
types of plastics materials, as that is
beyond the scope of this article which
is concerned principally with plastics
for industrial uses.
Molding Materials, by Code,
Type of Material, Trade Name, and

Manufacturer

A

PHENOLIC MATERIALS

Bakelite
Coltrock
Haveg

Bakelite Corp., N. Y. C.
Colt's Patent Fire Arms
Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Durez Plastics & Chemicals,
Inc., N. Tonawanda, N. Y.
Haveg Corp., E. Newark,

Heresite

Heresite

Durez

Del.

& Chemical Co.,
Manitowoc, Wis.
(Continued on page 64)
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HEARING AIz

tó

The human ear loses its hearing ability from a variety of causes and it is the problem of thf
hearing aid designer to determine the nature of the disability and apply the proper corree
tive steps. The electron tube is ideally suited for this purpose because of its amplification
characteristics and a very small unit can be built.

THE design of suitable hearing
aids for various types of deafness
requires a knowledge of the natures
of sound, hearing and deafness as
well as the principles of electronics.
It is the purpose of this article to
review briefly the several types of
deafness, how these types may be detected and measured, and to discuss
the design of a typical hearing aid
unit.
There are three types of deafness
in humans which can be counteracted
by the use of a hearing aid. They
are conductive, nerve, and cortical
deafness. A combination of two or
three of these basic types of deafness is called mixed impairment and
is the most common hearing disability. Conductive deafness is the result of an impairment of the middle
ear mechanism. It may result from

By IRA KAMEN

hardening of the drum-skin, fixation
of the ossicles, or from a catarrhal
condition. This type is usually caused
by sickness such as the common cold
or inflammation of the sinuses, or
from an accident. The symptoms of
conductive deafness are a feeling
that the ears are stuffed with cotton
and quite commonly by the presence
of head noises.
Nerve deafness is a condition in
which the inner ear or cochlea is defective. Childhood diseases are frequently the causes of damage to the
inner ear and in a large percentage
of the cases such damage does not
become evident for some years after_
the illness has passed. The nerve

Schematic wiring diagram of three -stage, resistance -coupled hearing aid amplifier
ín
with feedback and adjustable frequency compensation selected by switch

upper left corner
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deafened ear cannot hear low level] lsound. Let it be assumed that th
threshold of audibility is about Si
db below the normal threshold. A
sound pressure is increased, however
its intensity response increases s
that with an increase of 10 db, thu
intensity response may be only 30 dl
below normal, and with an increas
of 20 db, it may be only 12 db belov1
the normal. An increase of 30 dl
may cause a perfectly normal in
tensity response, but with additional
increases in pressure the nerv+
deafened ear responds more acutely
than the normal, so that increase bj,
another 15 db may cause the thresh
old of pain to be reached, wherea
in the normal ear it would requir
another 55 or 60 db increase. The in
crease in pressure necessary to read
the level at which an intensity re
sponse equivalent to the normal i
achieved, is called the recruitmen
factor. The hearing of a person wit] ki
nerve deafness is characterized i

a

intensity by a recruitment facto'
which may vary markedly wit]
change of frequency, and the rd
sponse of the nerve deafened ear ma';
also vary greatly with frequency. ,
Cortical deafness does not actual
involve the ear mechanism, but is
condition which occurs in the highe
brain centers. The greatest numb«
of cases are those of senile deafnes',1
(deterioration of brain cells becaus
of advanced age) and few men fail t
develop this disability with age. Eml
cephalytis and cerebral strokes, sine
they attack the brain centers, alscause cortical deafness.
The prime result is loss of the so
called "language factor" or the abil
ity to interpret sound. The ear mec
anism may be in perfect condition't
but the brain fails to translate th

July 1942
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='_-=--Full size illustration of hearing aid.
Note small size of tubes. transformers, and other components

id waves into frequency, ampliand timber. In such cases, it
111een noted that slow, crisp articit speech at a normal level will
,iirally, be well understood. It is
In speech takes on its habitual
t)Iiing of sloppiness, speed and dison that the person with cortical
ness is completely helpless. The
t+ veer can do little to remedy this
ltulty inasmuch as he can neither
II ate the speaker to precise speech
ffect speech in such a way that
Islowed down and broken up into
,nct syllables. He can work only
it., the hearing aid and the ear in
t'ir to overcome the defects of the
r. The engineer recognizes that
an be of some help by providi device which will raise the level
.1 leech for the deafened and emerge for any coincident defects of
r_,ear, thereby allowing complete
Cn?ntration on interpretation of
i

onduetive and Nerve Deafness

type of cortical deafness called
deafness can result from
(acted conductive or nerve deafor a combination of the two.
Il'Iuse of a prolonged period of
less, loss of sound memory ocConditions of this nature, con `11, to those previously outlined,
4 9e eliminated after a period of
<+:ise. Compensation for the type
'afness which originally caused
tit xrrtical condition is first necesto permit restimulation of the
t.i centers which have been dorThis, quite naturally, requires
but in most cases renewed
ng is the result. In cases of
+l'nl deafness resulting from senor encephala tis, there is no
t,+sion
'
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known method of rehabilitation. The the readings obtained were neglible.
reader is referred to "Electronics in
Curves are taken with both an air
Auditory Research" by David M. receiver and a bone conductor and
Sleeper which apeared in the Sep- the audiometer can be used effectember 1941 issue of ELECTRONICS. tively to detect nerve or conductive
losses. A specially compensated amplifier circuit is employed to compenAudiometry

The development of the vacuum
tube hearing aid created the need for
relatively accurate tests and measures of deafness. Such tests would
have proved useless earlier, for the
engineer was unable to compensate
for pre -determined failures in hearing. As a matter of fact audiometers
and other test equipment have been
in active use by doctors since the
middle twenties, but it was the entrance of the vacuum tube hearing
aid several years ago which caused
hearing aid manufacturers and consultants to use them.
The audiometer is a calibrated oscillator designed to oscillate in multiples of two in the audio spectrum.
(128, 256, 512, 1024, 2058, 4096 and
8192 cps). The output of a particular instrument varies in steps of 5
db from a predetermined threshold
of audibility to the brink of the
threshold of pain. The output of this
audiometer is fed into a calibrated
receiver and both the oscillator circuit and the receiver are designed
for maximum output at a minimum
of distortion. The audiometer determines hearing losses between 128
and 4096 cps quite accurately. At
8192 cps, however, standing waves
are set up and readings are not easily
duplicated. It is not necessary to use
the audiometer in a sound room when
people hard of hearing are being
measured. Tests have been made on
the same patients in a quiet office
and a sound room and variations in

sate for the erratic behavior of the
bone conductor. The output of the
bone conductor can be varied from
threshold to threshold, but it is calibrated only between 256 and 4096
cps because readings at 128 cps are
too distorted and readings at 8192
cps are inaccurate due to the rising
impedance of the head and mechanical limitations in the bone conductor
design. The bone conduction reading of the audiometer is not a precise
one. It does provide sufficient information, however, so that correlated
with the air response reading, a
fairly accurate estimate of the type
of deafness and the response curve
of the ear is obtainable.
Test for Conductive Deafness

A simple and obvious test for nerve
or conductive deafness consists of

setting the audiometer at 1024 or
2048 cps and adjusting the attenuator for maximum output. Should
the case be one of nerve deafness, the
threshold of pain is certain to be
reached and the receiver will undoubtedly be thrown or pulled
sharply away. The person with conductive deafness will merely hear the
signal at a level of 100 db, less his
own loss.

In recent years, manufacturers have
developed a,number of measuring devices which differ in one way or another from the audiometer. One such
device is calibrated, like the audiometer, but employs a loudspeaker in-
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stead of the receiver. Tests with this
equipment should be conducted in a
sound room or in one which employs
drapes, rugs, etc. to reduce reflections. A curve is first made of the
deafened ear and another is made
while the hearing aid is used. A comparison can then be made between
the two curves, indicating, approximately, the benefit derived from the
hearing aid.
A calibrated microphone and the
audio amplifier of the audiometer
can be used to detect a case of cortical deafness. Such a condition would
invariably escape undetected by an
audiometer test, since the pure tones
can readily be heard by the person
with a cortical condition. It is the
loss of the language factor which
must be perceived and by raising the
output of the amplifier to compensate
for the hearing loss and by then talking into the microphone, the language loss can be determined.

fier in terms of the microphone and tween 3,500 and 5,000 cps. A frt
quency response control- is essentit'
receiver.
The condition which is peculiar to to change the flat response to con
the complete hearing aid is the abso- pensate for the particular case whicI
lute need for a limited frequency re- is to be fitted.
Three types of receiver are in con,
sponse. Frequencies below 500 and
above 3,500 cps contain a major por- mon use today; the magnetic an,

tion of the background noise, hiss
and noise created by the rubbing of
the instrument against the wearer's
clothing. These noises greatly discomfit and annoy the deafened. It is
necessary to reproduce frequencies
as high as 5,000 cps to provide the
harmonics of speech which permit

o

r3 »-
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The Vacuum Tube Hearing Aid

The engineer works with three elements in the design of the vacuum
tube hearing aid. These are the microphone, the amplifier and the receiver. His Objective is to obtain a
fiat response from the combination
of the three since, when this is accomplished, it is a simple matter to
change the total response, to compensate individual cases, by changing the characteristics of one of the
components. The engineer may attempt to accomplish this by designing all three components to have a
flat response, he may design two components to compensate for the defects of the third, providing a total
flat response, or he may design one
element in terms of the other two,
obtaining as a product of their combination, the desired flat response.
Since it is essential to efficient and
consistent production that a minimum of variables exist, the usual
procedure is to establish two elements as stabilized factors and to design the third element to compensate
for them. The choice of the element
which is controlled depends again
upon production considerations. That
element which can be most easily
controlled is generally the one selected. Different plants with different conditions of production and different personnel find it desirable to
choose different factors. In this article, we shall concern ourselves with
the design and control of the ampli-
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crystal (both air receivers) and th
bone receiver. By use of an ear mol
the crystal and magnetic reeeivel
fit into the outer ear, and both trans)
mit sound impulses by way of thi
middle and inner ear to the brain!
The bone conductor is placed on th;t
mastoid bone and circumvents th'
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Typical frequency response curves for two different models of hearing aids.
Molded earpiece of hearing aid and an artificial ear were used in determining
the data from which these curves were plotted

distinguishing one voice from an- middle ear by transmitting impulses!
other. High amplification between through the inner ear to the brain.
The bone conductor is a magnetic t,
3,500 and 5,000 cps must be avoided
in which the armature re' j'
device
to
be
if hissing and room noise are
minimized. Limiting the hearing aid action causes the container to vi
response to 500 cps is necessary, not brate. When the container is place
only to eliminate the street rumble on the mastoid bone (held with light'
which occurs below that frequency, pressure by a headband), the vibral
but also to permit the manufacture tions act upon the cochlea, setting.
of a physically small unit. For rea- the hearing mechanism into opera'
sons of vanity on the part of the tíon.
One bone conductor unit has a re'
wearer, the receiver must be so
small that it cannot readily be no- sponse of approximately ±5 db be
ticed. Of course, such a unit is in- tween 500 and 2,500 cps but between
2,500 and 5,000 cps, a continuousb
efficient at low frequencies.
oa
The hearing aid is designed, then, sharp drop occurs. When placed
to have a flat response from 500 to the mastoid, this drop is accentual
3,500 cps and a drop in response be - because the impedence of the head,
,
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in eases with a rise in frequency.
W e a flat response fed into the bone

coluctor, little if any of these frequicies would be heard. It has been
inicated before that a flat response
bereen 2,500 and 3,500 cps and a
dr) between 3,500 and 5,000 cps is
de red. This latter characteristic
is compromise between eliminating
hii and introducing the harmonics
of,peech. The input to the bone conu.or must, therefore, have a consicrable rise between 2,500 and
5,(0 cps to produce a curve which is
pr,tically flat between 500 and 3,500
cpInd which has just the right drop
be men 3,500 and 5,000 cps.
he frequency respónse of the
miget magnetic receiver can be
eolrolled in design by mechanical
ad,stments such as varying the size
of he acoustic cavity, floating the

its thickness
limitations in desigli are only those of production. It
is isential that each receiver manufa(ured have the same response;
thlefore, critical factors in productioi must be minimized. The variouimagnetic receivers manufactured
hat different characteristics becasle of the varying controls exerc,A by design engineers and the
ajitlifiers of each manufacturer are
awn designed to modify the eccentlresponse of the receiver to obtail the desired flat response.
'ae crystal receiver, 'in general
usitoday, has a relatively flat charapiristic but in certain uses may
h
a sharp drop at the low frequIcies (around 500 cps). Little
ohuge is made by most hearing
aicmanufacturers in the crystal recela). when designing for productio, The crystal microphone is the
on small microphone with an es se ¿ally flat response and sufficient
oplut to satisfy the requirements of
t ámodern vacuum tube hearing aid
and is, therefore, used by all manufaiurers.
disIhragm, changing
or lading it. The

!

generation at the low frequencies.
Such a condenser would be too large
for the limited space available in the
case. As the battery voltage drops
from 45 volts, the voltage drop across
R, decreases, decreasing the bias on
the grid of the output tube and regulating the total current flow. 'Consequently longer battery life is possible. Constant current inverse feedback is a by-product of this type of
self bias. It reduces harmonic distortion but makes necessary a higher
gain circuit. This type of inverse
feedback also causes the plate impedance to rise, producing frequency
distortion because the secondary load
also varies in its impedance.
Compensation for the disadvantages of constant current inverse
feedback is obtained with constant
voltage inverse feedback (R,) which
permits use of a volume control to
vary the secondary load of the output transformer. The inverse feedbackback network is absolutely essential in cases of senile deafness
since even the slightest distortion
would cause a considerable decrease
in hearing.
Hearing Aid Features Automatic Volume
Control

The automatic volume limitation
(Rs) control is manually operated by
the wearer of the hearing aid. Once
set at a maximum level, it does not
permit sounds louder than that level
to be transmitted to the ear, regardless of the level of input to the amplifier. By eliminating the possibility

of reaching the threshold of pain,
this control proves of tremendous advantage to the nerve deafened user
of the hearing aid. The resistor R_
loads the circuit, preventing changes
in frequency response due to the
operation of the volume control.
Filter networks R,C, and R,C, prevent circuit oscillation due to dropping battery voltage and the resultant development of internal resisDepription of a Typical Hearing Aid
tance in the battery. They accom'le vacuum tube hearing aid amp- plish this by preventing the internal
lifidescribed here incorporates the resistance from acting as a coupling
nict recent and important design medium between stages.
fef Tres. It is a three -tube high gain
Position 1 of the tone corrector
acxlifier to allow for inverse feed- connects a condensor across the first
bali and losser methods of time cor- stage, attenuating the high frequenre(lIon. Self bias is achieved with- cies. This makes the magnetic reou use of a coupling condenser ceiver low in pitch and the bone conReiss R,. The condenser would have ductor extremely low pitched.
q e in the order of microfarads to
Position 2 flattens the peaks in
by ass the resistor and prevent de- the magnetic receiver and raises,
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slightly, the 1ów pitch of the bone
conductor by adding R, in series with.
C.,

Position 3 connects R, in parallel,
with the resistor loading the crystaL
microphone to decrease the load and
attenuate the low frequencies. This.
flattens the response of the bone conductor and causes the magnetic receiver to be high pitched.
Position 4 introduces R. into the.
circuit. This resistor is of lower value
than R, and accentuates the results.
achieved in position 3. Therefore, it.
results in a high pitched bone conductor and an even more highly
pitched magnetic receiver.
The development of the modern
vacuum tube hearing aid has been
made possible by the development of
extremely small, efficient, tubes,.
chokes, and transformers. In the.
three tube amplifier, two tubes are
used for voltage amplification. They
require volt on the filament and the:
two filaments are placed in series
across a 1I volt battery. All hearing aid tubes are of the filament type because the current and heating must.
both be extremely low. The drain of
the tl volt tube is approximately 30)
ma. at 1.25 volts (across the tubes
in series). The drain of the output
tube is also 30 ma, but it is a 1.25
volt tube. The average dimensions of
the hearing aid tube are 1 inch in:
length and I inch in diameter. The
tubes have an expected life of two
thousand hours and they are very
stable in operation. Although filament type tubes are inherently microphonic, the .manufacturers' have.
developed dampers which load the
filaments and prevent vibration.
Special core material is employed:
in hearing aid transformers and
chokes to obtain high impedance.
within small magnetic circuits. Thechokes and transformers are approximately x I x tl inches in size
and most hearing aid concerns have
found it necessary to manufacture
these parts themselves. Hearing aid'
batteries are normally supplied in am
external pack. The .B battery is generally rated, under normal temperatures, with a life expectancy of 350.
hours, when draining 1 ma for four
hours a day at a drop from 1.5 volts.
to 1 volt per cell. The A battery under a drain of 60 ma for four hours:
a day, at normal temperatures has al
rated life expectancy of 85 hours
during the time it drops from 1.5
volts to 1 volt.
-
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A Flexible Equalizing Amplifier
...

Frequency response can be varied over a wide range
Adjustable networks in feedbai
loop
Response curve may be peaked at one or more points ... Used for equalizing lou
speakers, recording heads, playback equipment, or telephone lines
In broadcast servi
it may he used to obtain improved frequency response with existing equipment

...

...

By E. G. COOK
Communications Engineering Service
New York City

Irrl HE

principle of equalization is
very old in the communications
-.art. Equalizers of sorts were developed and put into use not long after
-the telephone itself. Nevertheless today's engineer is still confronted
with about the same situation as
-that which existed twenty years ago.
If he must have an equalizer, he
must also have available a means of
.amplifying the equalized signal.
The equalizer-amplifier which is
-the subject of this article has been
found to be completely satisfactory
in operation over an appreciable
period of time, and to possess those
characteristics which the author has
found to be most desirable for broadcasting, recording, or related audio
services. It is believed that the equalizer contains improvements which
have not been considered in other
-equalizers which have been described.
The equipment here described is
suggested as a compact flexible unit
which performs the duties of both
.amplifier and equalizer, and requires
no more space than an amplifier
.alone. It is contained, complete with
power supply, on an 81 -inch standard rack panel. The construction of
this electronic equalizer requires no
special technique. Cost of parts exceeds that of the equivalent straight
.amplifier by perhaps twenty percent.
Design Considerations

For maximum operating flexibility
,the ideal all-purpose equalizer should
include the following simple char.acteristics:
1. An overall net frequency gain
-rather than loss.
2. A mid -frequency gain which

:36
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a

remains constant as the frequency uses. It performs outstandingly as l-c
response is adjusted.
a sound effects equalizer, recorder
3. Switching arrangements which
cutting head driver, playback equalpermit adjustments while in use.
izer, or loudspeaker equalizer driver.
4. Provision for adjustment of the
It may be used to lift or lower the
frequency characteristic at both ends high end of the frequency spectrum,,
of the spectrum and in several differ- in calibrated steps at a known freent types of curves.
quency. Any specified low frequency
5. Constant and resistive input
may be lifted in the same manner.
and output impedances.
The input impedance is constant in
In undertaking the design of an both magnitude and phase angle ande r.
equalizing amplifier which fits these its output impedance is very nearly
requirements it must be decided at so. It has a gain of 65 vu, a maxiwhat power level the output is to be mum output level of 12 watts and its .,i
operated, at what power level the input may be operated at a level of
input is to be operated, and whether -40 vu while still maintaining a
the amplifier is to be single -ended noise-level 65 vu below the output
or push-pull. This latter question is One of the most interesting applicamainly one of economics. In some tions for this unit is the equalizaways, a single -ended equalizing am- tion or pre -equalization of telephone
plifier (with phase inversion in the cable circuits. In broadcast work it
output stage) is more easily de- is often possible to purchase a lower
signed for certain types of curves. grade service than the regular broadHowever, for really low noise level cast quality line, and equalize this
and distortion, the balanced design service to the equivalent of a qualitl
is recommended.
line. To do this requires a rather
The unit described here is a push- sharp peak in the' frequency charpull, high level amplifier. As a re- acteristic' of the equalizing W
sult, it may be put to a diversity of ment.
I

Í
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determined manner. This is accomplished by means of inserting in the
feedback loop frequency discriminating networks which have the effect of changing both the magnitude
and the phase of the feedback. In an
amplifier with heavy feedback the
gain is 1, that is, primarily dependent upon the complex quantity (3.
If 3 varies with frequency, the gain
of the amplifieras a whole will vary
with frequency in the opposite manner. Therefore, if it is desired to
change the high frequency response
of the amplifier in a general sort of
way, it is necessary only to adjust
the transmission loss characteristic
of the 3 circuit in an inverse manner. The same is true of the low
frequency end of the spectrum.
The general procedure as outlined
above is not applicable to an accurate analysis of the behavior of the
equalizing amplifier at the extreme
ends of the spectrum. This is due
to the fact that the gain of a feedback amplifier is not accurately represented by
when the A(3 product
is relative ly small. A(3 becomes relativel small at frequencies where the
rise in gain is pronounced, and we

-Front view
esi

3

to

of the equalizing amplifier which may be used wherever it is
change the characteristics of an audio signal, such as for sound effects,
driving a recording cutting head, or a loudspeaker

e significant portion of the
twizing amplifier is the last two
tans as shown in Fig. 2. The first
t+l is only for the purpose of proidig an extra 30 \ u or so of gain.
helast two stages in the normal
2t'or "no equalization" position
on rise a simple and rather conThe
enjonal feedback amplifier.
of ;e amplification of the A, or
m fying, circuit is approximately
atln the mid -frequency range. A
ii'ne calculation shows that the
IC

f-Circuit diagram

numeric value of 3, the feedback circuit gain at a mid -frequency point,
is 0.091. The A(3 product, which is
the significant quantity to be considered when dealing with feedback
amplifiers is, therefore, about 23 in
the mid -frequency range.
The principle of equalization employed in this amplifier is fundamentally as follows. The A(3 product
which determines the overall gain
of a feedback amplifier is varied
with respect to frequency in a pre-

the equalizing amplifier together with
altering the characteristics of the signal.

of

ev zl networks used for

The networks are connected to the amplifier In the feedback loop
or across the cathodes of the second stage
20, 000 ohms
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frequency response from the mid frequency value will be occasioned
by the interstage coupling network.
This coupling network may be symbolically shown as in Fig. 4A. By
means of Thévenin's theorem this
may be redrawn in the form of Fig.
4B. By the application of simple
resistance coupled amplifier theory
the high frequency gain of this network may be shown to be

AMPLIFIER
(A Circuit)
-

Input

gain. A
Gain at one frequency.a
M

id -frequency

Filed hequer° chorreirnrhe
FEEDBACK

o

OWN t

CIRCUIT

Circuit)

tp

Mid -frequency goin 6
Gained

AQurruble

oq fmgoencyb
freq.dmrodm,Hc

FIG. 3-Block diagram of the amplifier
and the feedback loop.
The frequency
characteristic of the output is approxi.mately the inverse of the feedback loop

a =

'

-

A

sin OA

AZA
where a is the gain at a high frequency,

ZE is

Rs in series.
Thévenin's equivalent impedan,
formed by Xp and the impeda0
looking to the left of (1) in }I
5A with the generator shorted,

Therefore the overall gain of th
feedback amplifier at any high frtl
quency referred to a mid-frequencl
will be found by substituting in th
relation
a

1-ah
relative gain =1-AO

(2)

or,
relative gain =
(1

1+A

1-1

('

lit

+

A R) sin OA

sin OA sin

ZE

00ZE+Ra

(1

Now with small error if AO
large, and since Z2/Z,-1-R0 is prat
tically constant,
1

relative gain =

,

K sin 0A
1

-F

K' sin 0A sin op
I'

(A)

(A)

,

Ze

cl

Xa

RC

E
'

I

Rc+Rd ZE+RG

(B)

(B)

where K and K' are constants. Th
principal reason for developing this
relation is to show that the fre
quency characteristic of an equal
ized feedback amplifier depends upor
both the amplitude and the phast
characteristic of not only the í3 cir
cult, but also the A circuit. Obsery
that the only variables in Eq. (6
are 0., and Ow the phase angles o1,
equivalent impedances derived from
constants of the A and 3 circuits17
respectively.
In referring to Fig. 6 it will bel
seen that a rise in gain of some 30I1
vu is obtained at about 10 kc on onel.
of the curves. This brings up th
question of the possibility of self
oscillation. Peterson, Kreer an
Ware (Regeneration, Theory and
Experiment, Proc. I.R.E., October
1934) have established that the criterion for oscillation in a feedback
amplifier is that when the complex
quantity .413 is vectorially plotted as
a function of frequency on rectangular coordinates with the real part
along the abscissa and the imaginary j.
part along the ordinate, the resulting curve encloses the point 1,0. /
Thus we see that it is possible to
have a certain degree of positive
feedback or regeneration without
encountering self -oscillation. Precautions to avoid enclosing the point
1,0 must be taken in both the A and
the R circuits. By referring to Fig.
2 it will be seen that the A circuit
includes only one reactive element,
namely, capacitance. Thus no reso- 1
nances may occur involving a rapid
II

FIG.

4-The interstage coupling network

FIG.

and its equivalent circuit

gain =

1-ab

A is
ZA is

(1)

where a is the gain of the amplifier
without feedback at any frequency
and b represents the transmission
loss of the feedback network at any
frequency. This relation applies at
all times regardless of whether the
ab product is large or small. To substitute for the values a and b in this
expression it is necessary to analyze
the transmission loss relations of
both the amplifier without feedback
and the feedback network by itself.
In analyzing the former we shall
take into consideration the characteristic of the last two stages of
Fig. 2 only. Any variation in high

38
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its equivalent used to

compute the high frequency gain of the
feedback circuit

must, therefore, substitute the fundamental equation:
a

5-Circuit and

the gain at a mid-frequency,
Thévenin's impedence formed by
XA and the combination of R5,
RL, and R, all' in parallel.

In the same manner it is possible to
compute the high frequency transmission loss characteristic of the (3
circuit. This may be redrawn as
shown in Fig. 5A, and again converted by means of Thévenin's
theorem to the configuration of Fig.
5B. The high frequency gain of the
feedback circuit will be
h

$$X

= Z
where b

Z
ZE
ZE+Ra

ZE

sin mp (3)

is the feedback at any frequency,
is the feedback at a mid -frequency,
ZE is an equivalent impedance formed
B

by the parallel combination of
Z,. and the two resistances R, and

'

i
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1stshift. At the same time, the
vicy response of the A, or amfyjg circuit, is purposely wrecked
an RC
h high end by inserting
This
circuit.
grid
6L6
twik in the
function
additional
the
has
vtk
3t.ilizing the tube, which, with
viy high transconductance, will
on scillate parasitically. The retir frequency characteristic of
nplifier minus feedback is
iwlin Fig. 7.
Feedback

Networks

circuit PMX

rhi feedback or (i
teY (Fig. 2) is designed in
way that a number of differ pes of frequency discrimiin networks may be simultanely1pplied. These

are shown indi-

uar in the lower portion of Fig.
Ph' are to be connected as indied iy

the lettered terminals and

used separately or simultaneilyo produce composite curves.
y i

B as shown in the lower
t Fig. 2 consists of a series of
de+ers which may be connected
oslthe 7F7 cathodes to shunt the
equencies. This changes the
h equency magnitude and phase
ius increasing the overall am son (Fig. 6). By the same
zn,1etwork C is a series of con se which can be connected be hw ik

tile points P-M and Q-N.

hanges the magnitude and
at low frequencies, hence
:e:Ing the overall amplification
shin in Fig. 8. Network D is
th same general character as
mil B. It is a pair of condensers
igt' from M to X and N to Y
eh reduces the high frequency
9eif b
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26
response in the same manner as that
in which the section B increases it.
24
2Rc = 4000 ohms
Curves for determining the proper
CZ is varied
22
values of condensers for networks
B and C are shown in Figs. 9 and 10
20
respectively. The curves of Fig. 9
Is
apply roughly to network D also, if
C, is multiplied by a factor of 1/5.
16
It will be noted that networks B and
14
C are calibrated in vu at their respective frequencies of 5,000 cps and
12
b/k
50 cps. The first position, labeled 0,
6
10
o°
is the flat, or unequalized, position.
0
In network B, C2 is inserted in this
a
o. pti
f
.,
,,
o
position and has a value necessary
/,
~
6
O.
to give flat high frequency response.
v,r °
G1
*
4
If none is necessary the position may
be left open. In network C the first
Vry
position should be filled with what`
0
ever condenser is required to produce a flat low frequency response.
-2 200
300 "CZ
Usually this position may be shorted
Frequency in Cycles per Second
(infinite capacitance). No great
amount of ingenuity is required to
combine networks C and D into a FIG. 6-Curves showing the increase of
gain at the high frequencies obtained by
single switch with a center zero
the use of network B of Fig. 2
position if a coarse 'adjustment of
this type of equalization is permis- rotated, adjustments may be made
while the amplifier is in use. One
sible.
With a simultaneous application important detail in connection with
of networks B and C, a frequency section C is the use of the shorting
characteristic which is a composite type selector switch. Were a non of Figs. 6 and 8 may be obtained. shorting type switch .used, the feedThe low frequency equalization may back would be removed between steps
be adjusted without materially af- as the switch was rotated, causing
fecting the high frequency response, abrupt fluctuation of gain.
To provide constant and resistive
and vice versa. These curve families
are useful for equalizing loudspeak- input and output impedances for the
ers, recorder cutting head drivers, ideal equalizer, isolation pads must
playback equipment or turntables, be inserted at both input and output
and, to a certain extent, open -wire terminals. The T -pad volume contelephone lines. Since the mid -fre- trol shown at the input (Fig. 2)
quency gain remains essentially con- should serve this purpose. If constant as the equalizer switches are stant output impedance is required,

,111II-.,'1111-.,'111
I

Rc

10,000

8-Curves showing the increase of gain at the low frequencies obtained by connecting network C of Fig. 2 in the feedback loops
FIG.
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such as for line driving, the second- to give a good low frequency 1
ary winding of Tº should be followed sponse in a normal amplifier. Hoy
by a 6 to 10 db pad.
ever, if a large condenser is use
trouble may be experienced wit
Distortion
self -oscillation at a very low fro
To reduce distortion to an absolute quency. If
trouble of this sort
minimum, the two 20,000 -ohm feed- encountered,
reduction in the vain
back resistors (Fig. 2) might each of
these condensers is recommender
be composed of a 15,000 -ohm fixed
To further force a balance betwee;i
resistor in series with a 5,000-ohm the two sides
of the push-pull an,
ariable resistor. A balance may plifier the
two 6L6 screens are tier
then be forced between the two pushtogether and receive and supply volil
pull sections while the amplifier is
age through a common resistor. An)
being measured for distortion. This
tendency toward a push-pull self'
unit was measured at 0.1 percent
oscillation or unbalance in tlíe output
distortion or less at all frequencies stage
immediately appears as a re
below 1,000 cps with all equalizing
sultant voltage across this resistoil
positions set at 0 and at an output and tends
to cancel. The d -c blocking
level of 10 watts. The noise level
condensers leading from the output
was measured at 75 vu below the 10 plates
watt reference level. The adjustment low - to points P and Q should b
leakage, high - quality compoof a low noise level is due only in
nents. If these condensers have an
part to feedback. Considerable care appreciable
amount of leakage obmust be taken in filtering and isola- jectionable
pops will be heard when
ting the plate supply for the various rotating the C
stages. Grounding and shielding whole amplifier switch; indeed, the
may become unshould not be haphazard, but system- stable.
atic, with an individual common
ground for each stage connected in
Peaked Characteristics
turn to a common point on the chasIf it is desired to produce a peak
sis. The mechanical construction
shown in Fig. 1 is not necessary but in the high frequency response such
is recommended as a way of isola- as might be required for the equaliting the heat generated by the recti- zation of loaded cable circuits the
fier and power tubes from the elec- 7F7 cathodes may be shunted by one
trolytic and impregnated condensers. or more resonant circuits of adjustPlacement of the chassis at the top able Q. An example of this sort of
rather than the bottom of the rack equalizer will be found in Fig. 2 in
panel permits transformers and con- section A. It consists of L, C and R
densers to be mounted underneath, in series between the two cathodes.
preventing dust accumulation. Tubes
are easily accessible at the rear,
while servicing may be accomplished
C
by merely removing the "bottom
-a 20
plate," which is actually at the top.
Referring again to Fig. 2, the first 4, I8
7F7 cathodes are tied together into -a
a common unbypassed resistor, as "Cá 1.6
2Rc=4000n
are the two 6L6 cathodes, for the
14
CZ=0.01µf
R,=0
a
purpose of helping to force a bal{2
L =250mh
ance between the two sections. Any
c,= o.o04µf is
o
tendency on the part of one side of
S 10
o
the push-pull section to have more
8
gain than the other will produce a
v
i 6
resultant voltage across these cathode resistors. This voltage will in
á 4
turn act to produce degeneration
> 2
within the stage itself, tending to
C
c 0
reduce the initial unbalance. If there
6
8,
000
4,000
1000
5.9
is no initial unbalance there will be
Frequency in Cycles per. Second
no net voltage across these cathode
resistors, thus it will be useless to
bypass them. The 0.03 µf coupling FIG. 13 -Rough analysis of the curvesis
of Fig. 12. Below resonance network A
condenser between the last two dominant
and above resonance network 0
stages of this amplifier is too small
is dominant
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values of C,. In a rough sort of way
one might say that on the low fre-

resistance may be varied by
jeans of a tap switch arrangement,
loducing the effect of varying the
and trimmers may
i Other switches
the frequency of
adjust
to
used
series resistance
If
the
lsonance.
, is zero and if the d -c resistance
(L is negligible in comparison with
to two 7F7 cathode resistors, the
ae in gain at the resonant fre(ency will be numerically equal to
le product A(3. At that frequency
1e amplifier will act as though all
ledback had been removed. The
:arpness of the resonant peak so
loduced is necessarily limited by
le overall Q of this network, includig the 7F7 cathode resistors. In
lattice a rise in gain at the resontfrequency of the order of 30 vu
In
i possible with this amplifier.
1g. 11 a rise in gain of 18 vu was
stained when R, was made zero
us means that the residual resist ce of the inductance was fairly
Ill. The resulting curve is some tat similar to the type of resonant
trve which might be obtained in a
cwentional resonant circuit with a
(of about 14.
In Fig. 12 will be found the result
( combining sections A and B. This
fmily of curves is obtained by vary i r the capacitance used in network
I An illustration of how this takes
;ice is shown in Fig. 13. Here the
rves for the resonant network A
ud non -resonant network B, to>rther with the composite curve, are
sperimposed for several different

'e

quency side of resonance network B
holds control of the frequency response, and in passing through resonance network A dominates. After
resonance has occurred the output
drops below that which would be produced by network B alone and then
rises approaching the network B
curve as an asymptote.
In Fig. 14 are shown the characteristic curve of network D and the
same curve with section A added.
One marked difference between this
type of curve and those of Fig. 6 is
its performance after resonance. The
same overshooting of the resonant
curve will be observed and at higher
frequencies it will again tend to return to the network D curve as an
as mptote. In the practical case,
however, even these curves are not
sufficiently complex to correctly
equalize within tolerable limits low
grade wire service. When it is desired to lease a low grade service,
and make it perform as a high quality line, one must be prepared for
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K sin ma

(7)

-

+ K' sin ¢,( Zr
where Z is the impedance of the
resonant circuit replacing the capacitance X in Fig. 5, and Zr is an
equivalent impedance formed by Z
and the other impedance of Fig. 5B.
The mathematics as outlined herein is not intended for use as accurate design information, but merely
as an indication of the procedure if
1

(Continued on page 91)
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almost anything.
Two or more type A networks may
be required in equalizing either the
sending or receiving points or both.
The number of different types of
curves that can be obtained by such
a procedure is so large that any attempt to comprehensively illustrate
them would be futile in this space.
In Fig. 15 will be seen a representative example of what may be ob-

tained. By using two type A networks, one set to resonate at 2,000
cps with very low Q, the other
spotted at 5,200 cps with higher Q,
together with a mild application of
network D, this composite is obtained. The height of either peak
may be adjusted by changing the Q
of the appropriate resonant circuit.
The trough depth at 4,000 cps may
be adjusted by setting network D.
The broadness of resonance of the
2,000 cps type A network is occasioned by the 6,000 -ohm series resistance. This resistance is necessary with section A wired as shown
to limit the peak to 21f vu. However,
a sharper 2,000 -cps 23 vu peak may
be easily produced by lowering the
value of this 6,000-ohm resistor and
tapping both ends of the 2,000 -cps
type A network, down on the 7F7
cathode resistors.
As a matter of passing interest the
equation for the resonant equalizer
corresponding to Eq. (6) for the
type B equalizer is

0

as ou/lined/n
schematic diggrom
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F. 14-Frequency response curve with network D alone and
vb network A added. After resonance the A -D curve overshoots
the D curve and then returns to it asymptotically
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-Two

or more networks may be used to obtain the
Here two type A networks are Inserted In the
amplifier to produce a double peaked response curve

desired results.
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The CONTROLLED

Transitron Oscillator
Increased flexibility of operation of the transitron oscillator using only RC circuit element
is provided by the use of a variable resistor. Adjustments of frequency and condition
oscillation are made independent. The improved circuit, suitable for audio frequency us
may be used as a frequency selective amplifier as well as an oscillator
THE transitron' oscillator has
been used with success to produce stable sine wave oscillations at
both high and low audio frequencies
in a simple circuit. Since only resistance and condenser elements' are
used, the oscillator is linear to a high
degree, capable of producing sine
waves with a remarkably low harmonic content at the low audio frequencies, and insensitive to magnetic
coupling. Briefly, the transitron
.oscillator uses a tetrode with the
inner grid used as an anode, the
cuter grid used as a control grid
with negative transconductance to
the anode grid, and the plate used
as a collector anode. A pentode may
be used with the inner control grid
held at a fixed voltage close to cathode potential or actually tied to the
cathode. This latter arrangement
has been used in circuits which do
not employ extreme values of R or C.
It is the purpose of this paper to
discuss the circuit due to Delaup,'
modified by the substitution of a volume control with shunting rheostat
for the single resistor which he used
in coupling to the outer control grid,
and to develop basic design principles
so that the various elements may be
properly proportioned to obtain most
satisfactory results from the working circuit which is shown in Fig. 1.
To analyze the operation of the
circuit of Fig. 1, let
R,

42

By STANLEY R. JORDAN
Dayton, Ohio
E, = R r, / (R + r,) represent the total
equivalent resistance of R in parallel
with anode -grid plate resistance,
r, = be the resistance between cathode and
second grid used as a plate,
Ea = be the voltage to cathode of outer
control grid,
Ee = be the voltage to cathode of collector
anode.
S , o = be the voltage to cathode of anode
grid, and
E8 = be the voltage supply to R

r

reduction of volume control settir
is exactly equivalent to a reduction
the absolute value of the transco'
ductance and hence permits a van,
tion of the transconductance indl
pendent of the plate resistance of tl
anode grid. This permits adjustme
of the grid excitation to just th,
value required for oscillation at
hence permits excellent waveform.
all frequencies. The purpose of U

shunting rheostat, R is to perm
adjustment of R, and hence of ti
oscillating frequency. This may II;'
with
may
58
The tube
be a type
possible values of R, = 100,000 used for purposes of calibration
ohms, R2 = 25,000 ohms, E = +20 to give continuous control of fri
volts, E. = 4.5 volts, E8 = +115 quency between condenser steps in
multi -frequency oscillator. It wall
volts, and E,a = +40 approx.
l

:

1,

noted that feedback and frequen("
The values of C, and C, depend adjustments are independent.
upon the desired frequency and are
By Kirchoff's laws.
related by the formula
i=i,+is,+ic,=-eG, í
1

Ni

()

(1)

RI

For the conditions cited r, is such
that R, = 10,000 ohms and if C, and
C. are equal their capacitances, in µf,
are given by
=

C2

10

116

2rf

where G, is the conductance of
parallel combination of R, and
The component currents are:
=

R,

582=K2,

t

6l

i,n=C:dt

ei=e+CiJR,di
and

e
de2
de
For f = 15 cps, C, = C, = 0.336 µf.
dl =dl
The equivalent circuit is shown in
Hence, the equation forFig. 2 is
Fig. 2. The voltage, e, across R, (or
de
+
a definite fraction of it as deter-R2
- J R, dt + C'
mined by the setting of R,) is ap- Cl e
plied to the outer control grid which R, C, _ -eG,
has negative transconductance to the or, written as a differential equatior
anode grid, that is, as the outer grid
de
I;
1
d'e
1
= R,Re/(R, + R.) represent the total goes positive the anode grid receives
dP+\
Ric, +RC,+R,C, + Cr)d,
equivalent resistance of volume con- less current and is, therefore, car1
trol element, shunted by that part of
+ R,R:C,C2 e 0
ried positive. It will be seen that a
rheostat in circuit.
(-17

`

(1
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1

T is oscillatory if the coefficient
t! middle term is zero or negave.nd the frequency is given by
1

2AjTi!
on

3

(7)

limiting condition of oscillagiven by

\

¡¡

(
R,+R,\1+
1

1

R:C,I
R,C,/

(8)

11:h may be learned from the
i e;ling equations. In order to vary
lc equency it is necessary to vary
1 C,, or C or any combination
use. To avoid constantly changg 'e grid excitation setting it is
itble to have the same limiting
idion of oscillation at different
egtncies. This may be achieved
kiping the ratio C,/C, constant if
e slues of R. and R, are to remain
nslnt which is desirable from a

the effective loading of R, on the
oscillating circuit. Important parameters are the ratios C./C, = K,
and R,C,/R,C, = Kr. In operating
circuits K, has varied from á to 10
and K, from 0.7 to 20.
From the equations above it may
be seen that, if R,/R, is large and
C,/C, is not unduly large, R,G should
be kept constant for constant oscillating amplitude. If R is large relative to r, then R, is nearly proportional to r, which is nearly inversely
proportional to G for the tubes concerned and the conditions are satisfied. Actually a somewhat smaller
percentage variation of G than of
r, is required and conditions may be
found for which this is true. This
will give good waveform for varying
supply voltage but will make the frequency. fairly sensitive to supply
voltage. A ten percent variation of

C

grid of
next stage'
To

--Cg
1mm,

1~1.

C2

Rg

I
R,'
R2

a

Ec

r
4-

/(R3+ R4)
Rrp/( R trp)

1

I

1111

111111

R

r.s

Es,

R3 R4

k-------

tuned circuit of negative, zero, or
low positive decrement and hence
may be used as a very selective amplifier if properly adjusted. The controlled transitron RC oscillator described above has this desired feedback control. It may be used as a
frequency selective amplifier by coupling the input voltage to the pentode
inner control grid and by adjusting
the grid excitation control to a value
just under that for oscillation. The
best overall operating characteristics
of the circuit as a regenerator will be
found with K, near 1. As the feedback control is advanced toward the
zero damping point there will be a
marked increase of gain at the natural frequency of the system; in
fact, high values of Q are avaliable.
If the feedback is 0.9 of that required for oscillation (and R,C, =
R,C,) the equivalent Q is 5.5 and by
increasing the feedback reasonably
stable values up to 20 or 25 may ba
obtained. The question of phase is
of interest. Since the inner control
grid is supplying the little portion of
G needed to make the damping zero
at the natural frequency, then the
voltages on the inner and outer control grids must be exactly 180 degrees out of phase at the natural frequency and the amplified voltage at
the junction' of R, and C, is available
for connection to an amplifier grid.

EAc

01-The improved transitron oscillator with independent control of oscillation
lath the use of the variable resistor, R. The circuit may be used as a frequency
elbive amplifier by feeding the voltage to the terminals AB and taking
the output
f:orn terminals CD

F

etal operating standpoint. The the supply will cause about a ten perxitim theoretical value of R. is cent change of R, and hence about a
ani its practical maximum value five percent variation
of the freeslthan that, while its minimum quency. Since waveform, stability,
tie: 1/G even if R, is infinite. But frequency, and output are
all deittbn of R, by a variation of R pendent upon
the supply voltages it
feet the average operating is evident that a well regulated supnt vhich is undesirable if the ply is essential. If this is provided
xintm undistorted output is to be high voltage
output of excellent waveaird. The resistance R, has a form may be
obtained by the use of
ntm value determined by grid reasonably large values of
R and
l and bias variation
considera - an average value of R,C,/R,C, near
For practical purposes this 10, and, especially, of the principle
srtice may be taken as 500,000 of frequency
variation by change of
19, ut of course it
depends en - both C, and C keeping their ratio
pon the tube and operating constant and near 1.
i tns. The minimum value of
Any oscillator whose tendency to
S (termined by
the values of R, oscillate may be continuously varied
i; tnd also by the ratio of
C, to from the normal slight negative
twill be observed that this damping through zero
to slight posi(His a multiplying effect upon
tive damping is the equivalent of a

FIG.

2-Equivalent circuit of the RC
transitron oscillator of Fig. 1

R2

RI
Gi

1

R

I

1
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-
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Thus the equivalent of a low frequency, high Q, tuned load, amplifier
stage with f and Q continuously adjustable is available. This should be
valuable in vibration and balancing

studies.

REFERENCES:
(1) C. Brunetti, Transitron Oscillator.
Proc. I R.E., Feb., 1939.
(2) Paul S. Delaup. ELECTRONICS, Jan.,
1941.
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Wave Form Circuits
for CATHODE
Flexibility over a wide range of frequencies, rapidity in operation. and high impedance null
the cathode-ray tube a universal tool of the communications engineer as well at, of the servjc
man. The uses of this important tube in waveform analysis are thoroughly covered in thi
two-part survey article of present day- technique

By H. M. LEWIS

PRIOR to the first World War the
cathode-ray tube was a recognized but infrequently used tool for
the study of voltage and current
waveforms. During the nineteen
twenties and thirties electronic
television appropriated the cathoderay tube to convert it to its own instruments of generator and reproducer of television images. In this
effort a large number of workers
here and abroad perfected a technique of generation and control of
electrical waveforms which could
meet rigid standards of operation.
While broadcast television may mark
time until the war ends, the technique it has perfected is being employed in almost endless fashion to
win the war. Engineers and technicians from other fields who now
are called upon to develop and operate these cathode-ray devices will
find an enormous literature on the
subject. The present article seeks
only to illustrate, as space will permit, some of the principles of waveform generation and control which
may be of service to these men.

Consulting En !lint , r

to, or an integral submultiple of till
periodicity of the signal waveform a
stationary pattern is produced.
Since the theory of deflection i3I
to be found in nearly every text, onl51
a few points of practical intent neon
be noted here. The cathode-ray tubl
of Fig. 1 is of the more common eleo
trostatically focused type. The first,
A, anode potential is adjusted, rein'':
tive to that of the second A, anode,
to focus the spot on the screen. The'
grid, G, may be biased to adjust the,
brightness of the spot and a signuli'
may be applied via the grid coupling
circuit to modulate the brightnea
of the ray. Since circuits should al
ways be complete, we show by dotted
lines that electrons, equal in number
to those striking the screen, leave

potential will determine the brightness of the spot on the screen. When
the spot, which normally is formed at
the center of the screen, is deflected
by an electric or a magnetic field the
spot moves and we hale a trace of
light on the screen due to persistence
of vision and the time required for
the fluorescence to die out. Traces
due to periodic signal waveforms
are ordinarily formed on the screen
as graphs of the instantaneous amplitude of the signal, plotted against
time. This is accomplished by a periodic horizontal deflection which
varies linearly with time from left
to right; to provide a time scale, and
a vertical deflection which follows in- the screen due to secondary electron
stantaneously the amplitude of the emission and flow to the second
signal.
anode. The second anode extend
A deflection field of saw -tooth toward the screen to draw off theca
waveform is employed to provide secondary electrons and to act an a
this horizontal time axis and when shield against extraneous electric
it is chosen with a periodicity equal fields.

Fundamentals of the C -R Osc,llograph

Electrons emitted from the heated
cathode of a vacuum tube may be focused by an electric or a magnetic
field and accelerated by a d -c potential of several hundred (sometimes
several thousand) volts to strike
upon a fluorescent screen. The number of electrons in this so-called cathode-ray (i.e., the beam current) and
its electron velocity due to the d -c

44

FIG. 1-Schematic wiring diagram of electrostatically deflected cathode ray tubs'
Cathode, grid, first and second anodes are shown respectively at K. G. A, and A

July 1942
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TUBES...Part

he saw -tooth deflecting voltage

as shown to the horizontal
tfe?cting plates and relative to the
end anode voltage; hence the
anle is grounded. The cathode may
is pplied

I

in Fig. 2C as the resultant of displacements x and y corresponding
to the horizontal and vertical deflection fields respectively. The displacement of P may also be defined in po-

be/rounded if the voltage supply, lar coordinates by the angle p and
reesented for convenience by a the radius vector p.
baery, is suitably by-passed and
Fundamental RC and L/R generators
th condensers coupling the deflecThe generator of saw -tooth voltti voltage to the plates are chosen
to rithstand the high anode voltage. age or current to provide a time axis
is of fundamental consideration and,
Orl of the plates may be connected
di ct to the second anode and a
"sigle phase" deflection voltage ap11 to the other plate. However
tbuse of a balanced voltage source
as llustrated is to be preferred to
av,d distortions. Similarly, the sigrlavoltage is applied to one or both
of he vertical deflection plates.
o,nce we are dealing with deflectit of a ray of negative electrons
thsmotion of the spot is in the directic of the electric field as shown in
!c
t
i 2A. For magnetic deflection the
rn(ion of the spot is normal to the
Motion of the magnetic field as
shun at Fig. 2B. With normally
deigned tubes and deflector elements
thi displacement of the spot is
nine
di'ctly proportional to the field
ie
stingth and hence directly proportitlal to the deflection voltage or
I,
d .ction current as the case may be.
deflection in two dimensions by
a tir of deflectors normal to each
o u- and of equal sensitivity the
FIG. 3-(Above) Two saw -tooth circuits
d Placement of the spot P is shown
and wave forms produced
,,

THE rapid growth
appiication of cathode-ray tubes as devices
for analyzing circuit operations is partly the result of
recent television developments. But it is equally the
result of the many circuit
refinements which, coupled
with improvements in the
tubes themselves, make the
c -r oscilloscope the most
versatile piece of analyzing
equipment for the electronics worker. At the request
of the

the Editors, Mr. Lewis

of

has prepared this timely
survey of cathode-ray tube
technique.
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4-(Below) Hot cathode gas tube in
saw -tooth circuit, similar to that of Fig. 3A
FIG.
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E. 2-Electrostatic (A) and electrorhagnetic fields

(B)

motions (closed arrows) to produce spot.
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(open arrows) produce electron
P. on screen (C)
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is the basis of waveforms used in

FIG. 5-Hot cathode gas tube used in circuit for producing saw tooth wave forms

cathode-ray technique.
The fundamental form of saw tooth voltage generator or RC circuit is illustrated in Fig. 3. The condenser C is rapidly charged by battery E through the device S and
small resistance 1. The device S,
which we may term a shorting tube,
has the property of being non-conductive until a predetermined voltage
is applied across its terminals. It
then passes current freely and continues to do so until the voltage

The terms "charge" and "di
charge," are entirely relative. F
example the bottom connection of
may be brought to the E+ termina
of the battery without causing an
difference in the waveform or d,
level of the voltage between the toi.
terminal and ground. In this cast
it would be more natural to say the
the condenser C is slowly charge(
through R and rapidly discharge(
through S and r. We should note
however that reversal of the battery

E causes

a reversal in polarity o
the saw tooth waveform.
In applying this voltage for de
fleeting the ray we are not concernei
about the rapid retrace since it it
not used. Also fewer electrons strik(i'
a given spot on the screen and thi
retrace will be dim; it may also b
blanked out by a negative pulse ap
plied to the grid. The trace how ,,
ever should be linear to serve as

I

1

FIG. 6-Popular type of saw tooth genera.
tor with regenerative shorting tube, S

FIG. 7-The popular multivibrator type of
circuit producing relaxation oscillations

FIG. B-Simple diagram of the blocking os-

cillator type of relaxation oscillator

falls to a second predetermined but
lower level. A two electrode tube
containing a low pressure of gas
(e.g. neon, argon or the like) has
this property, there being an effective difference between the ionization and de -ionization or arc extension potentials. As condenser C
charges, the voltage across it rises
to oppose that of the battery E
until the net voltage across S
reaches the de-ionization level. At
this point the tube S becomes nonconductive and condenser C discharges through the high resistance
R until its voltage is decreased to a
level where S again conducts current.
The cycle then repeats and the periodic waveform of voltage across
condenser C is shown as e, of curve
C. This wave is of saw tooth form
but is not linear since the trace or
slow part of the cycle is an exponen tal curve determined by the time constant RC and the retrace or rapid
part of the cycle is a steeper exponental curve determined by the time
constant rC. It will be evident that
the periodicity or frequency of the
wave will be chiefly determined by
the slow trace part of the cycle.
The formula for frequency is,
1

CR log

where
FIG.
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9-A

convenient saw tooth wave form
generator using a single pentode

ÉL

-I-

Cr log

E

-

(1)

E.

E, is the maximum voltage level.
E2 is the minimum voltage level, and
E is the battery voltage.

time axis and fair linearity may b
achieved by making E a high voltage
and making R as large as possibl&
thereby to effect operation over
small linear portion of the exponent'y
l'
tial curve.
The current through the con
denser C will have the impulse wave, 11
form shown as i, of curve D. Here11
we again have exponential trace an
retrace portions of the wave joine
by abrupt discontinuities. In pracIIIr
tice these discontinuities can neve K,
be perfectly vertical changes of amplitude since nothing can happen
in zero time. So we note mentallj'l
that a small slope exists wherever
such waveforms are shown and thatI''J
they could only be illustrated signifi- 4f
cantly by using a greatly expanded
scale of time. The same is true ofli(9
the points of inflection of the waveforms; they are actually curved
k
changes of direction too sharp to be
drawn on the scale employed. Most',"
a

,

i

important to note is that the

impulse '

is the mathematical derival1'
tive of the saw tooth wave; it repr'esents the rate at which the curva
ture of the saw tooth is changingll(

wave

(,

1

with time.
The fundamental form of sate
tooth current generator or LIR clr
cuit is illustrated in Fig. 3B. It is
simply the familiar make and break
or buzzer circuit. The spring contact O, (which we may term an
opening device) is normally closed
so that current change in the inductance is again an exponential curve
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deirmined by the time constant
Here R is a small resistance
an,includes the coil resistance. The
,mler we make the value of R,
tht:nore slowly the current increase.

:e R determines the trace part
of he cycle of it also represented
by Irve C of Fig. 3. The magnetic
H

increases with the current inele through L until at a predetlrined maximum it pulls open the
inlet O. The current then der ies according to the steeper re exponential curve as deter r
by the time constant L/r.
i d
Sin: r will generally be the leakage
estante and very high, the curThe
n retrace will be rapid.
ne anical period of the spring conac17 may determine the frequency,
ruttssuming a device without such
tanical properties we note that
he;race part of the cycle which
hily determines the periodicity, is
on oiled by the choice of L and R.
kn ncrease in R results in an inrele of frequency.
'le voltage across an inductance
s te mathematical derivative of
he urrent through it and hence e,
s rpresented by the impulse waveorb of Fig. 3D.
Fr magnetic deflection the coil L
oull be designed to serve as the
eflition coils of Fig. 2B to provide
ti e axis.
ti

:

since the grid bias determines the
voltage level at which the tube conducts current. This bias is negative, not positive, since it is .comprised of the tapped portion of E
and the average d -c potential across
C. We have then in this circuit an
additional control of frequency and
linearity, since we may set the grid
bias to determine one voltage level;
that at which the retrace begins.
Once the gas tube, S, becomes conductive the grid has no control and
the charging of C continues until the
net plate -cathode voltage reaches the
extinctive level where the grid again
takes control. It will be noted that
here, and in the circuits of Fig. 5
and Fig. 6 which follow, the RC

circuit is in the cathode -ground path
where it affects both plate and grid
circuits in determining the levels at
which tube S operates. When possible'this arrangement is to be preferred.
The circuit of Fig. 5 is like that
of Fig. 4 but here the device S is a
high vacuum triode. To obtain the
equivalent of a gas ionization characteristic, and also to avoid the
limitation of anappreciable time for
ionization to occur, a feedback connection is provided. The transformer
coupling plate and grid circuits

and then negative) as will be shown
later. The choice of a transformer
is not critical but will in general be
chosen with regard to the range of
operating frequencies since much
higher frequencies may be generated
by vacuum tubes than by gas tubes.
A widely used form of saw tooth
voltage generator is the circuit of
Fig. 6. High vacuum tubes are employed and the circuit is fundamentally the same as the preceding one.
The shorting tube, S, is made regenerative by means of a polarity
reversing tube V instead of a transformer. When charging current flows
through S, a negative voltage pulse
across the plate resistor load is amplified as a positive voltage pulse by
tube V and applied to the grid of S
to increase its conductivity during
the retrace interval. The direct con-

nection of the plate of V to the grid
of S is permissible since as in the
preceeding figures the grid will be
returned to a point on the battery
to provide suitable bias.
The RC circuit which controls the
trace part of the cycle is the condenser C and the plate -cathode resistance of the pentode R. The plate
current of a pentode is constant for
a wide range of plate voltage and
may be set by its grid bias. Hence
serves then to provide a positive by substitution of the pentode for R
pulse of voltage on the grid when we predetermine a constant current
current starts to flow through the discharge of C during the trace part
IC fype Relaxation Generators
tube. Thus the resistance of the of the cycle. This means that the
o number of circuit arrange - tube is sharply lowered to provide trace voltage across C will vary
14r; of ordinary vacuum tubes can for the rapid charge of condenser C linearly with time.
Substantially
e ganged to simulate the funda - during the retrace interval. One or linear trace saw tooth voltage may
rend L/R circuit of Fig. 3B. In both windings of the transformer will be had by this method. The pentode
enral it is easier to arrange vac- ordinarily be damped as shown by a may of course be used to replace R
uhtube circuits as RC type gen- shunt resistor to avoid oscillation in the preceding circuits. To pro'dts. These are also more useful through distributed capacities. Actu- vide a balanced output a portion of
r :hode ray technique and
hence ally the voltage across each winding saw tooth voltage across C may be
will be a double impulse (first positive taken from a condenser in series
IQ alone will be discussed.
ras tube having a hot cathode,
at and grid, such as the thyratron
codes the most simple and, for
a i purposes, the most useful genarrangement as shown by
iq.I. The circuit is identical with
ig:3A except that the gas tube
'e(tes the device S and must be
nt:tly connected in the circuit.
h,.rrid is connected to a point on
tel attery through a high resistor
tat a synchronizing signal may
' eplied between grid and ground
a he capacity shown. The con:ct'n of the grid to the battery
te)rovide a suitable negative bias
FIG. 10-Rectangular pulses of suitable amplitude
and sign control frequency of
relaxation oscillators by altering the breakdown voltage
.tmen grid and cathode of tube S,
timing, as shown by solid
saw tooth

l
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Time-f-

ordinary control characteristics o
positive mutual conductance relatir
to the plate but which has opposit
control or negative mutual condo/
tance relative to the screen grit
This is evident since a negative p(
tential on the suppressor turns elet
trons back to the screen grid. Th
inner elements of cathode, suppre
sor grid and screen grid (the serer
grid being viewed as an anode), wit
the elements R,C,R2 comprises a n
generative circuit. The element
R,C,R, determine the periodícit)
FIG. 11-(Left) Diaprincipally affecting the ratio 0
g r a m illustrating
to retrace intervals. Narroi
trace
method of synchronizpulses
of current flow to the plat
lng two relaxation oscillators through use of to charge C which discharges slord
voltage pulses
through R so that saw -tooth voltall
is developed across C.'
Synchronization and Counter
FIG. 12-(Above) Syn-

chronizing arrangement
used in the counter
type of frequency dividing circuits
Time

-+

with C to the grid of amplifier, V2,
with the gain of V, adjusted so that
the saw tooth voltage output at O_ is
equal in amplitude and opposite in
polarity to that at O,.
Two of the earliest forms of relaxation oscillators, both of which
are still widely used, are the "multi vibrator" and the "blocking oscillator" shown respectively in Figs. 7
and 8. They are primarily useful
as sources of impulse waveform.
The multivibrator in its original
form is simply two resistance
coupled stages; the output of the
second stage being coupled back to
the input of the first so that the arrangement is regenerative. For example the condenser C, will be
charged when tube V, is conductive
and the charge must leak off through
R,. When V_ is conductive the condenser C, is charged. With equal CR
time constants in the two coupling
circuits the tubes V, and V_ are alternately conductive for equal time
intervals, that is the trace and retrace intervals of the wave are
equal. Pulse voltages of opposite
polarity are therefore available from
the two coupling circuits. It is also
possible for each condenser to be
charged in the opposite sense by the

48

flow of grid current which must leak
off through the grid resistor so that
when C, is being charged, C, is be-.

ing discharged or charged in opposite sense and vice versa. With dissimilar coupling circuit constants
the trace and retrace intervals will
differ.
The blocking oscillator of Fig. 8
is a conventional (but untuned)
feedback circuit arranged with a
grid condenser and leak so that when
the tube conducts, grid current flows
to charge C negative. The tube is
therefore shut off until the charge
leaks off through R. In some arrangements of the circuit one of
the windings is tuned by a condenser
to a high frequency so that several
cycles of oscillation occur before C
is charged sufficiently to stop the
flow of plate current. Voltage across
one 'of the windings will be of double impulse form which may be used
for a variety of purposes.
A very convenient form of saw tooth voltage generator employing
a single pentode tube is shown in
Fig. 9. The action of the circuit is
not simple and a variety of explanations have appeared in the literature.
Basically the operation depends upon
the suppressor grid which has the

1'

Circuit,'

As has been shown the periodicity
of an RC relaxation oscillator is co
trolled by its charging and discharp
ing time constant circuits and b'
two levels of voltage. (See Eq. 11
Synchronization of the oscillator
conform with the periodicity of son
other source is effected by contro:
ling at least one of these voltag
levels, generally that which termi
notes the trace part of the cycle. F.
Fig. 10 these levels for a saw-tootl
voltage waveform are shown a
and e,,,,,, and the natural relaxa
tion period is shown by the dotter
saw -tooth line. If we modify th
level e,,,, by superimposing upon
the pulse waveform as shown it wil
be clear that the trace part of th
cycle may be interrupted by the low,
ering of this maximum level dub
a pulse peak. In the illustration
is not until the fifth peak occurs that
I

fa

the cycle is interrupted or tripped
It is evident from the diagram tha
relaxation oscillators may be aces to
rately synchronized by this meths{
at the same periodicity or at a sub,¡a
multiple of the synchronizing signal
This is fortunate since in using el
saw -tooth wave as a time axis it
desirable to synchronize it at a subp)
multiple of the signal periodicitl Q
thereby to show a succession of se''t,i
eral cycles of the signal waveform of
the oscilloscope screen.
Sharp pulses for synchronizild
may be derived from all recurrent
waveforms. While synchronisation
is not limited to the use of Pull!'
they are to be preferred since the
I

k

(Continued on page 84)
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GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS
of SAW TOOTH WAVES
" LTHOUGH

radio engineers are

,mainly concerned with sinusoidal

By ULRICH R. FURST
Chicago. III.

aves and oscillations they freq:ntly encounter periodic functions

following manner: A. To find the
harmonic content of a particular
saw tooth wave express values of
x and 1-x in terms of percentage
of a complete cycle. For instance a
wave characterized by the fact that
the voltage rises during 9/10 and declines during the remaining 1/10 of
the full cycle is- represented by
a = 90 percent. For this value of x
we find the amplitude of the third
harmonic to be 20 percent of the full
saw tooth wave amplitude, of the
seventh harmonic 3.7 percent and so
on. If not more than 5 percent amplitude distortion can be permitted, in
the saw tooth amplifier its frequency characteristic must be such that all
harmonics up to and including the
sixth must have the same amplification.
B. To find the wave-shape which
has a relatively high content of one
particular harmonic (for instance
for frequency - multiplication with
multivibrators) select that value of
a for which the desired harmonic
has a high value of b,,. If for instance a high current of the sixth
harmonic and at the same time a low
content of the fifth harmonic is desired, the most favorable value of x
is 40 percent (or 60 percent which
amounts to the same waveform).
The diagram also shows, that the
greatest content of harmonics can
be achieved with x = 0 (or 100 percent and that all even harmonics are
eliminated for x = 50 percent.

where n is the order of the particular
harmonic.
By making the greatest amplitude
of our function f (x) equal to 1 (or
100 per cent) the following express h shape are found in condenser sion for bra is obtained
itut filters of rectifiers, deflection
b,=2sin(nirx)
0<x<1
ir2n=x(1 - x)'
vtages and currents for cathoder tubes, multivibrator circuits, This becomes indefinite for values
tte inverters etc. They are char- of x = 0 and x = 1 and after differalerized by a relatively large con - entiation of numerator and denomit t of higher harmonics.
nator in the usual way we obtain
'n all applications of such waves
= 2/nr, for x = 0 or 1. Here x
oloscillations it is of importance to means that fraction of the total
10;w the amplitudes of the higher
cycle during which our function
htmonics. This information is de- rises from zero to its maximum
.ltble in'the design of amplifiers to value of Fig. 1.
Tilde the desired amplification of
In the diagram on the following
GI
input waves without excessive page curves are plotted representing
vWitme distortion, or of filters which the amplitudes of the higher harIle the desired attenuation. Such monics b., as a function of the value
clla is also useful to select such a a and of the order n of the harmonic.
we -shape, for frequency-multipl i- The amplitudes b,, are plotted in
cáion in multivibrators, that the logarithmic scale to emphasize small
alplitude of any particular har- values of b,,. As could not be othermiic is zero or a maximum value. wise expected the curves are sym'or computing the curves of the metrical with the value a = l (or
.'wram on the following page the 50 percent) as axis of symmetry, so
Iplifying assumption has been that only one half of the diagram
trade that both the rise and the deactually had to be plotted. The value
ale of the function have a constant x = 30 percent gives the same values
r e of change or that the curve ap- of 14 as a = 100
30 percent or 70
p rs graphically as a combination percent. This accounts for the double
o two straight lines as in Fig. 1. scale on the abscissa axis.
T.s assumption is permissible since
The diagram can be used in the
s a very good approximation in
it cases and facilitates the cornIbfation of the amplitudes of the
FIG. 1-Type of sawtooth wave for which the
Graphical analysis on the reverse page applies
humonics by a Fourier analysis.
1y selecting the point P (Fig. 1.)
aithe origin of our coordinate systiet it can be seen, that the coefñdilts of all cosine expressions are
4E and only those of the sine exlussions must be computed from
flowing the formula:
o

ather shapes. Many of these other

aves consist of a slow rise of a currtt or voltage and a much faster declie back to its original value; this
Waves of
iF repeated periodically.

:

-

b, _

L

ff

.

(x) sin nx dx,

intgrated over a full period of f (x)
(dom point P to point P' in Fig. 1.)
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TUBES AT WORK
Versatile Electro -Kymograph
More About Feedback Voltmeter
Airport Control Console
Electronic Surface Analyzer
Automatic Air Raid Monitor
Vlfsatile

Electro-Kyniograph

By;HARLES MOORE, B.S. and HARLAN
BLOOMER, PH.D
ELECTRO-KYMOGRAPH herein deT
sct'ed may be adapted for use in variou physical and physiological investiga ns in which data are gathered from
tin. displacement curves. It records by
mets of an electric current passed

51

54
54
60

The recording paper used was developed for radio facsimile reproduction. The entire roll is so mounted and
placed that the feed is continuous. The

paper is drawn across the metal plate
at constant speeds by a set of rollers
driven by the synchronous electric motor. External interchangeable gears
make it possible to select speeds of approximately 3, 5, 10, 22, 48, 95 and 154

thrigh sensitized paper. Records are
ped,anent.
'le first machine of this type was
con:ructed for the University of

\Iiiigan Speech Clinic, to be used
respiratory and
iia,chokinetic movements. It was desigtd to provide the advantages of
ponbility, convenience of operation,
ve itility of use and simplicity and
_h )ness of construction. Pictures are
Shan in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
chily in the study of

r

Construction
'te machine was constructed on an
h 161 inch base and is housed in a
'pd:able sewing machine type" cover

3

lortted from the illustrations) 91
ncr high. The cover contains a
Iraer for accessories such as the
r5111nographs and tambours used in
3hyiological
studies.
When fully
aqu ped with all accessories, the entire
iai'weighs forty pounds.
'le power supply, the synchronous
not(' driving the paper and the timing
noir are located beneath the metal
rlai over which the recording paper
s -s.

2.3:óóo

54

2-Close-up showing two recording
tambours and styli in foreground and magnetically operated time -marking stylus at
rear. Special adjustable clamps at left
permit unused styli to be raised from
paper
Fig.

Drier

motor

-\

timing
sty/us

Miming
motor and switch

Fig. 3-Electrical circuit of versatile time -

displacement recording device

writing point of platinum (tungsten
would also be suitable) has been affixed.
Ordinary steel or brass tips disintegrate too rapidly to be satisfactory.
A thin curved spring forms part of the
stylus. The spring serves to maintain
slight pressure between the paper and
pointer. Since the recording mechanism
does not remove a coating from the
paper, the pressure of contact need be
sufficient only to maintain contiguity,
hence the element of friction is almost
negligible. A fine black line is produced
on a light background.
The electric circuit, shown in Fig. 3,
is so constructed that all of the styli
are wired in parallel. It is therefore
necessary to isolate them from one another to prevent shorting out the other
recording points. A series of 50,000
ohm resistors is provided for this purpose. The 12,000 ohm resistor loads the
OZ4G cold -cathode gaseous rectifier
tube sufficiently to insure proper operation. The capacitor removes objectionable power supply ripple. The 25,000
ohm resistor isolates the timing stylus.
Operation

The writing levers may be moved in
inches per minute. The recording line a variety of ways. In the machine deis made by passage of approximately scribed they are attached to rubber 200 volts d.c. from the point of the dam tambours which register changes.
recording stylus through the paper to in air pressure within a closed system.
the grounded conducting plate beneath. Rubber tubes connect the tambours to
The stylus is a small lever to which a pneumographs (flexible rubber tubes

Tr*

1^-

for recording changes in circumference
of the thorax and abdomen during
breathing). Special valves have been
constructed so that free movement of
the subject can take place without disturbing the delicate adjustment of the
recording point on the paper. In one
position the valves permit adjustment
of the pneumographs without injury to
the tambours by providing an outlet by
which air pressure changes can be minimized at will; in the other position the
system is closed and the air flows freely
between the two instruments.
The time marker employed is a small
electro -magnetic signal marker operated by a small motor and switch which

interrupts the current at suitable intervals.

All tambours and the timing stylus
are held on a common mounting

1-View of electro-kyniograph with cover removed. Direct current is
passed through sensitized paper between the points of the styli and the
grounded metal plate over which the paper slides. Other gears are readily
substituted for those appearing at the right to change paper speed
Fig.

:ID.ETRONICS
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rod by specially designed clamps which
allow the pointers to be raised or lowered, engaged or disengaged from contact with the paper. As many as four
tambours and a timer can be easily
mounted for recording on a strip of
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oniebT4teer,
REMEMBER THESE

LOBS

Or

WITH THIS BASIC CIRCUIT YOU CAN DESIGN MANY CONTROL DEVICES

Thyratron Tube

A-c

Dower

Supply

Phase

-

Co ntrol

Bias

Filament
Supply

A -c

Thyratron Tube

O

I D -c

Load

-

From this circuit can be built devices fundamentally the same,
but which have myriad applications
such as controlling the
speed of motors, maintaining the proper speed relations between
two conveyors, and controlling and varying the intensity and

color of light.

THE electronic circuit

is entering more and more into
industrial work as an automatic hand, an automatic
eye, a new means of generating heat-control methods
are being revolutionized. Results are showing that
electronic -tube control is more accurate, more dependable, and often less expensive than ordinary electrical
or mechanical methods. Electronic tubes are producing
results heretofore unattainable.
The thyratron fits into the electronic picture as the
industrial workhorse. Applications range all the way
from amplifiers of minute currents passed by a phototube, to the control of large spot welders. Thyratrons
have inherent characteristics that make them ideal for
the task of converting electric power from one form to
another. In many applications the thyratron is the power
teammate of the phototube, with the phototube giving
the orders in the form of grid voltage. Sensitivity, quietness, high-speed operation, durability as rapid -duty
contactors, and general adaptability to automatic oper-

A

thyratron

cathode,

itl
gas

charge tube in J,
one or more
trodes are emPl
s

to control el
statically the stl
of the unidirecytl'
current flow.

/11

ation give tliyratrons an extremely wide range

of

Uu I

fulness.

General Electric offers you a complete line of th,
ratrons, as well as of all other classes of industrial tube
We are glad to give application engineering assistant
whenever it is requested. Refer to our nearest office.

'
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OAS

CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS,

to supply variable direct voltage or current from an a -c
source of supply. This combination is used to control d -c
motors, field excitation of
generators, and various electromagnetic devices.

(

VICTORY PRODUCTION ELECTRONICALLY

fEED

OAS
YIU

INVERTERS, to supply
either constant or variable -frequency a-c power (up to a
limit of a few hundred cycles)
from a d -c supply.

.

THINK OF AUTOMATIC CONTROL, THINK OF G -E THYRATRONS
A QUICK-SELECTION CHART OF _G -E. THYRATRONS

Qo.

i

.i0
t

-A

..,A
-IA
.1,

]

-1s

:IA

_.I

Sc.'

Price

PLATE

CATHODE

No
of
Elec-

Peak

Avg
amp

trodes Volts

Amp

Peak

Volts

Amp

6.3
6.3

700
1300
500

0.375
0.500
0.500

0.075
0.100
0.125

Grid
Volt- Temp Range
age for Condensed
Mercury.

Start- (Centigrade)
ing

3.00
14.00

4
3

2.5

0.6
0.6
2.25

11.00
15.50
15.50

3

2.5
2.5
2.5

5.0
5.0
5.0

500
500
1000

2.0
2.0

2.0

0.5
0.5
0.5

Var

9.50
23.00
17.00

3
4
3

2.5

5.0

5.0
5.0

7.0
4.5

2500
500
1000

2.0
10.0
10.0

0.5
2.5
2.5

Neg
Neg
Neg

16.25
15.00
15.75

3

5.0
5.0
5.0

4.5
4.5
4.5

1000
1000
1000

15.0
15.0
15.0

2.5
2.5
2.5

Pos
Neg
Var

5.0
1.5.5

4.5
5.0

1000
1000

15.0
40.0

2.5
0.5

Var
Var

5.0
5.0

10.0
10.0

1000
1000

40.0
40.0

3.0
6.4

Var
Var

$2.50

4

4

4

3

3

19.00

4

47.50
38.00

4
4

Shipping
t
in Lb

Neg

Neg
Neg

Neg
Neg

3
3
3
3

-20-+50'
-20-+50'
-20- +50'

3
3

40-80
40-80
-20-+50'
40-80
35-80
40-80
40-80
40-80 l
40-80 (
50-70
40-80
40-80
40-65
40-80

3
6

6

Ask for

OAS

GET-984
GET-984
GET-618
GET-465
GET-743
GET -743

'

GET-435
GET-428
GET-438

6

GET-743

9
9

GET-962
GET-743

ÚAS

5.0
5.0
5.0

4

3
4

'

CHANGERS;

-a

CONTACTORS
circuit
element that acts as a. contactor is made by connecting a
pair of tubes "back to back"
so that in combination they
pass alternating current -an
arrangement used in many
welding -control circuits.

GET-619
9
6.4
Var
10.0
1000 40.0
9
GET-436
12.5
Neg
20.0 10000 75.0
12.5
9
2000 100.0
Neg
20.0
these tubes are inert -gas filled, and the temperature ratings are expressed in terms of the ambient
e:plture range over which the tubes will operate.
these ratings apply only when the tube is used for ignitor firing.
35.00
92.00
92.00

FREQUENCY

to change a -c at one frequency
to a -c at another. frequency,
such .as 60 cycles to 25 cycles,
or vice versa.

GET-428
GET-743
GET-428
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WORK -ONE APPLICATION SUGGESTS ANOTHER
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x
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IN

new

0
long -felt need for a
aid unge, stepless speed
for it operation of d-c
rom c lines.

LIGHTING CONTROL

-

thousands of combinations of colors
and intensities are possible with
thyratron control. Here used in
Radio City Music Hell.

1

-the

IN WELDING CONTROL
simplicity, sensitivity, and highspeed response of thyratron control
results in fast, unilorm welds; maintenance costs are cut.

There's a

G -E

ILslThese Other G -E Products in Your Electronic Devices

,:,

b
a14

SEIITIVE CELLS

lot EA -2467C

v6`

t

FORMEX MAGNET WIRE
Ask for GES-4675

IRA",

",
Í

SMALL INSTRUMENTS
Ask for GEA2645A

ELECT

I

IN HEATING CONTROL -thy-

rations make possible exact, quick acting, noiseless temperature control
of furnaces and other electrically
heated apparatus.

Tube for Every Electronic Device

-Quick-selection Chart of G -E Eleco
tronic Tubes for Industrial Use
General Electric, Section 162-2
Schenectady, N. Y
Please send me
copies of your quick -selection chart con taming condensed technical data and prices on your complete
line of industrial electronic tubes.
Name

Company
Address

I

triode for the 6J5 at V adjust the total resistance in its cathode circuit so
that the tube draws about 1 ma and
R_ and P, so that the static
change
potential of the junction of R, and R,
is the same as that of the cathode of

R

V,.

"The reading of the instrument is
proportional to the peak voltage of the
input, whatever the waveform."

see cc -Z.

V

,J

qorwia.1

/

`-J

hrestiii

c

r\p,f

Fig. 4-Electro-kymographic record of

breathing

paper

41 inches in

width.

Typical Uses
Records of breathing made by the
electro -kymograph are shown in Fig. 4.
The upper line is the time line, indicating one second intervals. The middle
line represents movements of the thorax
at the level of the arm-pits. The lower
line shows movements of the abdomen
at the level of the umbilicus. The record
is read from left to right. Downward
direction of the line indicates inspiration. Drawn arrows indicate the point
of transition from speech breathing to
normal vegetative breathing. It can be
seen from these tracings that rate,
amplitude, direction and speed of displacement and other factors of interest
to the student of respiratory movements
may be easily determined.
In our uses of the machine we have
not required frequencies of more than
ten to fifteen cycles per second. We
have not tested the upper limit of frequencies which can be recorded by this
means, but there is reason to believe
that several hundred cycles per second
can be recorded and read satisfactorily.
We have made tracings in which one
hundred cycles per second were readily
measurable.

Airport Control Console
Now IN ACTIVE SERVICE in the new tower
at Miami, Florida's 36th Street airport,

serving Pan American Airways and
Eastern Air Lines, the traffic control
console pictured embodies several interesting design ideas which simplify operation and facilitate maintenance.
The console is constructed around a
welded steel frame. The desk top is
made of cigarette -proof plastic. A central drawer, positioned just over the
operator's knees, provides convenient
space for charts. The lower edge of
the console is protected by stainless steel kick -plates. An electric clock,
wind -direction indicator, wind -velocity
indicator and a remote control indicating instrument may be seen on the
middle sloping panel, illuminated by a
fluorescent fixture equipped with a variable aperture which also lights the desk

receiver is tunable and is used for cor
tatting off-frequency aircraft and six
cial flights. All of these receivers ar
mounted on vertical panels formin
part of two racks which may be see
at the left and right of the console bt
tween the floor and the desk top. Th
racks are equipped with rollers. A psi
on the handles at the bottom of eac
rack rolls equipment forward withou
disturbing wiring when it is necessar
to replace tubes or make minor repairs
Fixed frequency receivers are read
fly identified in the photograph as the
are equipped with standard 31 inc
high etched panels. The tunable II
ceiver may be seen at the top of th
rack at the right. Space is available fo
installation of three additional fixed
frequency receivers, should these late
prove necessary. Two would be mounte
at the bottom of the rack at the ugh
and the third at the bottom of the rue
at the left. The blank panel at th
top of the rack at the left is eventual)
to be used for mounting of telephon
equipment.
The traffic control console was buil
by the Communications Company, In
of Coral Gables, Florida and incorpo
ates a number of features suggested
Pan American Airways' Jimmie Wynn'
A 100 -watt low frequency transmittl
was part of the installation.

i

top.

Loudspeakers are mounted on sloping
panels to the left and right of the instrument panel. On the sloping panel at
the right, within easy reach of an operator seated at the desk, is a row of
T -pad controls for adjusting receiver
output levels. Five crystal -controlled,
fixed -frequency receivers guard P.A.A.,
E.A.L., itinerant aircraft, scheduled
airline and Army radio channels. These
receivers are equipped with squelch circuits muting them until a carrier is received. A sixth fixed -frequency receiver monitors the MM range and receives weather broadcasts. A seventh

Electronic Surface Analyzer
designed by Th,
Brush Development Company of Clevt
land makes rapid and permanent ret
ords of minute irregularities in the im
mediate vicinity of manually selecte
points on finely finished surfaces. Thl
record shows whether such irregu
larities are above or below the surfac
reference position and how much. I
also indicates the number of irregular
ities appearing along a relatively shor
line passing through the selected tes
A SURFACE ANALYZER

...
r

More About Feedback
Voltmeter
about his "Sensitive Feedback Voltmeter With Rugged
Milliameter Indicator" (ELECTRONICS,
April 1942, p. 88) Lawrence Fleming
writes: "A ma meter can be substituted without making changes in the
instrument. The sensitivity will be
eight times greater but the stability of
the zero reading will be eight times
poorer. Inserting 5,000 to 10,000 ohms
in series with the meter will bring both
factors back to about what they are
with the 8 ma instrument. Probably the
best thing to do if a ma instrument is
available is to substitute a high mu
ANSWERING QUESTIONS

1

1

54

New radio traffic control console designed for Miami's 36th Street airport.

Features include rollout receiver racks facilitating maintenance
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CENTER

AT THE NERVE

HAS AN

ALL

the painstaking

I

M

P

IA N I

PAR,

effort

of the past quarter of a century is culminated in this supreme moment by depend-

,

ability-at

l

the "nerve center". CINCH is
proud, not of one part, but many; sockets,
connectors, terminal boards, lugs, tube
holders, etc. All giving the best that's in them
where
ing

"it

will do the most good", keep-

the air arm always within hearing,

"Keeping them flying". Always CINCH has
worked to perfect its parts to perform
creditably. There is no greater rewo. d than
knowing where so much depends on the
communicated signal, CINCH has a part.

ti

CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
2335 WEST VAN BUREN STREET

IUBSIDIARY:. UNITED-CARR FASTENER
EECTRONICS

-
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CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

CORP.

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
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point. Sensitivity is such that surfi
irregularities of less than one miel
inch may be recorded.
The operating principle of the as
lyzer (see Fig. 1) involves the automal
exploration or tracing of a short line
the surface under test by means of
fine point, magnification of any pt
pendicular motion of the point wil
respect to the reference surface a:
recording of this motion on a movi
paper chart. Three inter -connected un
comprise the instrument; an analyz
head, an amplifier and an oscillogra¡

BLASTED BY BOMBS

ra81.
t/1/E5

0451

I

..r

"rn-t~;.'

Analyzer Head
The analyzer head consists of t
component parts; a driving unit and

.

,I

w

;

MANUAL VERTICAL AND
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7
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"

DIAMOND
I
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#

j

.TUBULAR ARM
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MOTOR
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ADJUSTMENT
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CNART SPEED

ADJUSTMENT

CRYSTAL
DRIVEN -PEN

MAGNIFICATION
(' GAIN )
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a

A,

MACHLET*

Q evr,

dP,vekfrin~t

CALL I T E

Fig. 1-Block diagram of surface analyz
using piezo-electric crystal pickup an

piezo-electric crystal oscillograph,
tronic calibrating amplifier

cQnnéolkéd

"SOMEWHERE IN ENGLAND" enemy bombs destroyed a mobile X-ray unit.
(Hats off to you, England-in this your finest hour!) Amid the wreckage,
searchers found this Machlett X-ray tube intact. Shrapnel pitted and scarred,
the tube was still in perfect operating condition!
Contributing to this amazing stamina was the skill of Callite research
engineers. For many a Callite part is used in every Machlett tube. Indeed,
Machlett confidently looks to Callite for the same dependability which distinguishes its X-ray tubes
under the most trying circurflstances.

-

Your product may never be called upon to endure an air-raid. But for
that extra measure of stamina it takes to stand up under extraordinary
conditions, you do want the dependability Callite parts assure. Callite is
your logical source for many essential raw materials. There is a large group
of Callite Tungsten products, each designed to do a particular job better.
Why not consult us today. Send for catalog.
Manufacturers of electrical contacts of refractory and precious metals, bi-metals, lead-in wires,
filaments and grids-formed parts and raw materials .for all electronic applications.

TUNGSTEN
CALLITE
CORPORATION
-

544 -39th

STREET

TCALL
MES EE

CABLE:

BRANCHES: CHICAGO

56

UNION CITY, N.
"CALLITES"
CLEVELAND

J.

elet

pickup unit. The drive unit contains
110 v, 60 cps synchronous a -c mote
which operates a cylindrical cam. lit
cam imparts a straight-line recipn
eating motion to the pickup unit arni
0.060 -inch long in each direction. Thil
motion is accomplished at a unifon
velocity and one complete cycle require'
10 seconds. Three mechanical adjust'
ments are provided. The unit may I
raised or lowered in a vertical plan'
It may be swung in a horizontal plan/
And the pickup arm may be rotated u
to 90 degrees about its longitudinal axis}
These adjustments permit the analyze
head to be 'adapted to determination o
surface irregularities in intricatel
shaped parts.
The pickup arm is pivoted on conical
bearings located at the drive unit, per
mitting free movement in a vertica
plane. A calibrated four -ply piezo-elec
tric crystal unit is mounted in the otheil
end ofthe arm. A diamond tracer poinj
is mechanically linked to the crystal bll
means of a tubular lever arm and iI
protected from mechanical damage by
hardened steel finger which carries
positioning shoe. The shoe rides over a'
relatively large area of the surface unto
der test, 'establishing a reference level
for the tracer point and supporting th
weight of the pickup arm. Scratch vi
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TOMORROW'S RESISTORS
The war has not stopped IRC engineering and development work. It has only
intensified it. One exacting requirement
after another has been met. New requirements will he met as they arise.
Thus, just as IRC has pioneered the
most important fixed and vari-

able resistor developments
of the past two decades, you

can look to IRC for continued leadership,
both in resistor development and in the
all-important "Know-how" of resistor
application and use under all conditions
and in all parts of the world.
Tomorrow's resistors are being horn
in today's crucible of War-and,
as in the past, they will bear the

trademark "IRC."

II1TERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY,
EUTRONICS

-

July 1942

403 N. BROAD ST., PHILA., PA.
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FOR YOUR NEW
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RESPONSIBILITIES
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Help You Meet Those
"Impossible" Specifications
-

Sprague Koolohms' exclusive features enable them to meet specifications heretofore
impossible have proved particularly helpful in meeting the exact demands made
of war manufacturers. Setting new high standards of performance under adverse
salt water immersion conditions, Koolohm resistors are approved for much military
and naval equipment, for which average resistors were inadequate. Koolohms are
smaller, sturdier, better protected. Write for samples. See for yourself how accurate
are Koolohms and how long they stay accurate.

rr

KOOLOHM Single -Layer Winding

f

Because Koolohm wire is ceramic insulated before it is wound, each turn
can be wound tightly against the next. The insulation on the wire provides
absolute protection against shorts and changed values. The ceramic insulation on Koolohm wire has a dielectric strength of 350 volts per mil at 900° C.1

brations as low as

3 cps may be rel
corded.
The pickup and tracer point assemi
bly furnished for the measurement o
surface irregularities of ordinary pro
duction finishes has a sensitivity o
0.0012 volts output per micro -inch o
vertical tracer point motion. Spherics
radius of the tracer point is 0.0005 inch
Frequency response of the pickup uni
is uniform within plus or minus 2 per
cent between 3 and 800 cps. (An addi
tional pickup unit and tracer point it
available for laboratory work. This as
sembly has a sensitivity rating o,
0.0018 volts output per micro -inch o
tracer point motion. Spherical radiuf
of the tracer point is 0.0001 inch. Fie.
quency response of the pickup unit it
uniform within plus or minus 2 percenfl
from 10 to 800 cps. Its use is reconv
mended where anticipated scratch
widths are 0.001 -inch or less, as in verl
smooth surfaces.)

Amplifier
The amplifier is a two -stage devicd
equipped with a calibrated step-typ
attenuator providing various degrees o
overall surface irregularity magnifica
tion such as 40,000:1 (see Fig. 2)
4,000:1 and 400:1. A calibrating circui(
is included which supplies test voltage

I

KOOLOHM Progressive Winding
Koolohm ceramic insulated wire can be wound in high density patterned
windings giving the electric equivalent of many layers of winding without
high potential gradients.
This permits much larger wire sizes with the resultant safety factor, and
much higher resistance values in small space. For example, 7500 ohms of
2.5 mil wire, or 70,000 ohms of 1.5 mil wire in a fully rated 10 watt resistor
only 15/32" x 1-27/32" long.

io
M/CRO/NCNES

Section With Ceramic Insulation Removed
The ceramic insulation now used exclusively on Koolohm wire is heat -proof
actually applied to the wire at 1000° C. It is so moisture -proof it can
be boiled in water-provides heretofore impossible humidity protection.

-is

KOOLOHM Mounting Features

Fig.

Although the wire is insulated before winding, Koolohms are doubly
protected. Most types are encased in a sturdy outer ceramic shell that will
not peel or chip and allows quicker, easier, time and space saving mounting directly to metal or grounded parts with complete resistor circuit
insulation.

KOOLOHM Non -Inductive Resistors

TODAY
FOR CATALOG!
Catalog and samples
sent free upon request.

THE ONLY RESISTORS.

~OUND WITH°CERAMIC.
yo
INSULATED'W,IRE'!,

58

t

ohms.
-

r<'

North Adams, Mass.

for adjusting the gain of the amplifier
to provide any desired deflection on the
associated oscillograph chart. At the
most sensitive setting of the amplifier
the deflection on the oscillograph chart
may be as high as 1.5 millimeters pert micro -inch of tracer point movement. l'
Frequency response of the amplifier
is uniform within plus or minus 2 percent from 1 to 500 cps. Maximum voltage gain is 60,000. Maximum input t
voltage is 25 v peak. Maximum output
voltage is 700. Input impedance is 10,
megohms and output impedance 100,000
1

SEND

r.._.-_.....

'

of honed surface. Vertical magna
f?cation is 40,000:1. Each small vertical
-inch
square is 1 mm. indicating a 1 micro
movement of the tracer point. Chart speed
was 25 mm per second, equivalent to 80:1

horizontal magnification

Ceramic insulated wire permits perfect interleaved Ayrton-Perry windings, reducing inductance to practically negligible values, even at frequencies of the order of 60 mc. Distributed
capacitance is very small.

SPRAGUE SPECIALTIES COMPANY (Resistor Div.),

2-Graph showing surface lrregu

larities

: iL...-1N

,

o

Oscillograpli
The oscillograph is of the direct -inking type with the pen actuated by a
piezo-electric crystal. Thermostatic temperature control is included to insure stable crystal performance. The
pen is designed for stiffness and loth'
mass, enabling it to respond to fluctuations up to 60 cps. A maximum deflec-
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Resistance Tuned Audio Frequency
Oscillators Set the Pace!
Small size
High output

tion of 15 millimeters or about t ine
each side of the zero axis is allowable
The chart feed mechanism is drivel
by a 60 cps synchronous motor operatic
a gear train. Chart speed may be ad
justed to 5 mm per second (horizonte
magnification 16), 25 mm per secon,
(magnification 80) or 125 mm per sec
and (magnification 400). For most pur
poses a chart speed of 25 mm per sec
and provides the most readily inter
preted chart.

Automatic Air Raid Monitor
THE DIAGRAMMED DEVICE, designed b3
Lieutenant Arthur H. Vickerson anc
Sergeant Robert L. Gray, automaticall)

warns Boston police transmitter op.
erators when a local broadcast statior
transmits a 1000 -cycle air raid warn
ing tone. Operated by a receiver
adput
tube

Output Frans

T

(n receiver)

(un-.

Fu/lame

S/4XFMP) rectos
4rectMér

(in receiver

WA.

B
A.F.

Recevvei

8+

0025

Logarithmic scale
No zero setting

COMPLETELY STABLE OSCILLATION
FREQUENCY with an extremely low thermal
drift is provided by -hp- resistance -tuned audio
oscillators. The thermal drift is not magnified
as is the case with beat frequency oscillators. A
balancing circuit automatically selects the proper
operating point. The frequency is tuned over a
10 to 1 range by means of a variable condenser.
Multiplying factors are provided which extend
the total range from as low as 7cps on some
models to as high as 200kc on other models.
Basically, the resistance -tuned audio oscillator
consists of a stabilized amplifier with regeneration supplied through a resistance capacity network. The amplifier increases the effective Q of
the network to provide excellent stability.
Don't put off writing for full information about
this and other equally important -hp- instruments,
all developed to provide the utmost in speed and
accuracy for production and laboratory testing.

LAB

O

RATORY

Chicago Office
ALFRED CROSSLEY
549 West Randolph Street

Chicago, Illinois

390/

Re<3

60

)0"

i
l

/o seC
delay

RS000pd

z40a`f switch

25v

Alarm off

A/arm on
Series droppeirg
Receiver
resiytor

B'

aPsw 4tch

The
Automatic air raid monitor.
speaker is muted until a 1000-cycle
warning tone sustained for 10
seconds or more is received. An.
nouncements come through at ter the

Constant output

tone ceases

Low distortion

toring the broadcast station, the device
keeps the receiver's loudspeaker muted
during conventional programs permilting it to operate only when the
significant tone has been maintained
for 10 -seconds or more. Once the circuit is tripped by such a warning signal the loudspeaker continues to funs-

INSTRUMENTS
New York Office

N. B. NEELY
5334 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood, California

BRUCE O. BURLINGAME
ASSOCIATES
69 Murray St., New York City, N.Y.

A

Rot 2
signor

5000

CAW SI

Hollywood Office

STATION

(Sima
V000.

CStiuthers Ounn

HEWL ETT-PACKARD COMPANY

BOX 135-C

ó
8

A

A

Re/.

h

Ú 1C.

Filter
(high impedance
at/COO cycles)
.

moni

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

tion, allowing subsequent aural announcements to come through until the
device is manually re -set.
The circuit shows the device in the
tripped condition. To place it in automatic service the push-button switch is
momentarily depressed. Relay 2 is energized by d.c. flowing through its coil
to ground, the armature pulling up to.
contact B and remaining in this position after the push-button is released
due to the circuit established in parallel
with the push-button through contact
A of relay 1. Opening of the circuit
at contact A of relay 2 simultaneously
breaks current flowing through the coil
of relay 3 and the armature of relay '
moves to contact A, disconnecting the
.
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YOU will find these data most helpful in specifying the correct steatite ceramic insulation for your requirements. The

chart eliminates guesswork and might save you many hours or
days of laboratory tests.
You will also find from this chart that American Lava Corporation offers ceramic insulating materials with the widest range
of physical characteristics available from any single source.
If you do not find the exact combination of physical character-

istics you desire, our Research Division will be glad to work
with you if you will detail your requirements. The skill of these
engineers in developing special products for special purposes
is favorably known to leading designers.

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATRII

CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSE

Available for tube requirements

TUNGSTEN LEAD-IN WIRES
METROLO"

METROLOY

CONTACTS

Metroloy Tungsten

for long life

Contacts,
purposely
designed to reduce
pining and cracking,
ore available for all

The

importance of these
vital tungsten "veins" to
electronic tube performance
was never more essential..
Every branch of our armed
force depends on peak tube
performance for communication and control applications.
Electronic engineers now engaged in the Victory program
are assured of an adequate
supply of tungsten lead-in
wires at METROLOY. Our
engineers will be glad to contribute their help in solving
your problem of availability.
Metroloy Company, Inc., 60
East Alpine St., Newark, N. J.

applications.

loudspeaker and shunting the l01
cycle filter across the input of the
ceiver's final audio stage.
Incoming audio frequencies oth
than the critical 1000 -cycle warni
tone are largely by-passed from t
grid of the tube to ground as the filt
presents a low impedance path. Th
there is little audio output voltage a
plied to the secondary of transform
T when ordinary signals are receivt
Between 1 and 3 volts d.c. develo
across the coil of relay 1 when the d
tant broadcast transmitter is norma
modulated and this is insufficient
cause relay 1 to pull up.
When a 1000 -cycle tone is receiv
the filter presents a high impedance a
considerable voltage develops acrc
the input to the tube. D.c. potenti
across the coil of relay 1 rises to
volts or more and causes the relay
pull up. Movement of the armature
relay 1 to contact B removes energizill
current from the coil of relay 2. Ce
rent stored in capacitor C keeps rel
2 pulled up far 10 -seconds while it ler(
off through resistor R and the relay ci
but at the end of that delay period i
lay 2 drops out. Dropping out of cell
2 energizes the coil of relay 3. TI
connects the speaker and removes t
filter and the last 20 -seconds of t
standard 30 -second warning tone
heard. When the 1000 -cycle tone ceas
the armaturé of relay 1 returns to co
tact A, restoring the alarm circuit
the tripped condition shown in t

diagram. This permits announcemen
to come through until the push -butt
is again depressed for resumption
automatic operation.
The receiver may be used as a co
ventional aural monitor, without ti
automatic muting feature, by placit
the alarm switch in the "off" positio
This energizes relay 3 and renders r
lays 1 and 2 inoperative, holding tl
speaker in the circuit with the inp

filter removed.

...-`:
ARMY

EARS-OR

EYES

:x9

,,.
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ME(i)
,

TUNGSTEN

TUNGSTEN LEAD-IN WIRES
FOR

62

ELECTRONIC

TUNGSTEN WELDS

APPLICATIONS

TUNGSTEN

Y

PRODUCTS

TUNGSTEN & MOLYBDENUM SUPPORTS
CONTACTS

FOR

ELECTRICAL APPLICATIONS

Electronic equipment which shall be
nameless rolls oil the production
line at a Western Electric plant in
Shangri-La
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TURBO INSULATION
..specified at the
conference table
r

19

r
..proved where

applications
serve on the

firing line!

_

.

'The production front -is as severe for machines and
equipment as 'a military front. The offensive goes on
day and night; there.is no respite, no let up
service
must. be 'continuous.
These three types of TURBO insulation, each with distinct advantages to meet specific problems are finding
wide acceptance in direct and indirect ordnance re-

-

quirements:

'

FLEXIBLE VARNISHED OIL

TUBING-SATURATED SLEEV-

ING-meeting the all-purposé requirements of a sleeve

-

insulation to -stand guard against breakdown, moisture
absorption
all commonly encountered arid' and oil

influences.
VARNISHED GLASS TUBING-for those applications
where extremely high, heat resistance becomes the
above -all consideration.
EXTRUDED TUBING-where extreme sub -zero'
tempera-.
ture resistance to any of the effects of
embrittlement
becomes a prerequisite.

.

For proof ask for samples of each; also
hew ipecimen board and list- of
"'standard sizes. There' is no obligation.

for

WIRE IDENTIFICATION MARKERS-Any size,any
color,
any length or any marking. Strict compliance
'with
Army and Navy Air Corps specifications.

WILLIAM BRAND &

CO.

276 FOURTH.A VENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y..
325 W. HURON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

:CTHONICS

-
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PLASTICS

(ANNON

in Electronics
(Continued from page 31)
A

PHENOLIC MATERIALS (Continued)

Indur

Reilly Tar & Chentic
Corp., Indianapolis, In

Insurok
1141r:_%1111

a'

Richardson Co., Melro
Park, Ill.
Makalot Corp., Bone

Makalot

.

Resinox
.

s

ti%'i

A TOP FLIGHT

Templus

Textolite
Michrock

CONNECTOR
FOR THE RADIO FIELD

C

were orginally developed more than twelve
years ago to meet the primary needs of the

electronic engineer. They have been used ex-

Co.,

Co., Bridg

port, Conn.
General Electric Co., Pitt
field, Mass.
Michigan Molded Plastit
Inc., Dexter, Mich.
Co., N

PHENOLIC MATERIALS

Duríte

The Type P Cannon Fittings

Bryant Electric

Watertown Mfg.
tertown, Conn.

Neillite

B

Mass.
Monsanto Chemical
Springfield, Mass.

Durite Plastics, Phila.,

P

PHENOLIC. CAST

Bakelite
Catalin
Gemstone

Bakelite Corp., N. Y. C.
Catalin Corp., N. Y.
A. Knoedler Co., LancastU

Marblette

Marblette Corp.,
N. Y.-

Pa.

L. I. (

Monsanto Chemical Co.,
Springfield, Mass.
Catalin Corp., N. Y.

Opalon

Prystal

1

tensively in sound cables for portable record-

ing channels, and in dynamic and ribbon

D

LAMINATED MATERIALS

Micarta

National Vulcanized Fibil
Co., Wilmington, Del.
Continental Diamond Fib'
Co., Newark, Del.
Continental Diamond Fib
Co., Newark, Del.
Formica Insulation O
Cincinnati, Ohio
Continental Diamond Fibs'
Co., Newark, Del.
Continental Diamond Film
Co., Newark, Del.
Detroit Paper Products Cc
Detroit, Mich.
Formica Insulation Ci
Cincinnati, Ohio
Richardson Co., Melro,
Park, Ill.
Mica Insulation Co., N. 1
Fibre - Lamitx
Franklin
Corp., Wilmington, Dell]
Westinghouse Elec. & MI)

Panelyte

Panelyte Corp., N.

Aqualite

microphone circuits. They have become stand-

Cellanite

ard equipment in many broadcasting studios,

Celeron

on portable broadcast equipment and remote

Coffite

Dilecto

P-A units.

The very practical features and rugged con-

Dilectene

Duraloy

struction, plus their compact design, have given

Formica

wide acceptance to Cannon Type P Connectors

Insurok

among the men who use them.

Larnicoid

Lamitex

Co.,

Y.

Textolíte

Wilmington Fibre Specialt
Co., Wilmington, Del.
National Vulcanized Fibt
Co., Wilmington, Del.
Spaulding Fibre Co., Tont
wanda, N. Y.
Synthane Corp., Oak.
Penn.
Taylor Fibre Co., Norris
town, Penn.
General Electric Co., Pitt

DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

Ucinite

Ucinite

ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Vulcoid

'.
.1

Excessive strain on contacts is

eliminated by full -floating
rigid pin insert.

socket and

Ohmoid

Phenolite

Spauldíte
Synthane

CANNON ELECTRIC
LOS

Taylor

I

field, Mass.

Mass.

Co.,

Newtonvillt

Continental Diamond
Co., Newark, Del.
(Continued on page 67)
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(Continued from page 64)

1,40,,vox\ve.%

UREA

Bakelite
3eetle

Bakelite Corp., N. Y.
American Cyanamid

; ibanoid

Ciba Corp., N. Y.
Plaskon Co., Toledo, Ohio
Resinous Products & Chemicals Co., Philadelphia,
Pa.

'laskon

Ilformite

'

c

Co.,

N. Y.

CELLULOSE ACETATE BUTYRATE

enite II

Tennessee Eastman Corp.,
Kingsport, Tenn.

POLYSTYRENE

Bakelite Corp., N. Y.
Catalin Corp., N. Y.
Monsanto Chemical Co., E.
Springfield, Mass.
Dow Chemical Co., Midland,

takelite
Malin

.ustron
Ityron

1

Mich.

CELLULOSE ACETATE

takelite
'ellulate

Bakelite Corp., N. Y.
National Plastics Co., De-

jibestos

Monsanto Chemical Co., E.
Springfield, Mass.Ilemloid
Gemloid Corp., N. Y.
Celanese Celluloid Corp.,

troit, Mich.

umarith

N. Y.

[acite

I

'

Manufacturers
Chemical
Corp., Jersey City, N. J.
[ixonite
Nixon Nitration Works,
Nixon, N. J.
lastacele E. I. du Pont de Nemours &
Co., Arlington, N. J.
enite I
Tennessee Eastman Corp.,
Kingsport, Tenn.

MANUFACTURED FROM
STANDARD PARTS .

ACRYLICS

1Pa.

Irystalite Rohm & Haas, Philadelphia,

icite

`exigías

E. I. du Pont de Nemours &
Co., Arlington, N. J.
Rohm & Haas, Philadelphia,

Custom designed transformers can often be assembled from
standard parts found in the large variety of types and sizes
available to Chicago Transformer's customers.

Pa.

ETHYL CELLULOSE

.hocel

trcules
1

to handle the most unusual assignments.

Given the application, description and the electrical
results
desired, the Chicago Transformer organization should
best be
able to solve your new and difficult transformer
problems.

VINYLS

Prod.

ivar

Shawinigan

htacite

E. I. du Pont de Nemours
Co., Wilmington, Del.

N. Y.

Iva'.

Shawinigan

1rmvar

Shawinigan

(Iva

Shawinigan

Iroseal

B.

ylite

Prod.
Prod.
Prod.

N. Y.
N. Y.

N. Y.

Corp.,
&

eÁlanuAcieeke ,á

Corp.,

Yi/MAIniei4«/th-JOJ11,11

Corp.,

F. Goodrich Co., Akron,
Ohio

Carbide

&

Carbon Chemical

VINYLIDENE CHLORIDE

Ran

Dow Chemical Co., Midland,
Mich.

1.ECTRONICS

-

grail Wteá cf

Corp.,

Corp., N. Y.
L

Where entirely different designs are necessary, it's modern
and complete plant and laboratory facilities are equipped

Dow Chemical Co., Midland,
Mich.
Hercules Powder Co., Wilmington, Del.
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made more nearly linear, except for
very small light intensities (corresponding to high film densities or very low
values of plate current) by the modification shown in the center diagram.
68
The improvements in the lower diagram
Direct Reading Densitometer
permit a linear plate current response
70
Bases
Cathode Ray Time
for a density range of from 0 to 3 when
74
the grid resistor is properly selected.
High Speed Oscillography
The use of this grid resistor straightens
76
The Rheotron
the response of the instrument at high
80
densities or low values of grid current,
Television in National Defense
by providing a current which opposes
82
Metal Coated Mica Condensers
the phototube grid current. This bucking current is of the order of 10-8 am82
Solder Fluxes
pere which is negligible compared with
the phototube current of 20 microamperes for measuring 0 density. Howmeter in the plate circuit of ever,
Direct Reading Deitsitometer propriate
this current becomes an apprecithe triode. According to the author the able portion of the phototube
grid curfollowing relationships apply:
rent for densities above about 2.5 and
ONE OF THE MOST ANNOYING (if not
1. Light on the phototube is a linear
difficult) applications of the use of function of the light transmitted by the therefore may be used to straighten
the response at high densities.
phototubes is in the measurement of sample of film under measurement.
The complete schematic wiring diadensity in photographic laboratories.
2. The phototube current is a linear
gram of the direct -reading densitometer,
The difficulty arises from the fact that function of the incident light.
ís shown in Fig. 2. Although no circuit
density (like the decibel) is a log3. The phototube current is equal to
constants are given, the proper opera arithmic ratio of the quantities nor- the grid current.
mally encountered, and for a relatively
4. The grid potential is a logarithmic
small density range, the ratio of light function of the grid current. The auintensities which must be compared thor <loes not show how this is arrived
become quite appreciable. The diffi- at, although this problem is analyzed
culty of course, is that human re- by Tiedman in the March 1941 issue of
sponses are, to a first approximation at ELECTRONICS, and by J. Russell, in the
least, a logarithmic function of the December 1937 issue of the Review of
stimulus, whereas the response of Scientific Instruments.
most measuring instruments is fre5. The plate current is a linear funcquently linear and can be made log- tion of the grid voltage since the tube is
arithmic only with propel design and operated as a Class A ampilfier; it is
care.
therefore a logarithmic function of the
A particularly simple, and appar- phototube current.
ently effective method of using a photo The phototube circuits of Fig. 1 op- Fig. 2-Working circuit of linear densitom
eter using phototube to measure light
tube to measure light intensities whose erate in accordance with these prinratios vary over a range of 1,000 to ciples. The top diagram produces an
tion
of a triode merely necessitates that
1 (giving a range of densities from 0
approximately logarithmic relation beto 3) is described by Monroe H. Sweet tween density of the film and the plate suitable voltages be applied to its elein the February 1942 issue of the current, but the relationship can be ments. These are obtained from the
transformer and rectifier -filter arJournal of the Society of Motion Picrangement which is also provided with
ture Engineers. Features of this ina voltage regulator tube. The only
strument are the freedom of fatigue
meter
Output
critical portion of the entire circuit, is
since all optical measurements are made
O
-929
6F5
RCA
the appropriate value of the grid rerather
than
means
of
a
phototube
by
sistor, which is probably in the neighby means of the human eye, the use of
borhood of several tens of megohms or
a logarithmic amplifier which, incimore. The correct value must be dedentally produces a linear density
termined either experimentally, or
scale, and the large meter with direct
from the tube design data for low
reading dial calibrated directly in terms
values of plate current.
A
of density rather than in terms of light
The phototube, grid resistor and tritransmission ratios. The instrument is
Rp
O
ode, which should have an external cap
a -c operated through use of a type 80
for the grid, are mounted in a metal
rectifier, and requires only one 6F5 tube
cylinder which serves as the measuring
in addition to this rectifier (and its
arm of the densitometer. These three
regulation tube) and the 929 photo units are mounted in close proximity
tube. The cost of the densitometer is
to one another to reduce to a minimum
relatively low, and tests indicate that
B
the possibility of leakage. Although no
when properly constructed and calimention is made of the difficulties of
brated, high precision is attained over
Rp
measuring small phototube currents, the
a long period of time.
usual precautions against leakage and
The heart of the densitometer, and
the accumulation of dust or moisture
the cause for its success, is the logon circuit parts connected to the grid
arithmic amplifier used in conjunction
circuit should be taken if trouble is to
with the linear vacuum type phototube.
be kept to a satisfactory minimum.
The development .of the amplifier cirReproducibility, stability, drift, and
cuit may be seen from Fig. 1, in which
c
other factors are shown by the author
the cathode of the phototube is conto have a negligible influence on the
nected directly to the grid of a triode
accuracy cf the instrument, and the inLight falling on the phototube will
been used
create grid current and the potential Fig. 1-Three circuits providing more or strument of this design has
sevof the grid will tend to become positive. less logarithmic response to light. By in commercial testing of films for ReAnsco
Agfa
at
the
response
R.
logarithmic
eral
months
of
adjustment
plate
of
increase
rise
to
an
This gives
search Laboratory in Binghamton, N.Y.
over ratio of 1000 to 1 is obtainable
current which is measured by the ap-
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RESISTORS

Engineéred for Exacting Electronicpquipment
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X -Raj Photo Shows Evenness of Winding

e

cut -away view shows several of the outstanding features
of one of the most widely used Ohmite Resistors.

THE

The resistance wire is wound on a ceramic core. Ohmite Vitreous
Enamel holds the wire rigidly in place-insulates and protects the
winding-dissipates heat rapidly-withstands humidity.
2. The evenness of the winding, shown in the x-ray photo,
prevents "hot
spots" and failures-and makes for long, reliable service on the job.
3. The resistance wire is both mechanically locked and brazed
to copper
terminal lugs, assuring perfect electrical connection between lugs and
wire. The lugs are tin -dipped for ease in soldering the
connecting
wires.
4. The mounting brackets hold the resistor firmly yet
resiliently in place.
They are easy to mount-easy to remove.
More than sixty different core sizes make possible an almost
endless
variety of regular or special resistors to meet every need. Core
sizes
range from 21/2" diameter by 20" long to 5/16" diameter by 1" long. Wattages range from I to 500 watts-Resistances, from a fraction
of an ohm
to 250,000 ohms. Available in fixed, adjustable, wire or flexible
lead,
tapped, ferrule, Edison base, bracket, cartridge, strip, precision,
non inductive and other types. Ohmite Engineers are glad to help you on
any
1.

'Ire than 60
(t Sizes

1

resistor problems in connection with Governmental or Industrial
requirements.

Send for Catalog and Engineering Manual No. 40
Write on company letterhead for complete, helpful 96 page guide in the selection and application of Ohmite
Reo istors, Rheostats, Tap Switches, Chokes and Arte,t-

We

Range of Types
fr-very Need

.

uators.
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OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4816 Flournoy Street * Chicago, U. S. A.
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Time Bases

ou tozi

MUCH HAS BEEN DONE in the design
time base generators for use with catl
ode -ray tubes since the early days of th

dte
5h

Abraham and Block's multivibratol
O. S. Puckle surveys this field in a
article in the December, 1941 journal o
The Institution of Electrical Engineer
(British publication). The article i
called "Time Bases."
Of the many time base generator:
certain ones have unusual possibilities
Of these is one developed by the autho
and shown in Fig. 1. This generator i

wedma rhe«urJd

WAfi

"Engineered-to=Fit"

TRANSFORMERS
Tell us what you want the transformer to

do-

we'll produce the transformer that will do it!
20 years of engineering and building special transformers has given us an intimate
knowledge of the "do's and don'ts" of every
service for which transformers are used.

And if has also made available a wide
selection of standardized component parts.
These two facts assure you of a quick, dependable and low cost meeting of your specific
transformer requirements at NEWARK.

Control, of
Motor Speed

For

the transformers you need.
01 course, priorities are called for today. If
you have them, we can deliver-promptly.

Check with

o

us on

- 2ód4rn

Fig.

1-Puckle's time base circuit

capable of generating a saw-toothei
wave at frequencies up to one mega
cycle. In this circuit, condenser C, in
creases its charge until its potential i
great enough to allow plate current
flow in triode V_. The voltage drop nos
developed across the small variabd
trigger resistance R, is impressed ors
the suppressor grid of V;, which has it
anode directly coupled back to the grid
of V,. In this way, the two tubes re

t

I'

I

'

For Welding and
Brazing Control

eI

,

®

t

.

7i

111:1

1111'1,;(

A small

Welding

or Brazing
Transformer

1

111:1

si.

A Furnace
Transformer

Also standard Dry Type and Oil Cooled Distribution
Transformers-details in' Bulletins A -I0 and D -I I respectively. Copies on request.

Fig. 2-Fleming-Williams time base

circuit

Arrecie

vo/ts excursion

of VI
Out

141£

Est.

¡9221

TRANSFORMER CO.
NEWARK, N. J.
15 Frelinghuysen Ave.
.TRANSFORMERS FOR ALL PURPOSES
70

H.TAIA

Out

s

Nómal
current

Resultant Current after

Synch. ,
excurs+"

j

linearization characteristic of vo/veVI

Fig. 3-Bedford's

circuit for

linear

time

base
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These are times when everyone's highest privilege is to

serve in every way he can. It is not pleasant to turn
one's hack on old friends, hut this is not the day for

half effort or equivocation.
We count ourselves fortunate that we have a substantial contribution to make. Connecticut's skill in precision
electrical engineering and manufacturing has been developed since the early days of the telephone. Its experience

in the manufacture of military materiel extends back
through the first World War. Its engineers are seasoned

in assisting Army and Navy experts. It is geared for mass

production with laboratory precision, thus speeding our
war effort by minimum waste of time and materials.
And so once more we find ourselves working behind
forhidding barriers, surrounded by alert guards, thinking
wholly in terms of all-out effort for victory. This does not
mean that our peacetime customers have been forgotten.
To the contrary, we feel that in giving everything we
have to the largest job in American history, we can hest

earn

time

right to be remembered when peace is won.

1.,
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tesearch, Engineering, Precision Manufacturing 171Connecticut I
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produce the threshold effect of a it
triode but haven't any of its disadvt.
tages. The amplitude of the sweep c.
cuit voltage is controlled by the varia,
resistor R,. It is of interest to note ti;
approximately square waveform vc.
age pulses can be obtained from II
drops across R_ and R,. A single tt.
time base circuit developed by Flemit
Williams is shown in Fig. 2.
The Bedford circuit, shown in F
3, is one of the many circuits develorl
for improving the linearity of the sa
toothed time base wave. This círct
requires the use of the potentiomel
RD which must be adjusted for best
eration of the generator. Another
ear time base generator is that of t
Jenkin's circuit shown in Fig. 4. T1'
c

1

11
.

Fig. 4-Jenkin's method

of

linearizatlo

l¿if,~"
this war can't be won without
*

to start the motor ... Solenoids
Relays to control the radio-flood-

You need Contactors

to fire the guns

...

Fig.

5-Circular time base using a

lights-landing gears-bomb releases-navigation aids

-turrets ... government approved Relays by Guardian.
We are building

... the findesigned ... more

to kill as we must and will

est electrical controls we've ever

control in less space ... more room for guns and bombs.
And, for control "know how"-Guardian Electric.

* GUN

SWITCH HANDLES

* TURRET
* NAVIGATION

* BOMB
P. S.

CONTROLS

CONTROLS

* AIRCRAFT

*_SOLENOID CONTACTORS

Samples only available now for. that

0157 WAINOI

INC

17.117

.f

circuit requires a square wave u
pressed voltage and the correct settit
of resistance R. The condenser C2 mut
have sufficient capacity to hold ti
voltage across it constant. Time ba
condenser C, is charged and discharg'.
as the grid potential is decreased a

increased respectively.
A circular time base has many use
in particular when the potential toil
examined is connected in series with ti
d.c. potential to the final anode of tl
cathode-ray oscillograph. A useful
cuit for generating a circular time ba¡
when the source voltage is impure
shown in Fig. 5. The parallel coil col
denser combination is first set for resell.'
ii

CONTROLS

RELEASES

GUARDIAN
1625

* REMOTE FIRING EQUIPMENT
* RADIO CONTROLS

tune

circuit

"after it's over product."

ELECTRIC

CHICAGO. I12rNOIS

Or NCLAV SCNYINO AMCNIOAN WAN INDUSTRY

4
Fig.

72

6.-Circular time base
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Illustration shows typical application
of electromagnet actuating roil to
Vacuum Relay. In certain installations outside flash - overs are eliminated by use

r

of ball

Solves a Tough
Electrical Problem

type connectors.

Handling 20,000 volts RF potential with this Eimac vacuum
relay is as easy as turning on your living room lights.
Over two years ago Eimac engineers developed this strange looking

4

v1;

."t.
4"

vacuum tube which has been seeing service ever since. It is a single pole
double throw relay used for many high voltage switching applications.
Although the contact spacing is only .015", no arc-over is experienced
inside the tube. Changes in air pressure and humidity, such as encountered in aviation, have no effect on the breakdown within the relay, because the contacts are in vacuum. Actually a flash -over will occur across
the outside terminals before breaking down within. A tribute to the high
degree of vacuum attained on Eimac pumps.
This development is a direct outcome of the far-reaching advancements made possible through the Eimac technique of vacuum tube construction. A typical example of why Eimac transmitting tubes are first
choice of leading engineers throughout the world.

Follow the leaders to Eimac Tubes

V

Manufactured by

AuM
`AY

IITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC.

San Bruno, California, U. S. A.
xport Agents: FRAZAR & CO., LTD., 301 Clay St., San Francisco, California, U.S.A.

i

J

Gruelling

tests make certain of performance
capabilities. This test places an RF potential of
20,000 volts across the contacts spaced at only
.015" from the grounded pole piece. Close-up
shows corona which occurs externally when extreme voltage is applied although no arc -over
is experienced on

internal contacts.

THE ONLY GUARANTEE OF ITS
IN THE ENTIRE INDUSTRY

ante and then C' is adjusted until'
circular pattern appears on the sere
A more involved circular time base g,.,
erator is shown in Fig. 6. Here I,
potential to be examined is connect
to the grids of the four tubes.
Mr. Puckle's I.E.E. paper deals wthe development of various types
time bases using both hard and a

KIND
1.

h

tti <40 expeoo!
Goal
din

jl `2 e'fl

Se

tubes, for both general and specific
plications. The purpose Of the paper
to elucidate the principles involved in
wide variety of known time base c
cuits rather than attempt to deal wi
descriptions of actual instruments.
a general survey article, this is qtr;
a complete and comprehensive papi
and contains a bibliography of twent
two articles, mostly European.

%.Moody

.
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Recording
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Blanks
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High Speed Oscillography

.

appara
for research in private industry exi
because of the present war needs. T1
can be overcome to some extent by
designing outmoded equipment to co
form to modern specifications. A
design of an early model General ,
tric cathode-ray oscillograph of t
cold -cathode type is described in a pap
entitled "Developments in High Spot
Oscillography." The article was writ
by J. M. Bryant and M. Newman ai
appears in the Engineering Expel.;
mental Station Technical Paper No.
published by the University of Mini
A SHORTAGE OF electronic

ouYo° ve

ones

both ways'

GOULD-MOODY

"BLACK SEAL"
GLASS BASE
INSTA-NTANEOUS
RECORBIN

INKS

'

A thin, flexible glass base disc

A medium weight glass

base disc

Both with two or four holes

All

glass throughout

... no

or foreign material inserts

No metal gromets to "wow" or
rumble

"No better blanks

To vacuum
pumps

I

glass

-say majo1 studio
engineers from
coast -to -coast

Priced at less than other fine

brands

Camera

.'

ene%sure

Immediate delivery anywhere in
U.S.A.

.1

Old aluminum blanks can be
recoated with "Black Seal" formula in 24 hours-same "no satisfy -no pay" guarantee
All accounts serviced with styli and shipping cartons at actual cost. 10", 12" and
16'. sizes, with 2 or 4 holes. For transcriptions, professional recordings and libraries,
Gould -Moody "Black Seal" Glass Base
Instantaneous Recording Blanks "Speak
for themselves".

G

'/u7-PS:ersveen

Holes precision machined in the

were ever made"

THE

In redesigning this equipment, ti
following are some of the more impoy
tant changes and additions: A ne
cathode -tube with a removable cathot,
assembly to permit polishing and rl

fibre

ULD-MOODY COMPANY

RECORDING BLANK DIVISION

395 BROADWAY

NEW YORK, N. Y.

'

uriP )
mesh
screen

t^

Fig. 1.-Connections for additional
acceleratirig potential for high speed
oscillograms

pairing; a differential vacuum systel
which permits a higher vacuum in th
discharge tube than in the deflectioi

and recording chambers; a larger de
flection tube; a removable deflection am
sweep circuit assembly; the use of botl
a focusing and refocusing coil; an ad
dition of an outside camera mounted s
as to take pictures of phenomena de
pitted on the fluorescent screen; ant;
faster sweep and time calibration el?
cuits.
These features plus an additional aI
celerating potential between the ano
and the fluorescent plate as shown
Fig. 1 have increased the writing spec(
to one -fifth of that of light. It is Po
sible to take oscillograms for a time in
terval of less than one microsecond.
t
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GIANT FLYING BOAT TAKES TO THE SHIES

...AND ISOLANTITE INSULATION
hELPS

MAINTAIN VITAL COMMUNICATIONS LINKS

\

A

-

/
'NEW CHAPTER in áviation history was written
with the launching of the EXCALIBUR, first of
di Flying Aces built for American Export Airlines,
Ii:., by the Vought-Sikorsky Aircraft Division of
Lilted Aircraft Corporation.
ongest-range commercial aircraft ever built, the
CALIBUR and its sister ships will soon be span the ocean in a new service, linking New York
ail Eire in non-stop flight.

tion of properties-high strength, dimensional accuracy, electrical efficiency, non -absorption of moisture
has established this unusual ceramic as the choice
of leading manufacturers of sets and component
parts, for aircraft applications and for every other
branch of the communications industry.

-

E

iince highest efficiency and complete dependabilit of communications equipment are vitally importat in the

operation of these giant flying boats,
slantite* insulation was selected for a number of
ee:ntial applications. Isolantite's unique combinaT:CTRONICS

-
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IS

LANTITE

CERAMIC -INSULATORS
ISOLANTITE INC., BELLEVILLE, NEW JERSEY
*Registered lradesmme for the products

of Isolantite Inc.
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Dependable Under Any.

Rheotron or Induction
Accelerator

Test!

IN

ri

al

Utv

II!

r_.

!~

.

,!

r.

SPECIFY

/14

DEPENDABLE
Careful machining and pre -testing
under actual operating conditions
insure uniform strength and efficiency. Specify Stackpole Switches
there's a
on your next job
type for every small circuit design,
available in single -pole, single
throw to four-pole, double -throw
and all in between combinations.
is
Each step of construction
checked 100% to provide the top
performance you must have today.
.

PRECISION

S

TESTED

TcHE

*. Slide Operated
* Rotary Operated

* Toggle Operated

LABORATORY
CONTROLLED

gf5IfOPS
* Variable
* Fixed

UNIFORMLY
CONSTRUCTED

R0Fixed

The right design and the right
construction, are combined to provide a wide range of Resistors for
every type volume, tone and sensitivity control. Every Stackpole
Resistor is highly insulated by special processes which assure proagainst moisture and
tection
weather conditions. Each Resistor
is pre -tested from the raw material
stage to the finished product
100% checked for noise, resistance
and construction.

periments in nuclear physics" by sr se
of the betatron installed in the
power plant there.
"A glass tube perhaps 5 cm ac
in the shape of a ring 'about 20 c,
diameter (i.e., shaped like an Amet
doughnut) surrounds the closely spa
pole pieces of a laminated magnet
cited by a 600 -cycle current. Elect
liberated from a filament near the ¿t
wall of the evacuated tube are accts
ated in gradually contracting o
to a circle of predetermined r
within the tube until they strike a
get. The magnetic field between
magnet poles is not meant, at an)I
stant, to be uniform. It must d'
radially in such a way that electli
which happen to be circling a littly
far out or a little too far in are bra
quickly back to the proper orbit.l
find out how the ring of moving
.

I

f

1

:,

LEARNING THE HARD
WAY

-

Every Stackpole Iron Core is de-

and tested to assure an
even greater mechanical strength

I

Inductance

than will be encountered in ordinary operation. Available in a
wide variety of grades and sizes
for use at any frequency up to
100 meg. The wide range of types
include those with the "cup type"
cores, with and without adjustable
centers.

STACKPOLE PRODUCTS SOLD
TO MANUFACTURERS ONLY
Write at once for Samples
and Prices

TACKPOLE CARBON CO.
ST. MARYS, PENNA. U. S. A.
76

lb

signed

* Variable Inductance
* Station Tuning

was
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ELECTRONICS

Applied Physics, January 1942,
14.
Dr. Kerst, incidentally, doesipl
wish- his electron accelerator fit
known by the term "rheotron" bula.
ther as a "betatron". At the Univeti
of Illinois, he states "an energetic gip
of graduate students is proceedinlx.

5fAeXPOlfbe

OPERATION

FEBRUARY

fished a brief description of a new
x
tronic tool originally developed b)),,
Donald \V. Kerst at the Univeit,.
of Illinois and later further deveJtt
at the General Electric Rest
Laboratories. Further data on thq
vice, which speeds electrons just ahf
cyclotron speeds positive particles, a
published in the Physical Review, 6tá
1941 and 69, 53, 1941. The follont
material is taken from the Journo'

prepare the students in Montreal, CI
ada, for their first flight across the Aden
students must attend school where II
are taught to receive and send ro
messages
To
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and
the
combat ordersthe operations and
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services.
success
men are
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And
fighting
Our
radio.
efficient coordination for dependability
two-way
via
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ress
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proud
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Two-way
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trons is finally made to deviate
from its circular path to strikeiou
get, the reader must turn to the Ig¿tr

.

,

paper. We can merely indicate
at
is accomplished by having ceLtai.rar
of the poles reach saturation ,to
others. The design of the magn
"trols the success or failure of ,c4
strument.
During each revolution the el,ror
are accelerated by an amount etll .
the instantaneous emf which we]
induced in a wire placed at the
of the orbit. The acceleration pti
iior
pleted during the first quarterrr
while the field is increasing, Ix
electron speeds are so high tha
haps 100,000 revolutions are p
in this time, before the electrons rl,
the target. During the third qutr
cycle, acceleration of the electron
ceeds in the reverse direction, sit
the target, bombarded from both'{es
will emit x-rays intermittently'izt
times per second, but with a m.r
spatial asymmetry. Currents tt'
target in the Illinois instrumeriat
about one -thirtieth microampere
Mev (million electron volts). Tl}li
duction accelerator is a prodln,
source of high energy photons:
when some mechanical difficulties ot
been overcome, the electron bean,
be brought out of the acceleil
chamber to provide a strong soul
electrons for nuclear investiga
and it may soon be possible to II
cate some low energy cosmic -ray it.
nomena under controlled conditio:
the laboratory."
I

11,

I

eve

i

a

Low pass, high pass, band pass or band rejection types

of the

size, weight and characteristics to serve your purpose. Discuss
your filter problem with experienced Thordarson engineers.

RADIO DIRECTS
TRAFFIC AT ARMS

a.

RAE'
PLAP

_

THORDARSON
ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY
500 WEST HURON STREET CHICAGO

!s

Hsit.-3'iI102.
speuítiStiS

.
CPS

ABOVE Band rejection filter

..

ILL

sT, :tee IO J.7

I

s

111111§II1111~111111
8IIII11111M11111111111I

r1

M111111111111111111111111111111111~

A

111111111111111111.1I111111i1L
11111111111111111112111111111

1111
IlliallI111111111~1111111111111,
1111.1111.11111111111111111111111111

f

w

ABOVE Low pass filtei

';:

LEFT Band pass filter

C. K. Tummel Is

shown using one of
FM radio telephones that have been
y,. stalled in the eight locomotives of
_Elwood Ordnance Plant's private mike
system. By means of radio the loon
¡olives yare kept in constant communfcatit
with the dispatcher's tower. increos''
efficiency and reducing the possibility
I

accidents
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AGAINST THE BACKGROUND OF EXPERIENCE
Against the background of millions of radios
built for American homes, RCA now is building radio apparatus to strengthen the worldwide life -lines of American communications
ashore, afloat and aloft. Radio has gone to war
!

Almost the entire development of radio as
we know it took place during the two decades
between the last war and this one. During that
time, RCA Laboratories worked unceasingly to
perfect existing devices and to invent new
ones. Out of this research came the finest
civilian radio equipment the world has

ever seen... and the finest military radio equipment For the RCA Manufacturing Company
is today on a war footing.
!

Some day, when peace returns, against this
dual background of manufacturing experience
in peace and war, RCA will turn from military
to civilian radio-and gear its production to
build new radio and television sets for the
home-post-war radios designed to
BUY
incorporate the latest scienU. S. WAR
lessons
tific
and discoveries
BONDS
made in RCA Laboratories.

Radio Corporation of America
PIONEER IN RADIO, ELECTRONICS, TELEVISION

RCA Building, New York
ThSery ices of RCA: RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
Radiomarine Corporation of America
RCA Laboratories
National Broadcasting Co., Inc.
Blue Network Co., Inc.
RCA Institutes, Inc.

SILCTRONICS

-
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Television in National
Defense

TAH.-CART;E R` PART -S

TRANSFORMERS SPEAKERS.:
VI:BRi4TOR:S' .

;

.

applied iii
successful training of the 200,001
unteer workers in the City of
York. The April 1942 Radio AI
scribes the method of presentad
an article entitled "Raid Traini'l
TELEVISION HAS BEEN

,

UTAH TRANSFORMERS

VITREOUS ENAMELED

Utah Transformers arc
fully guaranteed. They
have
a
non -corrosive,
protective film of cellulose acetate which provides absolute insulation
-prevents breaking down
even under extremely high humidity
and severe atmospheric conditions. The
high safety factor of their insulation
is proved by the extra hours of satisfactory performance.

No matter what your requirements

are in broadcast, communication, neon

or smaller capacity power transformers,
Utah is ready to serve you.
Write
for full details on Utah's complete line
of transformers.

Utah -Carter Vitreous Enameled Resistors
represent over a decade of experience,
starting with the first 10- and 20 -watt
types made by the Carter Radio Company,
and progressively improved by engineers
and technicians of the present company.
A

minimum

of

two

separately

UTAH WIREWOUND
CONTROLS

Rheostats, Potentiometers, Attenuators. High quality resistant wire evenly
wound on a substantial core is clamped

Faced with the necessity of
an army of volunteer

air raid

tr,L,

waJ.

the New York City Police Depar'
NBC's suggestion that'
utilize television. Now volunteer',
dens in New York City, New J1
Connecticut, Philadelphia and I,
Schenectady receive their tra'I
simultaneously over the air wart
After a convincing test broat
officials accepted the offers of the '
Mfg. Co., General Electric, an
DuMont Laboratories to deliver,,.
of charge, receiving sets from
stock on hand. These sets have
installed in police precinct stl
houses all over New York City.
program originates
over
WII
NBC's pioneer television station, a,
received direct in New York City,
Jersey and Connecticut, by relay b,
casts over WPTZ in Philadelphia
over a television transmitter in II
nectady, six times daily on the I
three days of the week.
The course consists of six lesson!
eluding a formal lecture, a staged
formance of an air raid warden
tieing his duties in directing
trians to shelter and stopping
1

accepted

1

I,

,

r

tightly to the.control housing, resulting
in

a rugged and dependable variable
resistor. Five sizes -3, 4, 9, 15 and 25
watts are available in the Rheostats
and Potentiometers; resistant elements
can be wound linear or to special
resistant -curve tapers.

during an imaginary raid, and
monstration of correct procedure
ing a bombing. Television peril

PHONE JACKS AND PLUGS
The Utah -Carter "Imp" Jacks are popular because

they combine
compact size, highest quality and economical price; Unique, Patented
design makes them the smallest Jack -fitting standard Phone Plugs.
These many features added together have made Carter Imp Jacks
famous Defense Items.
Phone Plugs, 2- and

fired

coats of Vitreous Enamel forms a hard,
glassy surface-adhering permanently to
the porcelain tube core, resistance wire
and terminals. Resistors 5- to 200-watts
are available either as Fixed-Tapped--or
Adjustable. Numerous styles of mounting
hardware are available to meet your indi-

vidual requirements.

i

Television."

RESISTORS

3 -conductor

types, designed to meet your

needs-whether it be application, size or shape.
Utah is manufacturing Phone jacks and Plugs according to Signal
Corps and Navy Specifications.

standardized training and elimult
all chance of confusion from two It/
interpretations.
Dramatization
diagrams, accompanying the lecti
clarify all problems and make a!
definite impressions. It also results
greater economy, since only one
structor is needed for all.
Air raid warden courses, howe
are just the beginning. Special
courses for fire watchers, nurses, d
ers and other defense workers '
follow.
1

SWISS ARMY
UTAH SPEAKERS
I

give you the benefit of the constant laboratory testing
and research which result in sound improvement.

t

.

t 01,r,.44111

rs

UTAH VIBRATORS
are precision made and delicately adjusted for long
life, correct electrical balance, current Output and
freedom from noise.

WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS

Offices and Factory

80

.

,

,rs '...
-

.1..i..f.

-

UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY
General
837 ORLEANS STREET,

i

,CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

"

Swiss anti-aircraft battery in action
telephone operator receiving and to
warding orders and sound detectors
operation
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of many outstanding.
engineering contributions; over, a
period of many Years, to the cause
of better, more reliable capacitors.
THE SYMBOL

CONDENSERS-KOOLOHM RESISTORS
Quality Components

Expertly Engineered

Competently Produced

SPRAGUE SPECIALTIES COMPANY, NORTH ADAMS, MASS.
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Metal -Coated Mica Condenss

nLt

AN INTERES"'INC ARTICLE Ott the meth,

of depositing metallic films for mu.
coated mica condensers and their I.

pacitance stabilities appears in c
March, 1942 issue of the British pi.

STOPS BACKGROUND NOISE!
The Enemy

sdical, Journal of Scientific Instramet.
It is "Notes on the Preparation d
Properties of Metal -Coated Mica (,.
densers" by J. D: Craggs.
The author discusses the catt,
sputtering and the condensation
vacuum methods of metallic film
positing. He found that mica condenit
of this type give capacitance stabili.
of better than one part in a thoustl.
With the increased demands on
quality of component parts, as a real
of wartime requirements, any mes
to increase the stability is worth t.
ing. This article is particularly
estink since' certain phases of
technique of construction is given'

of Sound Pickup

F

t

WI

i

2Q
°

,.

this article.

c

`MIN
airsL
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Solder Fluxes

_

FOR clear crisp signals, it's

Photograph of F. M. Transmitterof Michigan State Police by courtesy of Motorola
-Galvin Mfg. Corp.

... F. M.

to cancel static-and the Shure
Super-Cardioid to eliminate background
noise. It's the Uniphase principle that does
it in the Shure Super-Cardioid.

In the Uniphase, sound acts upon the outside of the diaphragm of the microphone
and also enters the phase -shifting acoustic
network within the microphone, where it
acts upon the inside of the diaphragm. (See
drawings.) When sound arrives from the
front of the microphone, the inner pressure
reinforces the outer pressure (Figure 1).
When sound arrives from the rear, the inner
pressure cancels the outer pressure (Figure
2). This principle results in a Super-Cardioid
Microphone with a single moving coil. The
Super-Cardioid pattern is symmetrical in both
the horizontal and vertical planes. It has a
wide-angle front pickup with 73% reduc-

tion of reverberation and random noise and
is unusually

rugged.

3

y
REAR

FRONT

FIGURE

I

for

FREE

Booklet 172M

ItdescribesSuper-Cardioid

t

performance and the

f

latest Shure Broadcast
Z.

Microphone, the Super Cardioid.

I
I

plate contains:

Lactic acid
Gasolene oil

15% (hy volume)
0.2%
84.8%

Water

resin -I- aniline hydrochloride tI
which may be used both in hand al
dip -soldering operations and leaves
corrosion in the soldering of copy,
copper -base alloys and tin plate bull
not recommended for use in sealed
instruments having steel parts si¿ii
the residual chloride vaporizes s
ciently to produce a slight trace of r
A

4

FIGURE 2

contains:
Resin
Aniline hydrochloride
Methylated spirit

o
Send

A satisfactor} lactic acid flux wh
only leaves a trace of residue after
soldering operation, and is non -c
rosive on copper and copper alloys
has only a slight effect on steel and

Sounds entering from front.

Sounds entering from rear.

- f1

reports on "Improved Solder Flux'
as follows:

These Uniphase Microphones are speeding production-giving better protection to
Ordnance Plants, Airdromes, Docks, Army
Camps, War Plants, Defense Control Centers, Police Transmitters and other vital
locations. They are the nerve centers directing the actions of men toward Victory on
the Home Front.
ti

IN THE MARCH 1942 pamphlet of
tend its Uses, a review issued by
Tin Research Institute, H. C. Watt',

/,

20% by weir
1%
"
79%
"

Care must be taken to avoid inhalil
the vapor as it is poisonous.
A non -corrosive flux leaving a n
greasy residue for use in soldering
plate contains:
Resin
Lactic acid

20% by weig

Methylated spirit

5%

"

75%

"

I

Another improved solder flux
may be produced in a syrup like form
heating the resin and mannitol
lactic acid dissolved in methylat
spirit and allowing the product to c
W

SHURE BROTHERS

\

82

Designers and Manufacturers o/
Microphones and Acoustic Devices
225 W. Huron St., Chicago, Illinois

\

1

contains:
'

--------------.

Resin
Mannitol
Lactic acid
Methylated spirts
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48% by weig
"
12%
10%
"
30%
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Bill feels at home

I

THE COCKPIT!

Before joining up, Bill was a control assistant in a
utility. keeping a watchful eye on the instrument
hank was one of his chief duties. That's why he feels
at home in his new job. There are so many familiar
faces on the cockpit instrument panel. Some with
different scale calibrations, of course. But so many
bearing the name familiar to Bill snce his earliest
electrical days. The same name he's always banked
on for measurement dependability
now giving
him that same feeling of measurement security when
he's aloft! Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation,
618 Frelinghuvsen Avenue, Newark. New Jersey.

...

Instruments for planes, ships. tanks. guns. radio-as well as
for the industrie, producing these and other implements for a
victorious war. Thi> has been WESTON'S assignment from the
. But despite tile vast
earliest days of our defense effort! .
increases in manufacturing schedules. WEsrov'c design and
manufacturing principles have remained unchanged. There
remains the same firm insistence on the quality standards
which are known as essential' for accurate and dependable
behavior of instruments in service.... Because so much, in
this war. depends on the movement of tiny instrument pointers!

too

'f,
.
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\
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15
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20

25
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WESTON INSTRUMENTS
Laboratory Standards
Precision D.0 and A -C Portables
D -C, A -C.
and Thermo Switchboard and Panel Instruments
Instrument Transformers O Sensitive Relays
Specialized Test Equipment
Light Measurement and Control Devices
Exposure Meters
Aircraft Instruments
Electric Tachometers
Dial Thermometers

.
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PERIODIC WAVE
FORM ANALYSIS
(Continued from page 48)

A JOB OF

BUILDING BRAINS ON
A PRODUCTION LINE
The mass production of transformers for radio,
television and other electronic application is vir-

tually 'building brains on

a production line."
We're proud of the work we've done In our
country's all-out production effort-and we
want to convert more of our facilities to this
purpose. So if you've a transformer problemwe want to help. We offer manufacturers, of
defense equipment especially, a complete organization to accept full responsibility for the
engineering and production of standard or special transformers. Our three conveniently located plants (at Clyde and Cuba, N. Y.) are
fully equipped with modern time -saving equipment and arranged for streamline production.
And remember, Acme's reputation for quality
has been built on the policy of testing every
transformer to specific limits of performance. If
the transformer you need can be produced by
adapting dies, tools, jigs, and fixtures from the
hundreds in our stock-you can save months in
tool production time alone.

For National War Effort
DO YOU USE

Audio Transformers
Interstage Transformers
Output Transformers
Push -Pull

Input
Transformers
Driver Transform
ers

Microphone Input
Transformers
Filter Chokes
Swinging Chokes
Audio Reactors
Signalling Transformers
Plate Supply
Transformers
Filament Trans.
formers
Three Phase Power'
Transformers (up
to 50 EVA)

Cheék this list of
Acme products
then send specifi-

cations, blue
prints and outline of applica.
tion. Acme trans.
,former engineers
are at your service to help solve
your transformer
problems.

HOW'S YOUR VOLTAGE
CONTROL?
Every laboratory and most

production

lines of electronic devices
need an ade-

quate variable
voltage tester.

The Acme

Voltrol

vides all

prothe

features y o u

want with

stepless voltage range from s to 135 volts. Portable
or panel types. Write for Bulletin 150.

THE ACME ELECTRIC & MFG. CO..
CUBA, N. Y.

31 WATER ST.

A.
T
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opposed by the battery bias. No11
we apply a signal of negative pu s
across the small resistor r, as shoe,
we shall have an increment of .
charge of C during the occurree
of each pulse until the grid volte
ing figures, positive poled pulses will level permits the circuit to relax d
generally be coupled to a grid to recharge C. The choice of cirtlt
effect synchronization as indicated on constants will of course detente
the number of pulses required o
the drawings of Figs. 8 and 9.
As shown in Fig. 3 the current discharge C. Here the timing of e
through a condenser is of impulse synchronizing pulses is immaterl.
form if the voltage across it is a But the amplitude and duration!
saw -tooth. Hence a small resistor each pulse does affect the mot
in series with the charging condenser of each increment of discharge. 4
in any of the relaxation circuits for similar synchronizing pull
shown will be a source of pulse volt- each increment of discharge wille
age. Thus in Fig. 11, two oscillators slightly less than the preceding
of the form shown in Fig. 4 are syn- so that the voltage across C will
chronized by this method so that pear as an exponential series
the lower oscillator operates at a sub - voltage steps. A somewhat higr
multiple of the frequency of the order of division may be achie'f
upper one. The illustration is for a with a carefully designed coup'
3: 1 division. The time constant of circuit.
the lower oscillator will be chosen
so that its natural periodicity is
slightly lower than the desired frequency, whereby the upper oscillator
may pull it into sync. Where a large
TRAINING FOR A HERO
ratio division of frequency is desired it is preferable to divide in
steps of small ratio and thus avoid
errors due to power supply fluctuations. Thus a sér'iés of synchronized
relaxation oscillators known as a
_dividing chain is frequently employed
in television ;.....for example in television transmitters to fix the relation between the line and field scan-

timing is then more precise. The
important point is that the leading
edge of the pulse (the left edge which
occurs earlier in time) should be as
steep as possible where it intersects
the saw -tooth trace. In the preced-

is

f

ning frequencies.
A related type of synchronizing is
employed in the counter type of dividing circuit of which Fig. 12 is an
example. Inspection will show that
the circuit employs the elements of
Fig. 8 above. However, the RC circuit is in the ground side of the grid
circuit and R is a diode which is
biased by the battery so that normally it will not pass current. Assuming a point in the cycle where
the tube has just ceased to pass current, we note that the condenser C
is charged with the polarity indicated but that the charge cannot
leak off since the only discharge
path is through the diode which .is

fi

Sgt. Joseph Lockhard (left), who gave
unheeded air raid warning at Pearl H
bor on Dec. 7th is shown en route to F
Monmouth, N. J. where he will attend

officers' training school
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!mi. automatic m a <Ines wind cores in a
fiction of the time
ftmerly required by
Ind -winding.

sti

J

-

OMB

o

11.
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THE PRODUCTION OF

STEPPED

BEEN

H1S

UP

o
°

The need for Variacs was never greater than it
is today. If you could glance along our speeded
production line, you s%ould conclude that General Radio is doing
it it can to meet that need. Laminations are swift l% stacked to
n the toroidallv-shaped cores. Formerly, these cores were wound
a:hand; today a production line of specially designed automatic
whines wind cores faster and more uniformly than skilled handwiders. Spoilage is decreased, copper is conserved and, what is
ern more important, uniform tension and spacing of the wound
c per wires are achieved, resulting in a better Variac than ever

uhods.

Variacs are made in 15 models with power rating from 90 wafts
to 7,000 watts; prices on the stock models range from'$10 to $100.

Variac
a

VARIACS

AGAIN!

ore.
other machines grind the brush contact surface of the wound
a s to a uniform smoothness, the assembly and wiring are quickly
tpleted. Uniformly high quality is maintained by a rigid inshecand testing procedure. Increased speed and facilities have
ped the daily production of Variacs many times that of former

L

í'I

t

..

o

1

Nia

Grinding the commutator surface on
type 50 Variac winding.

a

"Mi:.

ri.!j,.

product of

WRITE FOR BULLETIN No. 777 for complete
date,
the original continuously variable autotransformer
supplying
an output voltage from zero to above line voltage.

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
'Cambridge,
Massachusetts

Because practically all of our manufacturing facilities are devoted to war
projects, to secure this equipment a preference rating certificate or other

':CTRONICS

-

approved priority rating
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Type WL-608
high -vacuum, half -wave
rectifier; glass envelope; oil coaled;
overall height 141 inches (max); diameter 51 inches (max).
EJ=10v
KENOTRON;

-

If

10 amp
Peak Inverse Anode Voltage
60,00 v (max)
Peak Anode Current

'VdM!['II'i'-

Avg Anode Current =

0.011

Type WL-612
high -vacuum, half -wave
rectifier; glass envelope; air cooled;
overall height 25z inches (max) ; diameter 61 inches (max).
KENOTRON;

E¡=10v

If =

COMPACT
LIGHT WEIGHT
MINIMUM A.C.RIPPLE
REGULATION
REGULA
LOW VOLTAGE
guar
a few of the
These are only WINCO DYNAin
ity

features

MOTORS.

are regWINCO DYNAMOTORS
outstandard
in
ularly available special WINCO
puts and sizes
can be designed
DYNAMOTORS
comneed.
exact
to meet your
ur
plete tree Advisory
obligation

...

Service is yours without
-why not consult us?

4 -pin

base.

Ej=2.5v
I/ = 12 amp

Tube Voltage Drop
= 9 v (approx)
Peak Inverse Anode Voltage
= 1000 v (max)
Peak Anode Current = 3.1 amp
Avg Anode Current = 2.0 amp
Temperature Range. Ambient
= 20-55° C

amp

Westinghouse

dependability
Where complete
where efficient
. . essential
is
is important
electric power
DYNAMOTORSI
specify WINCO
areiobuilt
WINCO DYNAMOTORS
r opof service
for all types
.
ranging trout
erating temperatures
Centigrade.
-40° to +65°

mercury-vapor, full-we
rectifier; glass envelope; overall hest
6 inches (max) ; diameter 21 inc1
PHANOTRON;

Westinghouse

=0.20amp

°

Type WL-669

50 amp
Peak Inverse Anode Voltage
= 150,000 y (max)
Peak Anode Current
= 0.75 amp
Avg Anode Current = 0.24 amp

Type WL-613

Type WL-670
Westinghouse
; mercury-vapor, full -i e
rectifier; glas's envelope; air co();
overall height 71 inches (max); dll.
eter 31 inches; 4 -pin base.

PHANOTRON

Ej =

2.5 v

1; = 21.0 amp

Tube Voltage Drop
= 11 v (approx)
Peak Inverse Anode Voltage
= 1000 v (max)
Peak Anode Current
= 9.5 amp (max)
Avg Anode Current = 6.0 amp
Temp Range. Ambient
=

20-55°

C

WL-66'

Westinghouse
high -vacuum, half -wave
KENOTRON;
,rectifier; glass envelope; air cooled;
overall height 19 inches (max) ; diameter 51 inches (max).

Er=11v
It

= 10 amp
Peak Anode Current

= 0.20 amp
Avg Anode Current = 0.06 amp

Type WL-456
Westinghouse
high -vacuum, half -wave
rectifier; glass envelope; air cooled;
overall height 181 inches (max) ; diameter 51 inches (max) ; flexible leads.
KENOTRON;

WL- 66S
W L- 67C

W L- 67I!

Type WL-786
West inghouse
PHANOTRON; mercury-vapor, half-4
rectifier; metal envelope; overall hmil
191 inches (max) ; diameter 41 it
(max) ; flexible leads.
Et=2.5v
-

100 amp
Tube Voltage Drop (approx)
= 10v
Peak Inverse Anode Voltage
= 1500 v (max)
Peak Anode Current
= 150 amp
Avg Anode Current
30 amp (max)
Temp Range, Condensed Mercury = 20-70° C

1; =

E,=11v

= 20 amp
I
Peak Inverse Anode Voltage
= 1.10,000 v (max)
Peak Anode Current
= 0.20 amp
Avg Anode Current = 0.06 amp

Type WL-679
West inghouse

The Dynamotor designed to
insure maximum efficiency at all
operating altitudes and temperatures.

IGNITRON;

Westinghouse

service; metal envelope; overall
19 inches (max) ; diameter 41

high -vacuum, half -wave
rectifier; glass envelope; air cooled;
overall height 321 inches (max) ; diameter 61 inches (max).
KENOTRON;

E; = 10V

CO DYNAMOTORS

WINCHARGER CORPORATION
SIOUX CITY
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IOWA

high -peak -current, pool
ode tube; water cooled; for ref

Type WL-660

If

= 10 amp
Peak Inverse Anode Voltage
= 230,000 v (max)
Peak Anode Current
= 0.10 amp
Avg Anode Current = 0.30 auto

-

h

i

(max).
Nominal D -C Voltage Outupt

=600v

Peak Forward and Inverse
Voltage = 2100 v
Avg Anode Current = 100 amp
Peak Anode Current
= 600 amp
Ignitor Voltage (typical)
= 150 v

Ignitor Current (typical)
= 40 amp (max)
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keflTaqil/a/flduIÑI/.
More Dollars Per Man Per Month in the
PAY -ROLL WAR
7411:Y

SAVINGS PLAN

11.-

....

'

,.r far,y.

TO WIN THIS WAR, more
and more billions are needed
and needed fast-AT LEAST
A BILLION DOLLARS A
MONTH IN WAR BOND SALES
ALONE:

This means a minimum of 10 percent
of the gross pay roll invested in War
Bonds in every plant, office, firm, and
factory in the land.
Best and quickest way to raise this
money-and at the same time to "brake"
inflation-is by stepping up the PayRoll War Savings Plan, having every
company offer every worker the chance
to buy MORE BONDS.

Truly, in this War of Survival,

VICTORY BEGINS AT THE PAY
WINDOW.
If your firm has already installed the

ticipation.
2.

To encourage employees to increase
the amount of their allotments for
Bonds, to an average of at least 10

percent of earnings-because

"token" payments will not win this
war any more than "token" resistance will keep the enemy from

our shores, our homes.
If your firm has not already installed
the Pay -Roll War Savings Plan, now is
the time to do so. For full details, plus
samples of result -getting literature and
promotional .helps, write, wire, or
phone: War Savings Staff, Section E,
Treasury Department, 709 Twelfth
Street NW., Washington, D. C.

War Savings Bonds

U. S.
This space

-

Pay -Roll War Savings Plan, now is the
time
1. To secure wider employee par-

is

a contribution to America's all-out war program by

ELECTRONICS
Form No. W66 -BP -5
RII

31ECTRONICS

-
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VOLTAGE
CONSTANT
is the answer
tt:the precision

-

SCIENCE

and

demands of

INDUSTRY for DEFENSE

nn
AIM

LI

MACE

CONST
V

MT

U

STAGE

Every COMMUNICATIONS system-every
electrical INSTRUMENT employed in the
production of materials of war needs
CONSTANT VOLTAGE protection against
line surges and fluctuating voltage levels
caused by overloaded power lines. Sola
CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS
will deliver a perfectly stabilized output
voltage, even though line voltages vary as
much as 30%. No moving parts. Instan.
taneous in action. Self.protecting against
overload or short circuit.
Ask for Bulletin DCV-74

SOLA ELECTRIC COMPANY

/2441;nursrormns
2 5 2 5

C L

Y.B

O U

R: N

A V

E.,

high -peak -current, pool-ctt.

tube; water cooled; for weldg
service; metal envelope; overall hei,t
18 inches (max) ; diameter 4} Ines
ode

=

MIN Á111111N/11ü.
LIx

IGNITRON;

Supply Voltage (rma)

mnwtun

,

Westinghouse

(max).

tt

nnnnoun
nIm
.

Type WL-651

CHICAGO,

I

L

L.

400-500 v

Peak Inverse Voltage
= 720 y (max)
Demand = 1200 kva
Avg Anode Current
= 14.0 amp (max)
Peak Current at Max Avg
Anode Current
= 1130 amp (max)
Peak Anode Current
= 3400 amp
Avg Current at Max Peak
75.6 amp
Averaging Time
= 7.1 seo (max)
Ignitor VOolltage (typical)

Ignitor Current (typical)
25 amp

Type WL-652
Westinghouse
IGNITRON; high -peak -current, pool -ca
ode tube; water cooled; for weldi
service; metal envelope; overall heif
17 inches (max) ; diameter 21 incl

(max).

1

Supply Voltage (rms)
= 400-500 v
Peak Inverse Voltage
= 720 v (max)
Demand = 600 kva
Avg Anode Current
= 56.0 amp (max)
Peak Current at Max Avg
Anode Current
= 565 amp (max)
Peak Anode Current
= 1700 amp (max)
Avg Current at Max Peak
= 30.2 amp
Averaging Time
= 9.0 sec (max)
Ignitor Voltage (typical)
= 200 v

Ignitor Current (typical)
= 25 amp

Type WL-655
Westinghouse

BUD Condensers
for every application
BUD precision built condensers
are made in a wide variety of sizes
and capacities for many electronic
applications.
Special capacities.
air -gaps and mechanical details
can be supplied. Prompt quotations sill
tted on receipt of 'our

prints or specifications.

BUD RADIO, INC.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
-

88

IGNITRON; high -peak -current, pool -call
ode tube; water cooled; for weldin

service; metal envelope; overall heigh
23 inches (max) ; diameter 5R inche

(max).
Supply Voltage (rms)
= 400-500 v
Peak Inverse Voltage
= 720 v (max)
Demand = 2400 kva (max)
.\vg. Anode Current
35.5 amp (max)
Peak Current at Max Avg
\node Current
= 2260 amp (max)
Peak \node Current
= 6800 amp
.\vg Current at Max Peak
= 192.0 amp
Averaging Time
= 5.6 see (max)
Ignitor 2tage (typical)

Ignitor Current (typical)
= 25 amp

July 1942
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ype WL-656
'estinghouse
'NITRON; high -peak -current, pool-cathfor welding
.e tube; water cooled;
Irvice; metal envelope; overall height
inches (max) ; diameter 41 inches
lax).
l,ply Voltage (rats)
= 200-250 v
ltk

Inveroltage
0v (max)

(max)

g Anode Current n

= 14.0 amp (max)

l.k Current at Max Avg
tnode Current
= 2260 amp (max)
l.k anode Current
= 6800 amp (max)
.g Current at Max Peak
= 75.6 amp
Time
'
,aging
:r
= 14.0 sec (max)
licor Voltage (typical)
= 100 v

1

itor Current"(typical)
= 25 amp

'tpe WL-753-A
lestinghouse
high -peak -current, pool-cathtube; water cooled; for rectifier
s'vice; metal envelope; overall height
;inches (max) ; diameter 52 inches
uax).
lTRON;

l

(.1

D -C Voltage Output
= 600 v
Forward and Inverse
Voltage = 2100 v
Al Anode Current = 225 amp
áik Anode Current
= 1200 ami>
litor Voltage (typical)
= 150 v
Rlninal
'1

>0k

L'InildJ11

lítor Current (typical)
= 90 amp (max)

'rpe WL-631

1°ppmQ

You'll find a

lest inghouse

grid -controlled gaseous charge rectifier; glass envelope;
gall height 7?t inches (max) ; diam311g inches (max) ; 4 -pin base.

UYRATRON;

1

1.= 5.0 y

1= 4.5 amp
I k Anode Voltage = 1000 v
I k AnodeCurrent = 15.0amp
.: Anode Current = 2.5 amp
l Voltage for

FIGHTING ALLOY
¡nBERALOY 25"

Starting-

^gative
Range. Condensed Merin = 40-80° C

lip

c

WL- 631

.

"The Alloy that doesn't get tired."

i'pe WL-632
1:stinghouse

Fulfills unique tasks that cannot be per-

grid -controlled gaseousdcharge rectifier; glass envelope;
o,rall height 7} inches (max) ; diseter 3 inches (max) plus one-half
iih for grid cap side of envelope; 4-

formed by any other metal or alloy.

1YRATRON;

P.

-

base.

.

We have the facilities, personnel, and
experience to meet the most exacting
specifications.

b=5.Ov

= 4.5 amp
Pk Anode Voltage = ltmo v
Pk lnodeCurrent = 15.0 :imp
Al Anode Current = 2.5 amp
Voltage for Starting-

WILBUR B. DRIVER CO.

/l

Range. Condensed
T pative
try; = 90-80° C

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

\ler-

Manufacturers of "TOPHET"* the Nickel -Chrome Resistance Wire

i'.ECTRONICS

-

W L-

632
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Type 2050
grid -controlled 'gaseous discharge rectifier; glass envelope;
overall height 41 inches (max) ; diameter MI inches (max) ; 8 -pin octal base.
E1 =6.3v
THYRATRON;

f = 0.6 amp
Tube Voltage Drop

= 8 y (approx)
Peak Anode Voltage
Inverse = 1300 y (max
1Formard = 650 y (max)
Shield-Grid Voltage = 0 y
Anode Current

the

PRÉMk

Playing a Leadiig
Role in America:
War Programe
On sea, on

Instantaneous

i

Average

= 500 ma (max)
= 100 ma (max)

could tell you about

communications equipment

airports-

maintaining communications under
most critical conditions
serving

2050

ñaIIirraffers

land, at

.,

-

defense needs.

2051

In this national emergency, Premax
has enlisted its entire personnel and

experience in the manufacture of
monel, aluminum and steel antennas.
Both are demonstrating their ability
to meet critical requirements while'
maintaining the high standards of
Premax service.

Type 2051
THYRATRON; grid -controlled gaseous discharge rectifier; glass envelope;
overall height 4A inches (max) ; diameter 1 inch (max) ; 8 -pin octal base.
Es = 6.3 y
Is = 0.6 amp

Send for catalog of Antennas and
Mountings, or submit your specifi
cations if special designs in fully
telescoping, ad;ustable equipment
is needed.

Tube Voltage Drop
= 14 v (approx)
Peak Anode Voltage
Inverse = 700 v (max)
Forward = 350 y (max)
Shield Grid Voltage = 0 v
Anode Current

Instantaneous

Average

= 375 ma (max)
= 75 ma (max)

2050
2051

Division Chisholm-R)dcr Co., Int.
1211

Highland Ave., Niagara Falls,

N.

Type WL-629
Westinghouse
eM110-

grid -controlled gaseous discharge rectifier; inert -gas filled;
glass envelope; overall height 41 inches
(max) ; diameter 119ir inches; 5 -pin base.
THYRATRON;

:+i

E1 = 2.5 v
= 2.6 amp
Peak Anode Voltage = 350 y
Peak AnodeCurrent = 0.2 amp
\vg Anode Current = 0.04 amp
Grid Voltage for StartingNegative
Temp Range, Ambient
_ -20-+70°C

WL- 629

,r

Type PJ-8
General Electric
grid -controlled high-vacuum
triode; glass envelope; overall height
5R inches (max) ; diameter 2lá inches
(max) ; 4 -pin base.
PLI011toN;

Et

= 4.5 y
If = 1.1 am
Ee = 350 v (max)
E, _
20 v
Ie = 19 ma

-

',

u...

MT.

= 8.5
= 1330 ',mhos

Dissipation = 10 watts (max)
II

PJ-7 PJ-8
PJ- 21

90
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PRECISION-BUILTPRODUCiS
Write for
NEW
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Flexible
Amplifier
(Continued front page 41)

should desire to write a cornlehensive relation. Actually, there
e; two feedback loops in the amplifr of Fig. 2. Only the major one,
IIX, QNY, is considered in the
fegoing equations. Due to the untoassed 2,000 -ohm cathode resistors
a
i the second stage there exists
ftdback loop within that stage itsf. This produces no additiónal
(e

-

-

cisiderations for the mathematics
irolving equalization of the type C
al D networks, but in the A and B
n:works we are operating upon that
sae cathode circuit to produce
etalization. Since the cathode res'tors of this stage are the receiviii loads for both of these feedback
kps, application of the A and B
tions will- affect the performance
o

both loops.

summation of the various types
controls and equalizations pos,sile with this amplifier w ill reveal
tlt for a unit flexible to the maxi extent here indicated a total of
al'ut twelve front -of -panel controls
wild be required. Fortunately, for
ar given application where certain
,fictions need never be performed
th number would probably not be
i,nmessary. Obviously the application
inlving the largest number of contrs is the equalization of loaded
tephone lines. One type D, one
tae B, and two type A sections are
minimum requirement for this.
h type A section should have a
o:

i

iier frequency-resonance-adjustmit as indicated in Fig. 2 ín additil to the resistor tap switch cali,bi.ed in volume units. Further'm.,e, one of the A sections might
IA be equipped with a main reso1 frequency control with a spread
n perhaps 2000 to 8000 cps to trier with a double -gang potentienter for tapping down on the 7F7
oatode resistors as previously menited. Certainly many applications
ofthis. equalizing amplifier would
no require the power level
of ten
Wits for which this unit is designed.
such circumstances, use of a
In'Iler beam type tube (6V6) could

-

1

IMO

/#0.0,4007
WI
o{ plus and

'CTRONICS
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minus tolerances
C

tolera selection of
feature is that
...and the
be made
THE outstandirig
1 O% can
.
set individually
from 0.25% to
ance

"plus" and "minus"

may
tolerances
of each other

6 d ecades
consist of
may
standard
-ohm increments.
The working
re .
'
individual.
meet
totaling 1,111,110.ohms
to exactly
available.
Other ranges '
ercentoperated p bridge
qu¡ré semis
endently
rndep
this modern
By setting the
.position
Bridge
the
to
age dials
use as a Wheatstone
of the
ready
'actual resistance
is insta6tfY
and the
(unity ratio)
be readily measured. is
te66t21
Per Cent LMeasBridge
units under
cell
# 6 dry
This new
A standard
élf-contained easuring.low res¡stances.
pletely' sett-contained.
AC-operate rectifier
power form
an
furnishes the
For higher resistances,
the power.
tube supplies

and independently

M"

No

621.p PER

n

``MIT BRIDGE

CENT

vt

be:mployed.

n

new
This is a
for

o

$.:

rapid andprecise
of reinspection
deterto
sistors
are
mine if they

:

° e

lout
uu

p°.

k

°

stm`u

mum,

luuo
wool

n

within the spec-

auto

Y
W'

Y
wan

o

HALLCROSS MFG. CO.

1$ 'INS'TRUMENTS

h

.o

.

instrument

ified percentage
tolerance. Write
1
for Bulletin D

4;,
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NEW BOOKS

TIIERMOSTATIC RI -METALS

An L>Itroduction to

ti

the Operational Calculus
M..

'

-

2

By WALTER J. SEELEY, Professor

44,1

As THE

ELECTRICAL CONTACTS

Vital in war

aid peare

calls for new increased uses of
TODAY WAR
thermostatic hi -metals and special electrical contacts. Wilco
The H. A. Wilson Comengineers will cooperate with you.
pany offers a wide variety of specialized thermostatic bimetals of high and low temperature types. Also a series of
resistance bi-metals. (from 24.410 ohms, per sq. mi. ft.).
Wilco electrical contact alloys meet war requirements
available in Silver. Platinum, Cold, Tungsten, Metal Powder
Groups. Wilco Aeralloy is the outstanding aircraft magneto
contact alloy. '
PRODUCTION

*

...

*

ay
Fig. 1431

H sAWILSON
óh5

MOVES

FAST-ER
Screws
Cap
Socket
with Knurled "UNBRAKO"
Knurls keep the assembler's fingers from
slipping in spite of oil and grease and
therefore helps him to save time before
applying a wrench. "Unbrako" deliveries
are better than average-no premium
price. Make your next order Knurled
ASSEMBLY

The Knurling
of Socket
Screws
L

originated
with

KO

"Unbrako"

REG. U.S. PAT. OFFICE

Where ordinary set screws fail to hold

years ago.

..

'

orous and powerful method of math
matical analysis in common use by tl

nonprofesional mathematician, but eve
here more compact methods are a di
cided advantage.
"The operation[
calculus as developed in this book
merely a shorthand method of solvin
certain types of differential equations
and as such makes its contribution I
mathematical analysis. The purpose t
this handy little volume is to develo.
certain of the methods of operation), 1,,
calculus for the use of undetgraduatt
in engineering schools whose maths
matical background is limited, and ft
engineers who may have lost the faci
ity of manipulating mathemati
through disuse.
The first portion of the book revienl
the classical methods of solving linea
differential equations, but differs frot
most treatments in that the nomench
ture of operational calculus is employe
Accordingly, there is no well marke
division from the classical methods 41
manipulating differential equations f
the operational calculus method. Th
student is therefore gradually and un
knowingly making use of operationt1
calculus before he has had an oppot
tunity to build up resentment for th
"theoretical" studies of his colleg l
course. The gradual and painless star,
ner in which Prof. Seeley makes use
operational methods, and the practio
use he makes of the methods develope
in his text is an important pedagog'cg
contribution.
It is the reviewer's experience that
takes an advanced and mature mind t

-

INDIANAPOLIS CHICAGO

BOX

596

Fig. 1645

ST.

LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO

overcome the strong desire for

"praC
so frequent)
antithesis of "thee

merely different points of view of

STANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO.
-BRANCHES

jI

retical" learning. Often there is coot
plete failure to recognize that both all

.

JENKINTOWN, PENNA.

I

considered to be the

When tightened as usual the knurled
points dig in and hold. Easily removed.
Can be re -used.

92

physical

tical" knowledge which is

.

"UNBRAKO" Self-Locking
Hollow Set Screws

DETROIT

OF "'HE

1

ST., NEWARK,N . J.
Branches, Chicago and Detroit
CO.T

UNI'

BOSTON

COMIPLEXITY

phenomena with which engineers an
physicists deal continually increase
more compact, more rigorous, and mot
powerful methods of analysis are rt
quire(' if the physical phenomena tal
ing place are to be accurately specifies
in analytical language. Undoubted)
that branch of mathematics known a
differential equations is the most rif

't

"Unbrako".

use

t

Electrical Engineering, Duke Unive.
sity. (167 pages. Price, $2.00. Intel
national Textbook Co., Scranton, Pa.)

Pat's Pending

this

same thing and that the main differenoy
between the two is merely the degtrel
to which they have been publicize,
Both are necessary if any appreciab
progress is to be achieved, and of
the theoretical learning of one gener
ation is absorbed by the next as it
practical. working tools. The free an
easy style which Prof. Seeley has, an

the application of operational method
immediately and directly to problems o

July 1942
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CHECK
HERE!

''[!

.

if you want a
radio job!

BETTER

Technical ability is
the only thing that
you

between
stands
and a better job.

.

fan prepare
CREI
you NOW with sus!
the training you need!
'es, YOUR opportunity is here, NOW!
,ur home study courses are "made to

this opportunity. CREI
are in demand through.
. and
the
st the radio industry .
:wand will increase as the months go
r. If the lack of technical training is
you can do
tur stumbling block
tmething about it now-if you will.
our radio experience backed by
'REI modern training will equip you
share in the better, good -paying jobs
at await trained men. 5000 radramen
WI be wrong!
:der"

for

ained men

....

'RITE FOR r -ICTS TO AY! Our FREE BOOK IT and personal reform Iodations mar hold the
suer to your future sueWrite today and
rs.
rase state briefly sour
ckground o! experience.
',cation and present polo".

NGINEERING INSTITUTE
fat. E-7, 3224 16th St., N. W., Wash., D. C.

by

ENGINEERS

-

`Wherever
instilled
Lingo Radiators have
exceeded all efficiency
expectations. No wonder
alert engineers look to
Lingo for top efficiency
and managers are enthused by the increased
,

made possible

'

increased signal
strength and coverage. ;

.by

Photo shows isstallation of the
3s0 ft. Lingo Tubular Steel Radiator
at station WROC.
Salisbury. Md.

t
vik

Ne'

ERTICA
_

STEAL.
tTUBULAR
OADIATORS
.

',HM E.-LINC,o

a

SON, INC., CAMDEN, N. J.

FhtCTRONICS

-

volume.
While the volume should be useful to
anyone desiring a knowledge of operational methods, it will be particularly
suitable to electrieal engineers since the
practical problems have been selected
from the field of electric circuit

analysis.-B.D.
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Electron -Inertia Effects
By F. B. LLEWELLYN, Published, by the
Cambridge University Press (Macmillan Co., 60 Fifth Avenue, New York).
102 pages, 13 figures. Index, 2. pages.
Size, 81 x 5:1: inches. Price, $1.75.
THE BEHAVIOR

:APITOL RADIO

sales

electric circuits, should do much to develop in the student using this little
volume a maturity of mind v hich is
frequently lacking because the interrelationships between mathematics and
physical principles are not sufficiently
clearly defined. Theory and practice
are, at worst, first cousins in this

tubes at high
frequencies has been a subject of intensive study for more than a decade.
The author of this monograph has
taken a very active part in the study,
and it is no exaggeration to say that
the present satisfactory state of our
knowledge of a considerable portion of
this subject is attributable to his work.
In this monograph he presents a clear
and authoritative account of the bearing of electron -inertia effects on the
small -signal, high -frequency theory of
vacuum tubes.
The monograph is divided into eight
chapters. The first contains a brief
sketch of the classical treatment of
effects of elects-on inertia in problems
which pertain to the passage of electromagnetic waves through ponderable
matter. The object of this introductory chapter is to emphasize the fact
that although electron -inertia effects
have been encountered before in problems of physics, the assumptions which
form the basis of treatments of these
problems are rat valid for an analysis
of the behavior of vacuum tubes at high
frequencies. In the next two chapters
the differential equations which are
fundamental to an analysis of the
passage of electrons from one to another of two infinite parallel planes are
set up; series -order solutions of these
equations, useful mainly for small -signal operation such as takes place in
receiving tubes, are developed; and the
zero -order solutions utilized to exhibit
the d -c relations in planar diodes and
negative -grid triodes. The following
three chapters are devoted to an exposition of the first -order solutions and application of these results to planar diodes and negative -grid triodes, the
latter being considered as two cascaded
diodes. The physical significance of
the mathematics is illustrated by discussions of such practical matters as
equivalent first -order circuits, the dependence of the tube parameters on
frequency, the increased cathode emission required far space -charge -limited
operation at high frequencies, and the
utilization of the diode as an oscillator
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WIRING DEVICES!!
The step-up in wor production requires im
proved devices and methods of installation to
assure uniform quality and al the same time
increase production. AMP Solderless Wiring
Devices and Bonding Jumpers have all the
characteristics required in such a program.
Catalog CC -I puts the facts in your hands
Here is easy -to -use information on
AMP Solderless Wiring Devices.

-

Wire Terminals
Wire Connectors

Plug Terminals
Lighting Contacts
Cable Lugs
Bonding Jumpers
Bonding Tabs
AMP Hand, Foot

and Power Installation Tools
Other Important Solderless

Wiring Data
Write today for your copy of Catalog CC -I on
company letterhead, and send your inquiries to:

AIRCRAFT -MARINE PRODUCTS, INC
Dept B.216 Nelh Broad Shut, Elizabeth, New Jersey

"Engineering Applied to the End of a Wire"
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'MARINE PRODUCTS INC.
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at high frequencies. The final two
chapters contain an application of the
second -order solutions to the Calcula-

DECADE
AMPLIFIER
MODEL 220
'v

-

'

A highly stable amplifier

giving gains of exactly 10
and 100 times. Operated
by self-contained batteries.
Through the use of special
circuits the gain is independent of battery voltage,
circuit constants and tubes
within 2% from 10 to
100,000.cycles. Particularly
useful with our Model 300
Electronic Voltmeter to

increase its

sensitivity,

permitting voltage measurements down to 30 microvolts. Send for Bulletin 7.
SENSITIVE ELECTRONIC

AC VOLTMETER
MODEL

300

00
to 150,000 cycles.
1 millivolt to 100 volts in five
ranges (to 1,000 and 10,000
volts with multipliers).
Logarithmic voltage scale.
AC operation, 115 volts, 60
cycles.
10

Accurate and stable calibration.

Ballanfine Laúoraiories. Inc.
BOONTON
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tion of small-signal rectification in a
planar diode; a concise exposition of
the behavior of vacuum-tube voltmeters
at high frequencies, based on an analysis of the space -charge -free situation;
a brief qualitative discussion of the
modifications introduced by departure
from the parallel -plane electrode configuration; and a short treatment of
the Barkhausen-Kurz and Magnetron
oscillators.
By way of conclusion the author calls
attention to the urgent need for solutions of such problems as the multi valued electron -velocity situation which
is characteristic of retarding field tubes,
and the large -signal, high -frequency
theory of vacuum tubes. It is a striking commentary on the speed with
which technical advances are occasionally made that these problems have
been solved since the book was printed.
The monograph is paper -covered, but
the printing and 13 figures are excellent. Like other Cambridge Physical
Tracts, it is a thoroughly good job
on the part of both author and publisher

INSPECTION-PLUS
\ny good dynamotor will
pass routine inspections.
But, Eicor-built Dynamotors do much more than
meet specifications; they
have those all-important
PLUS VALUES which
eliminate many problems
in your engineering, production and inspection
departments. They help
you meet the critical
requirements of today's
specialized radio equipment.

/-
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Eleetric Motors in Industry

glIU@111
EICOR,Int.,10S0W.Adams St.,Chitago,U.S.A.
St., Nw York
Eaportt Ad Aurlmo, 49

By D. R. SHOULTS and C. J. RIFE, General Electric Co. Edited by T. C. Johnson, General Electric Co. John Wiley
and Sons, Inc., New York, 1942, 389
pages. Price, $4.00.

*Micro -Dimensional

THE MAJOR PORTION of electrical pówer
used by industrial organizations in
this country is used to obtain some sort
of mechanical motion in machinery
through the use of electric motors. In

general, it has not been necessary for
the electrical engineer specializing in
electronics to have much more than a
speaking acquaintance with motors
while performing his everyday job.

But to have a well rounded knowledge
of electrical engineering he should be
more than a little familiar with the
principles of operation of motors, and
their application and control. "Electric
Motors in Industry" is well suited to the
purpose of learning the fundamentals
of motor operation. It deals with the
basic principles which are readily un
derstood, and which at the same time
form the basis for proper application
of the motor. In addition to charac
terístics of motors, the application of
motors to specific uses is discussed as
well as various control methods and
coordinated drive systems. It is very
interesting that in this book, which has
grown out of a course in industrial engineering given by the General Electric
Co. for engineers to be assigned to various departments throughout the company, there are two chapters dealing
with electronic devices and their application to industry. In the small space
allotted to electronics an excellent discussion of the principles of operation
and application is presented.-c.w.
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'elevision, Today
ad Tomorrow
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frlitrits ..

y LEE DEFOREST. 360 pages, 1942,
rice $3.75. The Dial Press.
DEFOREST HAS

R.

written

a book

for

w

lay reader in which he explains
hat makes television possible, what its
:onomic problems are, where it may go
(ter the end of the war has removed
to blight now upon it. The first chap1Q

trs deal with the historic attempts to
Ind pictures to distant parts, through
to

work of May (selenium), Nipkow,

ampbell Swinton, Jenkins, Baird, and
lexanderson and down to the more
cent men like Farnsworth and
vorykin. While most of the book deals
ith the techniques, the author writes
mply and a great deal of the book
n be understood by the non -technical

adei.
Therefore the lay reader, interested
techniques
.t in the high-powered
rich make sending moving pictures to
distance possible, but in the interest g non-scientific aspects of a new
adium will find Dr. DeForest's book a
lod source.
Chapter headings indicate what the
tok holds:-Cathode-ray systems, stuantennas for receiving,
O technique,
Jeep circuits, television and frequency
,dulation, the DuMont System, protction systems, etc.
The engineer without previous exrience in television and the nonchnical man will find Dr. DeForest's
ok an interesting and easy -to -read
mmary of the technique of sending
wing pictures to distances through
place.-E.H.

Flexible Shafts Help War Production
We make flexible shafting that carries the power smoothly and evenly
in many difficult situations, no matter what angle required. In air
planes, tanks, signal -corps radio and numerous other war products
our dependable flexible shafts are performing faithfully. Special shafts
made to your specifications. Our engineering department is at your
service without obligation to work out your power-drive or remote control problems.
Write for Flexible Shaft

F. W. STEWART

THAN A SLIDE RULE
A -C CALCULATION
CHARTS
by

ice

this elementary

R.

lok on radio principles for students
'lose background in physics and mathuatics is limited. Most of the chapter
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LORENZEN

Rider Book greatly reduces the time required
for alternating current engineering calculations-speeds
up the design of apparatus and the progress of engineering students; Two to five times as fast as using a slide
rule!
A -C CALCULATION CHARTS are designed for use by
civilian engineers and engineers of the armed forces who
operate in the electrical-communication-power-radio
-vacuum tube-telephone-and, in general, the electronic field. Invaluable for instructors as well as students,
and also administrative officers who check engineering
calculations.
This new

h

work.-K.H.

CORP.

r'

J. BARTON HOAG, Head of the Dertment of Science, United States
Mast Guard Academy. D. Van Nosznd Co., New York. 380 pages, 1942.

átssroom

MFG.

*7

4

adings follow the conventional patof other radio texts, but others do
9t. The author has made a modern
lok, including as chapter headings
tch subjects as the operation of oscil;copes, photoelectric cells, direct -cur tilt amplifiers, frequency modulation,
hg and short lines and microwaves.
ultivibrators, pulse amplifiers, and
llage dissector tubes, are treated;
tus
this book would be a good
ie for many men who have been
It of the radio industry for some time
lid who wish a quick refresher to
ling them up to date. There is praclally no mathematics, and although a
'ident with no background in radio
sperience or terminology might find
idifficult going without an instructor,
would find this a useful book for
I

D.

4311=13 RAVENSWOOD AVE,_
Chicago, Illinois.

asic Radio
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$7.50
160 Pages
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for other purposes. Radio equipmei
specifications previously on the bool
in Section 8.201 through 8.208, appl:
ing to radio equipment for motorizt
lifeboats, continues to apply withot
modification, the new regulations coves
ing non -motorized lifeboats.
Transmitters in service or contracte
for prior to July 1 are authorized ft
continued use even though not in exat
compliance with the new specification
upon delivery of proof to the FCC tin
such transmitters meet certain min
mum requirements outlined in the Con
mission's order. For example: A.
(telephone) emission may be tempo)
arily accepted in lieu of automatic cod
transmission and complete equipmea
weight may be as much as 75 lbs. Mina
power supply, casing and antenna sull
port design differences may be waiver
There will not, however, be any con
promise on such things as operatin
frequency, availability of A-2 (modt
dated telegraphy) emission, minimu a
power output and antenna resonant
indication.

NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY
Requirements for radio equipment for
use in lifeboats. MacDonald and Grim ditch of Hazeltine are elevated in
rank in company. Other industry news
SSSS Lifeboat
PLANS ARE IN PROGRESS

for the large,

scale production of portable radio transmitters for use in lifeboats (ELEcTRONICS, March 1942, p. 25) to insure
protection and rescue of American seamen from torpedoes, bombed or shelled
ships. Four manufacturers are known
to be completing suitable designs and
there are undoubtedly many more working on the problem.
Lifeboat transmitters are no longer
optional extras. On April 16 the

United States Coast Guard wrote the
following provision into Section 153.23,
p. 2909 of the Federal Registry: "There
shall be available on board mechanically propelled ocean and coastwise
vessels of over 1,000 gross tons for use
in lifeboats at least one portable radio
instrument which complies with regulations of the Federal Communications
Commission." On May 8 the FCC released the regulations referred to, adding Section 8.209 and 8.210 to its rules
governing ship service and modifying
Section 2.77.
Highlights of the FCC specifications for
lifeboat transmitters are as follows: Frequency: 500 lie., tolerance 0.5 per cent, pre tuned, frequency control not available to
the operator. Power Output: Not less than
5 watts into an artificial antenna with 100
µµf effective capacity and 10 ohms effective
resistance at 500 Kc., such artificial antenna to be furnished with the equipment,
product of antenna current in amperes and
maximum height of the antenna in meters
above the water to be not less than 5.
Type of Emission: A-2 (modulated telegraphy) amplitude modulation only, or II
(damped wave telegraphy) modulation frequency to be between 450 and 1,250 cps.
Keying: Must Incorporate both manual and
automatic means for transmitting distress
signals In groups of three; interspersed at
frequent intervals (tor direction -finding)
with dashes not exceeding four seconds in
length, automatic code speed to be not more
than 16 wpm. Power Supply: Manually operated generator with built-in voltage regulator, requiring not more than 60 rpm. and
not more than 0.134 hp. at crank -handles
or levers. Or storage battery with non spillable casing, capable of running the
transmitter at the required minimum outhours or more. (Where a
put for 1
storage battery constitutes the power supply a spare must be provided, with provision for charging aboard the ship while
at sea.) Not more than one manual switch
for placing the equipment in operation, the
switch to be self-releasing after not more
than a three minute operating cycle where
the transmitter is storage battery powered.
Antenna: At least 90 ft. of flexible stranded
copper wire, insulators, at least 20 ft. of
flexible stranded wire or braid weighted at
one end for immersion in the sea or for
attachment to a prepared ground such as
the hull of a metal lifeboat. A mast capable
of supporting the antenna at a height not
less than the length of the lifeboat and in
no Instance less than 26 ft. above the water,
guys to be non-metallic. (Masts may be
those provided for other purposes, such as
sails.) Masts provided specifically for supporting antennas, or forming part of such
antennas, may be metal. Complete antenna
equipment as described above must be furnished with the transmitter and each lifeboat, up to a maximum of four per vessel.
must have duplicating antenna equipment
and supports. Antenna Tuning: Not more
than two controls, suitable for obtaining
resonance where the antenna capacitance is

96

between 60 and 250 µµf, plus a Visual nnteuna resonance indicator. Case: Transmitter, automatic keying device and power supply must be housed in one container equipped
with handles or grips and 40 ft. of manila
rope must be attached to the container.
Weight of the entire equipment, including
antenna wire, insulators and dummy antenna
capacitor but excluding masts, must not exceed 65 lbs. The container housing the
equipment must be watertight. buoyant and
rugged and these conditions will be considered
met if the equipment operates satisfactorily
without repair or adjustment other than antenna tuning after it is dropped 1.2 ft. into
sea water, will not leak after two hours submersion. Instructions: instructions approved
by the FCC covering installation and operation must be affixed to the transmitter in
some durable, waterproof manner. A nameplate must state type and model number.
manufacturer's name, rated output power
and month and year of manufacture. 1n
approved maintenance manual must be supplied with each transmitter. One spare tube
(where equipment employs tubes) of each
type used must be supplied. Licensing:
Each lifeboat transmitter must be licensed.

The ILnlustry

Modification of the Commission's ship
service regulations Section 2.77 confines
type B (damped wave telegraphy) exclusively to emergency lifeboat service,
prohibiting use of this type of emission

Two

WELL KNOWN NAMES in the radi
field flared into prominence again r

cently when the board of directors o
the Hazeltine Service Corporation an
nounced the election of William A. Mac

WGY'S BIRTHDAY PARTY
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Dr. Katharine Blodgett, famed woman scientist, is shown giving the plaque to
Kolin Hager, WGY manager. WGY recently celebrated its 20th birthday
and Mr. Hager was an announcer on the original staff. WGY was one of

the original network stations, produced the first radio drama, pioneered sound
effects and numerous technical developments
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as president and William H.
ímditch as executive vice president
Mr. Edgar A.
o that organization.
Ekard, formerly president, will contite as chairman of the board of dir,rors. Mr. MacDonald has been with
tl Hazeltine Service Corporation
si;e its incorporation seventeen years
at and until his recent elevation was
v' president in charge of engineering.
many years been
b1 Grimditch has for
attciated with the Philco Radio Cor-

Itald

TIME -TESTED GV.,?ltA.tT IN

p,ation where he was director and
vit president in charge of engineering.

ELECTRICAL REMOTE CONTROL

APPLICATIONS

at

Designed and made by the originators of
the dial telephone system, the Automatic
Electric's Class A "telephone type" relay
has been used as standard in that service
for a generation. And because the Class
A relay has proved so dependable and
durable, it is now providing these advantages in hundreds of industrial products important to the war program.

Only one of the scores of electrical control devices offered by Automatic Electric,
the Class A relay can be supplied in a
limitless variety of contact and coil combinations- for d -c or a -c operation, slow
acting or quick acting, and with almost
any desired contact load capacity.
If you are engaged in war production,
write for a copy of our new catalog 4071-C.

AMERICAN AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SALES COMPANY
1033 W. Van Buren Street, Chicago, 111.
E..

E.

[ T RIL.'

RELAY MAKERS SINCE '1-89^8"
8 9 8

lessrs. MacDonald (top) and Grim ditch. Hazeltine's new executives

o

t
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7'e entire staff of the Hazeltine Servce orporation, in its laboratories
in
1e York City, Long Island and
-

Bliley Crystal Unit.
Specify BLILEY for

Chi
engaged in research and design
field of radio, electronics and
t.ei^al scientific research. Where so
nut talent goes these days with
the
weaction of broadcast
facilities at a
talstill, is anybody's guess.
lag is
n le

YAMS C. EVANS,

general manager of

heRadio, X -Ray and Broadcasting
)'dons of the Westinghouse Electric

anufacturing Company announces
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Accuracy and

dependability are
built into every

`.

-

assured performance.

BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY

UNION STATION BUILDING

ERIE, PA.
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the appointment of Gerald Z. Weft
as works manager of the new war
duction plant in Pennsylvania. It
Wollam, formerly assistant managto
the Radio Division will superviseh
conversion of this plant to manufacN
of communication equipment for he
Government.

CONSULT INSULINE

Now ...

r PRODUCTS

THE APPOINTMENT OF R. P. Alml9S
manager of renewal radio tube tes
was announced recently by C. W. Sr.
of the Hygrade Sylvania Corporate,
At the same time it was announced It
A. R. Oliver was appointed field e,
manager of the renewal tube sales'.
vision.

and PARTS
IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

ESSENTIAL

ELECTRONIC

APPARATUS
FOR war -order contractors we are
excellent position to manufacture:-

new Catalog
a picture story of
Insuline's enlarged manufacturing facilities, and general
descriptions of products and
parts
Write for your copy

gives you

...

now.

HANNAN, formerly material t.
pediter with the North American A1.
tion Corporation has joined the Ir.
chasing staff of Universal Microphe
Company of Inglewood, Calif. in al..
ilar capacity. This concern is emp
ing many of its own products in f
construction of devices for preven
sabotage and intrusion. Tiny acoucl
pick-ups and concealed microphonesle p
used around the plant, with lines
ning to central points, as well as to
inside public address system. Thro
this effective means the work of
guards is made more adequate dull
periods of total darkness.

in an

ROY

Metal Ca b i n e t s, Chassis,
Panels, Racks, Boxes
Metal Stampings; also Name
Plates, Dials, etc.
Completely assembled Screw
Machine Products
Hardware and accessories

i'

We invite inquiries on SPEC AL WORK FOR MANUFACTURERS, such as: Screw Machine Parts, Engraving. Machining,

Stamping. etc.
If

will pay you to consult Insuline

IIISULIIIE

.

.

.

now!

CORP. OF RIIIERICR

30-34 NORTHERN BLVD. LONG ISLAND CITY,

N. Y.

THE WAUGH LABORATORIES, 420 Lexi1r
ton Avenue, New York City, armour(
the availability of its engineering fl
service and testing laboratory facili
for stress determination and analy

STABILIZED A..C: VOLTAGE

Engineering consultants of the Wait
Laboratories include Alfred v. de F'
est and Arthur C. Ruge, both of
Massachusetts Institute of Technole,

UP TO 25 KVA

l

Yarling Input.Yoltage'

INSTANTANEOUS ACTION

an

a

precision electrical device or

AC line,

fornia Institute of Technology.
Constánt :Output

.

age
Wine

115.VOLTS,,,k.%

95-130 VOLT.S.r

When

Rudolf K. Bernhard, Pennsylvs
State Colege and Donald S. Clark, G;

a

NO MOVING PARTS

critical process is powered from
Raytheon Voltage Stabilizer will permanently eliminate
a

all of the detrimental effects caused by AC line voltage fluctuations.

Made for all commercial voltages and frequencies, single or three phase.
Raytheon's twelve years of experience in successfully applying the
Stabilizer to hundreds of perplexing voltage Fluctuation problems is at
r service. It will pay you to take advantage of our engineering skill.

you

Write for Bulletin DL48-71 lE describing Raytheon Stabilizers.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING CO.

100 Willow Street, WALTHAM,' Massachusetts
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Laboratories are under the direction
N. H. Roy, formerly of the Univerfl
of Illinois.
Although the Waugh Laboratot
are primarily concerned with st;
which may be regarded as in the
of mechanical engineering, it would]
very strange indeed if applications]
electron tubes were not an import'
part of the services which the La
atories render.
UNION ACTIVITIES also come in for th
share of comment in this month's
view of the news. A contract betw

the United Electrical, Radio and
chine Workers Union, negotiated
the Empire Ordnance Corporation,
manded that the latter concern provl
two vitamin pills per day per emplo
11

FROM CHAT'ANOOGA comes the repi
that several engineers of a large ell
tractor on the government's $35,000,0;

TNT plant, had signed

a

petits'

threatening to resign unless tht
wages were increased to "nearly
parity'' with that of union workm'
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That's the word for
SEtt5AT1ONALII
h new Carter Multi -Output Dynamotor.
lints its introduction a year ago. Police
)apartments, Government Agencies, and
nanulacturers of Tank Radio Equipment
,a.e found it has no equal for email
use, high efficiency, and extra light
It's the coming thing for all
weight.
Transmitter and Receiver installations

r

71->

It was claimed that many graduate civil
engineers receive less salary than semiskilled workmen. It was also claimed
that the salaries of engineering employees average less than that of union
workmen under them.

,.
11i

THE PRECISION APPARATUS COMPANY,

formerly of 607 Kent Avenue, has
moved to 92-27 Horace Harding Boulevard, Elmhurst, L. I., N. Y., more than
trippling the size of the previously
occupied plant.
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Write today for descriptive literature
Dynamotors-D.C. to A.C. Con-

in Carter

erters-Magmotors-Heavy Duty Parma.
tent Magnet Hand Generators-Special
4otore- -High Frequency Converters--Extra
Imall A.C. Generators-Permanent Magnet

)ynnmotori and Generators.
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Cable: Genemotor

Milwaukee Ave.

Clfer, o well known name In radio since 1922
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IN THESE TRYING DAYS
YOU CAN

pE1NP
ON

-

:TERMINAL

.:

ENOUGH SCRAP METAL

to build a mine

layer has been salvaged from the Camden plant of the RCA Manufacturing
Company in the first quarter of 1942,
according to the Industrial Salvage
Section of the Manufacturer's Committee of Camden County. Metal salvage included steel, aluminum, brass,
bronze, copper, lead, nickel, tin, zinc,
mica and other materials from the
huge factory which is now given over
to war production. A ton of rubber was
also reclaimed from the plant the first
day the War Production Board sent
out a call for this strategic material.

zt-k.
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now more than ever,

the radio industry is looking to
us for Parts and Electronic Equipment. The reason for this lies in

our

Technical Personnel
AIDING IN THE NECESSARY

'

ability

to supply much
needed material with utmost
.speed and maximum efficiency:
The largest stock In our history Is availgble to manufacturers, Government Agencies, and
other organizations engaged in
war work.

-

In other words, You Can Depend on Terminal
Your Most
Reliable Source of Supply!

'TERMINAL RADIO CORPS
5 CORTLANDT STREET
ew York

City

I1 CTRON I(S

WOrth 2-4416

-
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program for
operation and maintenance of the many
highly technical pieces of equipment
which it manufactures, the General
Electric Company has expanded its
training program to teach military men
and its own employees how to maintain
this equipment in the field. In explaining the operation of this program, Roy
C. Muir, chairman of GEC's Education
Committee said: "This is a war of
science. A new type of engineering is
required. Electrical machines and circuits must be coordinated with highly
complex mechanical mechanisms, optical systems and radio. Some entirely
new things have been developed.
"All that has been learned in the last
20 years about electronics, frequency
modulation, television and high -frequency phenomena is now being applied
to the airplane and warship. Lightweight instruments, generators, motors,

IiI

I
I

'

t'

ANOTHER EXAMPLE

of the way in which
the electronic industry is aiding the war
effort recently came to this desk. An
outdoor paging and announcing system
has recently been installed at Eastern
shipyards to provide instant communication throughout the dock and ships
which are now under construction. The
time saved by using the sound system
for paging personnel and communicating with all employees simultaneously
for general announcements has resulted
in greater efficiency in all parts of the
yard, according to George Ewald, commercial sound division manager of RCA
Manufacturing Company, who made the
installation. In one month, RCA sound
systems were installed at 29 industrial
plants, 16 government projects, 6 hospitals and institutions and one airport.
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Visible to the enemy?

... Not

by a bombsight

CAMOUFLAGE, through a bombsight at ten thousand feet, pre-

vents enemy observers from learning
where trouble awaits, where power
is amassed.
To keep vital information from get-

ting into the wrong hands, details
and uses of many plastic products
must be kept "under cover." But,
production is increasing-new products are being created to give the
Axis trouble-and lots of it.
Richardson Plasticinas are co-operating with designers-helping manufacturers increase output. If you have
a problem which molded or laminated plastics might solve, let us give
you the details about INSUROK.
INSUROK and the experience of Richardson
Plosticions are helping war products producers by:
1.

Increasing output per machine hour.
2. Shortening time from blueprint to
production.
3. Facilitating subcontracting.
4. Saving other critical materials for
other important iobs.
V5. Providing greater latitude for designers.
6. Doing things that "can't be done."
7. Aiding in improved machine and

product performance.

The R¡chardso,r Company, Alelrose
Park, Ill.; Lockland, Ohio; New Brunswick, N. J.; Indianapolis, Ind. Sales
Offices: 75 West St., New York City;
G. Al. Building, Detroit.

UNSUROK
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PANORAMIC RADIO*
SPECTROSCOPE

complicated control systems, armament,
and ignition systems have been designed to withstand vibration and to
operate in planes from sea level to
high altitudes under widely varying
humidity and temperature conditions."
A separate building is planned at one
plant to house laboratories and classrooms for a new course in high frequency phenomena to be conducted by
the G -E radio department. This will
accommodate 100 engineers at a time
who will attend classes and laboratory
sessions 54 hours a week and will also
prepare outside work.

opening of the
camp was not scheduled until June 6,
more than 100 enlisted men were receiving initial instruction in aircraft warning at the Signal Corps School at Camp
Murphy near West Palm Beach, Fla.,
weeks ahead of schedule.
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will speed
production of thousands of new radio
transmitting tubes in 1942 to help reinforce the nation's military signal comINCREASED

WARTIME NEEDS

munications and enlarge shortwave
broadcasting facilities, according to an
announcement by Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company. For
shortwave broadcasting stations fighting the Axis nations in a war of air
waves, Westinghouse is now producing
the largest air-cooled transmitting
tubes in existence. This is the 25 -kilowatt tube which, because of its air
cooling, completely eliminates the need
for the water cooling system previously
employed for tubes of this size.
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Center frequency

indication of unmodulated carrier.

THE RELAY
Publieatious

IL
Even harmonic distortion in the

modulator, indicated by inequality of right and left side bands.

Indication

frequency deviation. Notice outer side -band
87 kc from center.

Realxtered U.

S.

FOR BUILDING -IN

ONLY

ONE

PART-NO

Marne Ume,-

Montreal, Can.

PANORAMIC RADIO CORP.
242-250 W. 55th ST., NEW YORK CITY
Phone: Circle 6-9440 Cable: Panoramic, NewYork
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PARTICULARLY APPROPRIATE at the present time when so many specifications
are being written comes the announcement of the new American Standard
Definitions of Electrical Terms (C421942). Among the 70 groups into which
definitions are divided is included a
group on electrocommunication, and
another on electronics. The project
which has been in preparation for
many years gives the definitions of
technical terms used in electrical engineering, including correlation of definitions and terms in existing standards.
Copies of this standard, in a 300 -page
book, 8x11 inches, may be obtained in
Fabrikoid binding at $1 per copy from
the American Standards Association,
33 West 39th Street, New York City.

1

imposing list
of mathematical tables has recently
been announced by National Bureau of
Standards from whom the tables are
available. Recently completed tables announced during May include Volumes
3 and 4 of the Table of Natural Logarithms and Tables of the Moments of
Inertia of Ordinary Angles and Channels. The Natural Logarithms are
given to 16 places of decimals from
0.0001 to 5.0000 in Volume 3 and to an
equal number of decimal places from

o

breakdown, this unit isj
listed under the Re -exam
ination Service of then
Underwriters' laboratorI
ies, Inc. Write for tech
nical information. Ask for
bulletin B; no obligation.

ADDITION TO AN ALREADY

1-1117.35

H -B ELECTRIC CO., IN(
Manufacturers

of©O Electrical

Devices

2500 NO. BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA, Pk
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ELECTRONIC

priced at
5t 10 in Volume 4. Both are
$each, and are available from the Inf,mation Section, National Bureau of
gndards, Washington, D.

C.
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NEGATIVE

il EYSTONtE

EC Activities
FCC RECENTLY amended its rules
toermit licensees of commercial tele von stations to broadcast but four
Hu of program service per week instid of the fifteen hours weekly, retired heretofore. The step was taken
torevent recession of this new art to
u)urely experimental or laboratory
.t;e and to keep it alive, ready to
rtflirish as a public service after the
w emergency. This relaxation, contisnt with similar measures, previoty announced for relief of standard
l btidcast stations, will permit licensees
toonserve the life of their equipment,
pt:icularly tubes, and will permit teleritn stations to operate under conditits of greatly reduced personnel.
Li nsees serving the same geographituatrea are free to arrange and alter Ina their program schedules so as to
lib ease the number of programs avail to the public in their communities.

i

l

TEMPERATURE

COEFFICIENT
RESISTANCE
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Decreases in resistance with increase in temperature

4

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

1. Compensate for positive resistance changes in a circuit
due to temperature variations.

2.

As a remote unit in a temperature indicating device.

3.

Provide various degrees of time delay in electrical units.

4. Reduce or eliminate initial current surges. (For illustration of these applications, Form R-100 will be sent on request)
Manufacturers of
Precision

an.olced a revised television program
i'iidule under which Station WNBT
be curtailed for the duration of the
The new schedule will be reduced
our hours a week, in conformity
rril recently amended operating rules
I4IONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

I..

i

If Ile

Products.

KEYSTONE CARBON °CO., INC.

1935 STATE ST. SAINT MARYS, PENNA.

FCC.

'PiBAPS NO INDUSTRY has been more
lifted by war conditions than FM
ail. Just at the time a promising

u nice was assured, the ban on menu laming of receivers and a shortage
of ransmission parts froze the FM
plcire" states Zenith Radio in annoucing the outcome of their survey
Nat about FM Radio?" Returns to
hcluestionnaire were gratifying. No
ty gf interest was displayed by those
vh,are definitely in the FM picture.
h' were decidedly optimistic about
tlitfuture of FM broadcasting. But
)this who have not as yet been in the
'

l

Filswim did not match the optimism
ose already on the air. The survey
Say the average FM stations today is

at

Moulded

air 111 hours per day, and while
licensed to use 13,190 watts output it is utilizing only about 5,950
was because of incomplete equipment.
w stations now under construction
ha' definite plans for going on the
sirdespite curtailments, and August,
Sclamber and November will each
3ee.n FM debut. The survey is sum zed with an optimistic note, with
11,,',',words "The prominence of FM
ti e military picture promises much
i 3ncement and general spreading
of
rwledge of high frequency radio
Vitig communications men."

APPROVED by U. S. SIGNAL CORPS
BRANDING by ROGAN ón PLASTICS!
"Tested and found to comply as an "or equal'
to engraving now called for in specifications ..."

*

Above excerpt from the U. S. Signal Corps Approval offers convincing evidence that Rogan "deep
relief" branding on phenolic or other plastic parts
achieves results equal to engraved markings. Of greater
importance, Branding by Rogan permits the use of
simple, fewer cavity, less costly molds.

(

1SILK

ie

Ei:CTRONICS

-My

1942

1WOOL

o COT
Heat Control
Unit Branded
by

Rogan

ie

Branding on Plastics Will
Speed Your

War Production!

Plastic Shut - Off Branded
by Rogan
II

Fewer molds are required where parts are interchangeable, save for different markings for
specific uses. Eliminates costly new molds and
time-consuming mold-making operations. Permits
use of blank stock parts.
See accompanying illustrations showing "deep on curved surfaces and

relief' markings branded
hard -to -get -at places.
saving process now.

Try this faster, big moneyCalculating Device Part

Get New Fully Descriptive Circular. No Obligation. Write

ROGAN BROTHERS

2003

Branded by Ro4an

S.

Chicago.

Michigan Ave.,
Illinois

EASTERN PLANT: 154 Lawrence St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Complete machine
shop and laboratory
facilities.

`'`
-

AUDIENCE WILL BE

increased

that college radio stations,
as

members

operatg

of the Intercollegte
Broadcasting System will carry regir
FM broadcasts. Arrangements aree,
ing made to coordinate the IBC to
an actual "network" by using the y
chain. Programs originating from IN
York can be carried to every FM 1.
tion of the existing chain, and r.
broadcast to the students of the s
member stations located in the lw
England and Middle Atlantic Stis,
By affording colleges the first aci(
network to be established, FM till.
mission of college programs presto
good commercial opportunities to i.
tional advertisers interested in e
college market.

Replacement Parts System
THE DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS Bá)

announced that it had recommended
the War Production Board apprcl
of a plan initiating a cooperative 11 i
of replacement equipment for
broadcast industry. The DCB fur
recommended that the FCC be delega)
authority to administer those partir
of the plan calling for centralized
ministration by the Government. S
a plan could operate only with the
cooperation of the broadcasters and t
cooperation is assured since the p
was prepared and submitted to
DCB by the Domestic Broadcast
Committee of the Board. The operat
of the plan ought to go a long way
relieve the priorities problem now c
fronting the 900 -odd broadcasting s
tions in repair and maintenance ma
rials.

'
I

HARVEY 100-XE. 100 -Watt Transmitter. Rapid frequency
shift. 10 Crystal -controlled frequencies. Withstands extreme climatic conditions.

HARVEY Radio

Laboratoriesinc.

445 CONCORD AVENUE, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

The DECADE BOX

lE

that
Covers

resistance
range of 1 ohm to
999,999 ohms. Up to
1000 v. max.
Each decade dissipates up to 225 watts.
Greenohms (w i r e wound cement -coated
power resistors) used
throughout.
Glass -

insulated

wiring.

Mathematicians and
Engineers
l;

T.-

-c
a

i

6

zLüiñ WEA<<7iQpyyS TOA
if'slt¿¡¡ü

t1

-

Six decade switches
on sloping panel.

Max. current per decade: 5, 1.5, .5, .15,
.005 amp.
.05 and

Handsome frosted gray metal case.
Etched black and

aluminum panel.

input binding
for left and
right-hand duty.
Dual

posts

*bottom

and
Grille at
louvres at side for
adequate ventilation.
Baffle plate protects
switch mechanism.

*

3" long x 81/2" deep
x 5%" high. 11 lbs.

*
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Since its introduction a couple of years ago, the Clarostat Power
*Resistor
Decade Box has become a "must" among engineers.

laboratory workers, maintenance workers and others. The correct
resistance value for any application, under working conditions, is
determined by the mere twist of the knobs. Direct reading. No
calculations, no guesswork, no time-consuming routine required.

* Write for descriptive literature.
C LA RO S TA

1>k
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MATHEMATICS, applied byy
few scholars in the nation's indust
laboratories, are making an ianportl
addition to the total of America's
dustrial might, according to Dr. T.
Fry, director of mathematical resea Ill
of the Bell Laboratories. An outstar
ing example of the value of matt
matics to the national defense effort l
its use in aeronautics. About 100,0
hours of mathematical study go i ti
the design of modern four -motor tral
port planes-about one hour out
every six spent on the job.
Research mathematicians are al
busy helping engineers discover nt
oil fields, make telephone lines car
more conversations and "talk bette
and build better and more efficient In
chinery of many kinds. There á
many situations, Dr. Fry said, whe
the mathematician and engineer w0r
ing hand in hand can design a bett
machine, or build it quicker and cheap
than the engineer can do it alone.
single sideband telephone system
volves only a single trigonomet
equation, he observed.
HIGHER

.á, ;.y

NORTH SIXTH STREET

BROOKLYN, NEU' YORK,
OFFICES

IN

U. 5.4.
Pr\INCIPAL CITIES

,
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enYou Buy Fuses

pi

INSIST ON

DO YOU

POINT FOR

L

0/1,

L/FE

FAT/G¡/E

_...

Wait

fQU/YAIfNTS'

You make sure

of fuse efficiency and depend-

ability when you choose LITTELFUSES, the
Itandard of specifications wherever fuse quality
And you save money. For
Is most important.
Littelfuses are designed to give service until
they

blow-not disintegrate.
the
<1111,51.,4H.,MICaI-.s.g0

Get all

facts about Littelfuse Patented Locked Cap

assem
.

:ng

N

:. cu.A,yrmco...
ON'CAp,s

con-

up

nNC.

wl 'vOsw.COrl.{D

off-Littel-

'use Gooseseck, which
takes

C..

ly,

b

prevents
caps from fly-

'which

Nsv MANN.*

'lOc fo'Assl..elv..
and
y101."W1,5 win,
ispansion- LitCAP.
t effuse Twisted
ilement which
Braces against severe vibration. Littelfuses are
lot ordinary fuses-but an efficient master -piece
if scientific, equipment -saving structure. Send
or complete catalog of Littelfuses and mountngs for every duty.

'raction

D

Littelfuses and prolong life of
motors, and other valuable imsossible-fo-reploce equipment."
225 Ong St., El Monte (Suburb of Los Angeles, Calif.)
more
nstruments,
'Use

'CS

TTELFU$E INC.
RAVENSWOOD AVE.

CHICAGO, ILL.

from a
MINUTE

1/HITE LIGHT
Pckv,.E0jSw

'

SOURCE

r,Mre04 '

with...
470117

LAMPS
Pointolite Lamps produce an intensely brilliant and perfectly
steady light from a very small
source and give an evenly distributed field of illumination.
They have important applications in laboratories of Physics,
Chemistry, Biology, Audio, Industrial -Electronic, Mechanical
and Electrical Engineering, etc.
Available in various candlepower sizes.
Bulletin 1630-E lists sizes
from 30 to 1000 c.p. for direct
current and 150 c.p. for alternating current together with auxiliary control devices. Write for a
copy today.

ili,XMES
1-13

G. BIDDLE. CO.:

Electrical Instruments
Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pu.
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proved
The test that
precision equip
Must. haV e this

THE FEDERAL COrIAIUNICATIONS Commission, working closely with the Office

L/TTEIFUJE
«1 PO/NT
BY
STRENGTH
-V/BRAT/ON

Civilian Defense
Communications

July 1942

of Civilian Defense, has drafted and
placed in effect a War Emergency
Radio Service Plan under which amateur and other available gear as well
as operating manpower idle since December 7 may be utilized for emergency

communications. Applications for the
required special station and operator
licenses will be accepted by the FCC
only from properly accredited defense
organizations.
Defense stations are to operate exclusively in the u -h-f bands, namely
112-116 Mc, 224-230 Mc and 400-401
Required transmitter stability
Mc.
ranges from 0.1 to 0.3 of one percent.
Emission may be type A-0, A-1, A-2,
A-3 or frequency modulation with 100
kc maximum swing. Power is limited
to 25 watts input. Once licensed, equipment may not be altered without approval. Station licenses, blanketing
portable and mobile as well as fixed
units, will be good for one year.
Volunteers to whom defense organizations recommend issuance of special
operator's licenses must already hold
some form of license. Any class of
license except restricted radiotelephone
will be considered satisfactory. Special
operator's licenses will be good for the
duration and six months thereafter.
There will be two classes of defense
stations, those operated under the authority of cities, towns and counties
and called "Civilian Defense Stations"
and those operated under the wing of
states, U. S. territories or possessions
and called "State Guard Stations."
Civilian Defense Stations, which may
by mutual agreement serve several communities, will be permitted to handle
essential communications relating to
civilian defense during and immediately
following actual air -raids, impending
air -raids and other enemy military operations or acts of sabotage. Drills will
be permitted during practice alerts,
blackouts and mobilizations staged by
local defense or military authorities.
Testing will be permitted during a
designated two-hour period on Sundays
until November 1 and on Wednesdays
and Sundays thereafter. State Guard
Stations may be operated during emergencies endangering life, public safety
or important property or for essential
communications related to state guard
activities where other facilities do not
exist or are inadequate. Networks may
include police, forestry, special emergency and marine fire stations. Four
hours of testing is permitted weekly.
Station and operator license applications have been prepared by the FCC,
as well as booklet 60726 stating rules
and regulations governing the new
emergency radio service. This material
is available to potential operators of
emergency stations but it is recommended that such operators consult local defense officials before applying for
it as defense groups, in any event, must
file the actual applications for licenses.

.

extra protection!
After Test

Before Test
SYNTHITE"10
(RED

Tubes immersed
in 3% solution

of Caustic Soda

d

B

A

for 24hours
B

A

FOR CRITICAL WORK - USE

SYNTHITE #10 RED
INSULATING ENAMEL

* In

an actual test conducted to
determine the caustic resistance of
SYNTHITE #10 Red Insulator and
,competitive red oilproof enamels, the
results were as illustrated above.
Tubes were immersed in 3% solution
of caustic socia (NaOH) for 24 hours.
SYNTHITE #10 showed no sign of
breakdown, and was found to possess
the same high gloss as before the test.
Application of SYNTHITE #10 is
simple, and has excellent adhesion to
clean surfaces.
It is oilproof and
waterproof, has extremely high dielectric strength and high arc resistance.
Fast air drying; for both interior and
exterior use.
FOR BRUSHING
OR SPRAYING

While SYNTHITE Insulating Enamels are fur-

nished at brushing consistencies, they can be
reduced with DOLPH'S

*170 Thinner for spray

gun use. Write today
for the new DOLPH
handbook describing
the complete line of
insulating varnishes
their

advantages,

-

prop-

erties and applications.

JOHN C. DOLPH COMPANY
Insulating Varnish Specialists

169-A Emmet St., Newark, New Jersey
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NEW PRODUCTS

This two -to -one increase is obtaine

with

a possible slight loss in accurac
on the higher ranges, because a higl
resistance voltage divider is employe
in the d -c output circuit of the diod
rectifier. On the 0.3, 1, 3 and 10 -vol

Month after month, manufacturers develop new materials, new components,
new measuring equipment; issue new
technical bulletins, new catalogs. Each
month descriptions of these new items
will be found here
Intrusion Protection System
A NEW ADDITION to a line of photoelec-

tric protective systems is Type A28L
Control for outdoor and indoor use over
very long ranges. The light source projects a light beam for distances of 350
to 700 feet and it is possible to completely surround power plants, defense
factories, and other vital areas. If the
light beam is broken by intruders or

ranges the sensitivity is largely deter
mined by wire -wound resistances o
relatively low value. The high -resin
tance divider is used on the 30, 100, an
300 -volt ranges only. The limits of ac
curacy of these upper three ranges as
rated at 5% of the full scale instead a
an approximate rating of 2% limit fo:
the 1, 3, and 10 -volt ranges, to alloy
for possible slow or seasonal drift ii

described in G -R's Experimenter, July
1940. Types 727-A and 726-A operate
from the lowest audio frequencies up
1;175 .
through the moderately high radio frequencies beyond 100 Mc. Both are
.r.
'
intended to cover as wide a voltage
range as is reasonably practicable over
such a wide frequency band.
,.
'
In the new instrument the stability
r
of the battery power supply makes it
possible to increase the sensitivity substantially without fluctuations or zero
drift becoming bothersome. The most
.
1
sensitive range gives full scale deflection on 300 millivolts, with 50 millivolts
,!YI
easily readable. On Type 726-A meter
the most sensitive range is 1.5 volts full
scale, and 0.1 volt is the lowest calibrated point. The new instrument is the divider ratio. The maximum ac,
particularly convenient where readings curacy (to within 2%) can be realized
of the order of a few tenths of a volt also on the high ranges if the setting
of the internal calibration adjustments
are to be made.
The high voltage range of the new for these ranges can be checked occa
instrument extends to 300 volts without sionally.
More detailed description and a coin
the use of an external multiplier, in
place of the previous 150 -volt limit. parison with Type 726-A meter is con'.

/1
Y

/

/A¡

saboteurs, the photoelectric control contacts close causing several things to
happen such as sounding alarms, operating a central station system, turning
on flood lights, closing gates, etc.
The control is provided with a latching unit including a push-button station
which may be located in the gate house,
office, or other convenient point. This
serves to latch the alarm in operation,
once the light beam has been momentarily broken, until the reset button is
operated. The unit is unaffected by
changes in local light and will operate
twenty-four hours a day. The relay
contacts are pure silver and will handle
15 amps a.c., and 8 amps d.c. The control operates from 115 volts a.c.
Photoswitch Inc., 21 Chestnut Street,
Cambridge, Mass.

I'
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FIELD X-RAY FOR THE ARMY
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Portable Vacuum -Tube
Voltmeter
TYPE 727-A Is A NEW general purpose
vacuum -tube voltmeter which is battery operated, portable, and is designed
particularly for use in the field. It is
similar in appearance and general construction to Type 729-A Megohmmeter

104
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The Picker X-ray field unit is shown dismantled and ready for packing. All
the parts shown can be placed in the standard U, S. medical chest in less
than seven minutes. The packing is designed to protect the equipment from

injury even In cross-country travel

July 1942
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The General Radio Experilinter, Volume XVI, No. 12. Included
the booklet are frequency characteri.ic charts for both meters, as well as
schematic circuit diagram of Type
lined in

'7-A voltmeter.

General Radio Company, 30
:reet, Cambridge A, Mass.
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:tsulating Enamel
an
drying insulating enamel which will
ptect control or selonoid coils and
cier products from attacks of acid and
3.ali. A single application provides a
tigh, bright red, glossy, oil and waterpof film which offers maximum resistive to the attack of corrosives. The
r.nufacturer tells of a test which was
r.de in their laboratory recently. One
cit of enamel was applied to a glass
tie which was baked and immersed in
03% caustic solution for 24 hours.
'Jere were no signs of deterioration
al the insulator adhered tightly to
ti glass tube, retaining its high gloss.
Ole enamel may be used as inside or
o:side protective coating for motor
vldings, commutator end bars or for
ai application where a tough, high
gss, bright red finish is desired. The
nterial provides a build up of 5 mils
p coat, with a dielectric strength ot
o r 850 volts per mil.
specification sheet and a descripte folder is available from John C.
Iph Co., 168 Emmett St., Newark,
1' J.
INTHITE No. 10 RED INSULATOR is

Civilian aviation is
part of our war effort

-

as well
giant transports ferrying much -needed materialsmust all be equipped for two-way radio communication.

The "cubs" patrolling our skies and our shores

as the

MICROPHONES
ktee
craft-are
e

vital units in our war

serving in these civilian

production schedules.

ELECTRO=.VOICE MFG. .COa; Inc.
1239. SOUTH BEND AVENUE
Export Office: 100 VARICK STREET,

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
NEWS YORK, N. Y.

1`

)'glt Voltage

(pacitors

THEY. WANT IT
FINISHED YESTERDAY

Filter

says Albert Kahn

XJ CAPACITORS provide a wide
rige of capacities in d -c voltage rat ills from 6000 to 25000. The contain e, are of heavy gage steel, welded oil
ti -it and hot tinned. Wet process ins ators are proportioned to withstand
pentials in excess of the rated volt a: of the capacitors. The case and
'I PE

...and they come close to getting it! There's
"can't" in this great architect's vocabulary. He meets almost impossibledeadlinesbeforethey'redue!Typhonite
Eldorado deserves some of the credit. Let
Typhoníte ELDORADO'S smooth, opaque,
uniform lines speed up your work, tool

ifno such word as

t

Pencil Sales Dep't 59-J7, Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.
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1 METAL DUPLICATING .I-A[D
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teninals are bonded together by gasket
n:erial treated to insure an oil tight
Joit under extreme temperature condions. After ,the completed stack is
Immanently assembled in the case, a
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Users of Di-Acro Precision Machines-Shears, Brakes,
constantly showing us new time -saving, costcutting applications, in experiental
experimental work, for making
small quantities of parts-or even production runs. They
often save expense and delay of making dies, or parts of
progressive die sets. They do many things dies cannot do.
Photo (courtesy MinneapolisHoneywell) show, Di-Acro Shear
No. 1, which squares up stampings, tuts strips, makes slits or
nNG

notches.

%II

work accurate to .001".

100b. 0u

Get New Catalog
it shows Dl-Acro Shears, Brakes.

Benders. illustrates many parts
which can be made with this
creative, flexible system ot "Metal
Duplicating Without Dies".
O'NEIL-IRWIN MFG. CO.
321 8th Ave. S.. Minneapolis, Mien.

`
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for

long vacuum drying and impregnat;
process is performed to eliminate e
possibility of short life caused by
breakdown of air trapped in the wi.
ings. Vacuum mineral oil impregnt
aids in obtaining low leakage curit
and negligible capacity change overt
wide range of operating temperate.
The capacitors are available in 61)
volts d -c operating in capacities f
from 2 to 10 µf, and in 25000 volts
operating in capacities of from 0,

Permupkats

PrecisioN Jostrumeots
PE/iMOP1VOT.1''

ere lipped with

to 1.0 /if.

PEI,MOMETALA.

Solar Manufacturing
onne, N. J.

special precious metals alloy having extremely wear -resistant
qualities-noncorroding and non-abrasive.
a

Corp.,

B.

PERMOPIVOTS are accurately made by very precise methods
to meet the most exacting specifications. NI tether the application is for liquid filled compasses or milliameters. PERMOPIVOTS will increase the life of the instrument and maintain
accuracy for a longer period of lime. It is often possible
to eliminate oils for lubrication due to the
extremely low
coefficient of friction with PEaaourrsL.

Non-Magnetic Precision

Bearings

PERMOPIVOTS are asailable from magnetic
or non-magnetic shaft materials.

*

*

duce instrument variations. Designat
as types NM4, NM5, and NM3P (et
responding to the manufacturers No
and No. 5 radial bearings, and No.

PERMO PRODUCTS CORPORATION
6427
RAVENSWOOD AVE., CHICAGO

v1M'.,M

rtRIrvOTSI

THESE BEARINGS MAY be used in plat
where a magnetic bearing would inti

*

-""1:

MANUFACTURING METALLURGISTS

Write today for descriptive folder 'PERMOPIVOTS of PEnnos,ETAL-gives valuable information for engineers confronted
with problems on pivots-especially those
designing instruments for Army or Navy.
Your copy will be
mailed free for the
asking.

°Trade Mark

AID NATIONAL DEFENSE IN$kyoeo+.yamei,

s

: /:`''
ABBOTT INSTRUMENT
oI,RA s noss

rctIVIN

Iasaar,frta
MODEL
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40

TR-4, the 21/2 meter UHF wizard,
doing its big bit with our Armed
Forces. Let us help solve YOUR
Transmitter -Receiver problems ..

8

I

o

,r

e

4i

pivot bearings) this non-magnetic seria
has races and balls manufactured
Berylco No. 25, a patented Berylliutl +.
copper alloy which is hardened afti
machining by heat treatment to al
proximately 40 Rockwell. All dime) R
sions, tolerances and prices are simile 1,
to SAE 52100 chrome steel bearings an nE
are more thoroughly described in Cate i
log No. 41 available from the man,
factures, Miniature Precision Bearing')
Keene, N. H.

18

STREETNEW YORK, N. Y

Ceramic Coil Forms
"CROLITE" COIL FORMS ARE made to sPe
cifications, in any diameter up to all
inches, in lengths up to 6 inches, á

necessary, and in wall thicknesses
from 1 to more than 3 inch. These co
forms may be had plain for holding I`
sulated wire, or grooved to take so maul
turns of a given size of wire per run"
ning inch. The helical groove is avail k
able in single, double and triple (groov
within groove for multiple windings)
grooves. Mountings can be made either
integral with the coil forms or as seP
arate pieces. Spool shapes can be
particularly multiple spool forms or
i

i
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NOW
I really high-powered

RADIO
ENGINEERING
LIBRARY
..01C

fI

a7aG

forms with a number of sections for
separate adjacent windings. The coil
forms can be extruded to tolerances of
1% or 0.005 inch. Two types of bodies
are available in either Crolite 29 which
is an all-round severe -service ceramic
used for coil forms because of its good
electrical properties, particularly low
dielectric loss, with high mechanical
strength, and Crolite 7 (which call be
extruded only) which is suggested for
use where the coil forms are subject to
severe heat shock such as in soldering iron or heating -element applications.
Crolite has a smooth, clean finish and
is usually used without glazing for most
coil forms, although it can be glazed in
standard white, if desired.
Henry L. Crowley & Company, West
Orange, N. J.

u
CERAMIC
RESISTORS
Finding the right resistor

for a specific application is
likely to be no easy problem.
Because the solution so often
is found in Globar Brand
Ceramic Resistors we urge
you to acquaint yourself with
the distinctive qualities of

AMMO

4,011001I

,,r:,ar

Note:
le

'

Library comprises
selection of books
from leading

died

mnosi

Four -Pole Aircraft Relay

publicathe
radio

cGraw-Hill
in

sns

A

especially selected by radio specialists of

McGraw-Hill publications
to glue most complete, dependable coverage of facts needed by all whose fields
are grounded on radio fundamentals

available at

a

NEW

FOUR -POLE

RELAY,

these versatile resistors.
The handy chart below shows
types available, together with
their characteristics.
o

designated

CR2791-G100K, has been added to the
line of control devices for aircraft applications. Features of the new relay
are light weight, permanence of contact
position and assurance of operation under severe vibration conditions, and operation at high altitudes at rated current. The relay has a maixmum contin-

--s

lid.

special price and terms

-

A

I

CX

MIN.

1/16"

1/16"

1/16"

MAX.

1"

1/4"

1,4"

TYPE

-'

DIAMETER

LENGTH

1/4"

MIN.

Ill"

MAX.

less books cover circuit phenomena, tube
sry, networks, measurements, and other
nocte-give specialized treatments of all
es of practical design and application. They
,rbooks of recognized position in the litera..blbooks you will refer to and be referred
often. If you are a practical designer, re re Cher or engineer In any field based on radio.
f5rs;,rvant these books for the help they give In
'mikado of problems throughout the whole
Se of radio engineering.

f,
LI

gre.
-

I

Orr

PCG. U. S. PAT.

16"

U"

1/4w.
54w.

1/4w.

WATT

RATING'
MIN.

1/4w.
54w.

MAX.

150w.

RESISTANCE

.

.

per In. of
length
MIN.

23 ohms 3 ohms

MAX.

13'neg.

1S sump.

1

.aman's
FUNDAMENTALS
ACUUM TUBES, 2nd edition
T nan's RADIO ENGINEERING,
ition

OF

Mums

ki

NORMAL
RATING

1

w./s4. In. of
radiating
turf.

2nd

itt's
COMMUNICATION
ENGI.
EERING, 2nd edition
d's HIGH FREQUENCY MEASUREENTS
ney's RADiO ENGINEERING HAND uous
)OK, 3rd edition

[
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10

DAYS

EXAMINATION

SEND

THIS

sminatlon on approval. In 10 days I will send
,00 pins few
03.00 monthly till
is
wcents
or return
nd
postpaid.
We Plyy
nape on orders accompanied by remittance of
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Characteristic Coefficient:
Typo As Commercial

current rating of

10

tady, N. Y.

ON -APPROVAL COUPON*

:Craw-HIII Book Co.. 330 W. 42nd St.. N. Y.
Mend me Radio Engineering Library for 10 days'

1

*By utiReial cooling these ratings may
be increased substantially.

amp at 12
or 24 volts d.c., and a maximum make
:IAL LOW PRICE
EAST TERMS or break current rating of 50 amp at
eeial price under this offer less than cost
of yoks bought separately. In addition, you 12 or 24 volts d.c. The normally open
ha the privilege of paying in easy installcontacts have a tip travel of i;i inch.
foll.s beginning with $3.00 in 10 days after
relpt of books, and $3.00 monthly thereafter. Coil wattage is 1.80. The relay weighs
Allidy these books are recognized as standard 0.281 pound, and its dimensions are
we s that you are bound to require sooner or
tat. Take advantage of these convenient
21 x lz x 1H inches.
tele to add them to your library now.
General Electric Company, Schenecg"

ohms

1000

'volumes, 3559 pages, 2558 illustrations

Cut ter -Retriever
CALLED
"RIEVER"

"LONG -NOSED

Typo

straight line
Voltage and Temperature
Negative
Ili
Voltage
Negative Temperature

a:

Commercial straight line
Type
Voltage and Temperature
Tanninalit All types: Metali,ed end.
with or without wire leads

In addition to these standard
items, special resistors can be
made to meet definite specifications both as to shape and
characteristics. Ask for Bulletin R and give us details of
your requirements.

Globar Division
CUTTER-RE-

this accessory will cut wire or
retrieve nuts, bolts, etc., -at inaccessible
points. It is of light weight, flat, and
easily slips into a belt or holster. To cut
wire the operator places the wire between the cutting edges located at one
end of the pistol and snips off the wire
by pressing down the trigger, located on

THE CARBORUNDUM CO.
ara. u. S. PAT.

err.

NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.
rarhorundam
Globs... us registered
ada-mori a or.md indicate manufacture
by The Carborundum Company.

TaillOlMatilOM
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9#t'1 9t

...THAT

WHERE REQUIRE-

the other end, which actuates

a

rod

crating inside the barrel of the pist
The leverage ratio is 15 to 1, and RI
tically no thumb pressure is requir
to operate the trigger. To retrie
bolts, or other hardware which m
have dropped into an inacessible plat'
the barrel is merely poked into t

MENTS ARE CRITICAL

KENYON
TRANSFORMERS
ARE SPECIFIED

KENYON TRANSFORMER CO.,
'

INC.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

840 BARRY STREET

hard -to -get -at place, the trigger
{
downward and the cutters pick up t
missing part.
Pack -Rite Machine Corp., 828 Nor'
Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.

Literature
Bibliography. "Bibliography on Circus

PER-MANENT MAGNETS
FOR 'WAR USE
DELIVERY
2 to n weeks

depending on design and priorities.
Send us your inquiries.

THOMAS & SKINNER STEEL PRODUCTS CO.
1127

E.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

23D ST.

RESISTORS
CLOSE

AND COMMERCIAL

TOLERANCES

INSTRUMENT RESISTORS CO., are specialists in the

production of Special Windings and Wire Wound
Resistors exclusively.
Send us your
specifications. It is almost certain that the
type you require is now in production at
our plant. Catalog upon request.
I

r+

..
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14
R...

Nl,

111STRUItiEHT

Little Falls

RESISTORS CO.
New Jersey

Interrupting Devices, 1928-1940"

lq

is

special publication sponsored by Ame'
can Institute of Electrical Engines
Committee on protective devices. It t
eludes, for the period 1928-1940 incl
sive, practically all material on the su
ject published in the American trade al
technical press, and the principal a
titles published in other countries. TIi
content of the bibliography includil
separate sections on air circuit brea)
ers, oil circuit breakers, water circa
breakers, rapid reclosing circuit breal,
ers, recovery voltages circuit breaker
miscellaneous circo
general and
breakers, enclosed switchgear, a
switches, bus bars, and fuses and fur
protection. Available from
headquarters, 33 West 39th Street, Ne
York, N. Y., at 40 cents per copy I
Institute members (80 cents to no),
members), subject to a 20 per cent di
count for quantities of 10 or me
mailed at one time to one address. E
mittances should accompany orders.

If,

Equipment Publication. "Modern PI
cision" is the name of a supplemet
publication which contains sixteen pag
of news about L&N instruments, cot
trols and heat -treating methods, and' +

the jobs they are doing in industry, s, ,'
research laboratories, and in teachili, ,
and testing. The back cover of the pu,
lication lists the various electrici»
measuring instruments available as
the catalog numbers in which they ar Nt
described. Leeds & Northrup, 493
Stenton Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
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're 60° C

Backtalk
r.

catotoy

°

Number

Professional Services

1STANLEY D. EILENBERGER
Consulting Engineer
Complete

Laboratory
and Slurp

Faclltlea
PB

27th Ise.

1590-217
1590-218

1590-219
1590-220
1590-221

J000

'590-225
590.226

'

16.

16
........

18.

18.

Communications
Electro Biology
Patent Development

Kenosha, Wis.

Telephone 2-4213

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS,

INC.
:dal Instruments. Equipment and Methods to
ttrol gauging, welding, heating, communications.
iellne.
safety, inspection, color and testing.
elrical, metallurgical and chemical Industries.
I kefeller Center
New York City
Telephone Circle 6-9494
e

t.lity control and cost reduction for mechanical.

HAROLD J. McCREARY

Editor,

.........

....

90-228
90-229
.0-2

ELECTRONICS:

The convenience of the RC sine wave
oscillator, especially for generating
audio frequencies has attracted much
attention. One of these circuits was
published by Delaup* and partly analysed by him. It is the purpose of this
note to provide a somewhat more complete analysis of this circuit than has
appeared so far. The diagram of the
RC oscillator is shown in Fig. 1, and
its equivalent circuit in Fig. 2, where

20.
20.
20,20.

300
kc,

'

15.
15.
17.

'18.

23.

20,
1

18,
18,
18.
18.
18,

'90-227

RC Oscillator Analysis

General Electronics

1000
kc,

kc.

:

......

1590-222
1590.223
1590-224

rrPe

TYPE 159
0
t0,000
kc

This department is operated as an open forum
where our readers may
discuss problems of the
electronic industry or
comment on articlés
which ELECTRONICS
has published

°

25,
25,
25,

°

22.
22.
22.

12

22.

25r.

12.
12.

22,

;c tlC."12

'0-2.

1

1:

12.
12.

S--<

Mom, A.I.E.E. & W.S.E.

Consulting Engineer

Laboratory Facilities
Electronics
Television
Radio
Factory Practice
Railroads Signaling
Patent
Research
Development
Design

Studies
Telephony
I;W. Adams St. Phone STate 4103 Chicago.

Ill.

cickad tytk

JOSEPH RAZEK, PH.D.
Consulting Physicist

trice! and Mechanical Engineering Problems
rumens and Control Devices
Electronics
ialist in Colorlmetry. SpectoPhotometry
and
Industrial Color Control
Laboratory and Shop Fadtitles
4.1 Greenvlew Lane
Llanerch, ]Pa.

Fig.

1-RC oscillator discussed

in

the text

J. ALBERT STOBBE
Consultant

Electronics and Communications
Wall Street
New York City

6

--r

the tube is shown as a constant current
generator composed of r, in parallel
with the generator whose output is
i =
e g,. For simplicity, the parallel circuit of r, and R is designated as

-

Yr.

The input grid voltage is

¡Vhen

e

=

ii rl

from which

I¡¡me

it = efrt

and

.4

nod ...

dil/dt = (1/ri) (de/dt)

-

boap0RAvtow
Fig.

2-Equivalent circuit
oscillator
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Transmitting

LROVQX
NEW BEDFORD,

West 42nd St., New York City

ca-

Capacitor Catalog in your working library.
if you are engaged in protess:onal radio
or electronic work. Write us on your business stationery.

LECTRONICS
EECTRONICS

larity which Aerovox transmitting
pacitors enjoy today.
Be sure you have the Aerovox

Consultant whose

!ofessional card appears
ct
this page. His broad
tperie-nce may save you
Tenths of costly experirsntation.

31

Aerovox mica transmitting capacitors are
backed by exceptionally complete data
on maximum current-carrying ratings at
five different frequencies, in addition to
capacity and test.voltage ratings. Such
data is the accumulation of years of research and experience and exhaustive
tests. Thus the unit best suited for given
current at given voltage and frequency
is selected quickly and precisely.
Good capacitors, plus good application
data, account for the tremendous popu-

DATA...

pt the solution. of your
Ioblems up to a special í3c1

the most complete
CONTINUOUS SERVICE
RATING DATA

In Canada: AEROVOX CANADA

of the DC

MASS., U. S. A.

I

LTD.,Hamilton, Ont.

EXPORT: 100 Varick St., N. Y.,. Cable 'ARLAB'
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The current in the output circuit{

the tube is

=

ti

g.,
)

from which
di/di =

-; g.. (de/dt)

From the familiar equation,

e

=

1

C

i

dt, we obtain for the voltage variatt
across the circuit,

+

(de/di)

= i2/C2

and therefore
d2edtz + (1/C,) (di,/dt);= (1/C2) (di2/di)
Upon multiplying r, by the time
rivative of the current flowing thror,
r_, Eq. (6) may also be written as
di
((
.

I

( de dt )

+-r2\dt

dt) -

ra

By dividing by r.C, and transposing
terms to the left hand side of the eq
tion, we obtain
1

de

i1

1

r2 C2

dt

r2 C, C2

C2

di,
dt

die

1

=0
C2
dt
One way to solve this equation is
replace the currents i,
and i, by tuU

i

WITH

HIGHER

(didi
\

equivalents in terms of

e

and its

-LITZ.
MEISSNER MANUFACTURING

CO., MT. CARMEL.

ILLINOIS
,-(i,+i:)

INTRODUCING UNITED DYNAMOTORS

e,

I. The standard two commutator
type from 80 to 375 watts output.
dual and triple output
types with any combination of
A.C. and D.C. voltages as re-

Fig.

2. The

quired.
3. Special

generators

and

D.C.

motors.

Write for bulletin #5M921.

United Engineering Co.

I ®'

655.659 No. MAY ST.

5-r71-

derivatives, by substituting for i,
given by Eq. (2) ; for di/dt as given
Eq. (5) ; for di,/dt as given by Eq.
and for di,/dt as given by both Eq. (I
and Eq.
we obtain

t

di'

The

Phenol Fibre
FABRICATED PARTS

-

C2

r,

+tClr,

zel

_ r, +
1

C,

r1

+
C,

C2
r, C,
C2

i1
r2

(l

1

r2

This result differs from that
Delaup* in that he obtained C,/C,
stead of (C, + C2)/C, in the equatil
for the condition of oscillation.
The frequency is the same for bol
solutions. The complete vector diagr£
is shown in Fig. 3.
WAYNE B. NOTTINGHAM
Professor of Physics
Mass. Inst. of Ter

Norristown, Pennsylvania

*

Paul S. Delaup, ELECTRONICS, Jar

uary,
.1 10

+

comes when the second term is

TAYLOR FIBRE COMPANY
l

C2

limiting condition for oscillatil

- g,

LAMINATED PLASTICS

(

r2 C2

For oscillations to occur, therefore, t'
transconductance must be such that

TAY L O R

SHEETS, RODS, TUBES,

for oscillator

rs r2

CHICAGO, ILL.

11-1-

Vulcanized Fibre

3-Vector diagram

1941
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IF!IE'111,01
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1

manufacture

We

hIL,5 .

a
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complete line of equipment

WELDERS, electric, from .4 to 500 KV \
AC ARC
TRANSFORMERS, special and standard types
WELDERS
INCANDESCENT L\511' manufacturing egtdpment Front 100 to
FLUORESCENT TUBE SI KING EQUIPMENT
400 Awns.
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT. vacuum pumps, etc.
WET GLASS slicing and cutting machines for laboratory use
GENERAL GLASS working machines and burners
COLLEGE GLASS working units for students and laboratory
EISLER ENGINEERING CO.
751 So. 13th St. (near Avon Ave.)
Newark. New Jersey
SPOT

RAPID DEVELOPMENTS
in

LOUD SPEAKER DESIGN
are necessary due to
UNCLE SAM'S WAR NEEDS
are
Reflex Speakers
University
being pressed into new and unusual application every day.

ECTRO HM

UNIVERSITY LABORATORIES
N. Y. C.
Varick Street,

Vitreous Enameled

225

RESISTORS

complete range. from I to 200
with highest grade resistance
ire. Tolerances plus r
A

W. wound

WP*

If

minus 5% (Closer tolerances.
needed).
Wound on low loss ceramic cores.
Mounting legs furnished when re

quested.
Give

SEND FOR SAMPLES
Complete data regarding

re

siatance, maximum current. voltage drop equired and mounting
space available.

{ARVEY .RADIO CO.
33

W. 43

.ST..

NEW YORK, N. Y.

LE.CTRORM; INC;
'

5131 WEST 25T24.PLACE

CHICAGO

(CICEROP.O.)ILL.

_
.

SIGNAL & INDICATOR
PILOT LIGHTS
for all electrical devices.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
showing a complete line of
assemblies for all purposes.

SIGNAL INDICATOR Corp

I

140

CEDAR ST. NEW YORK, N. Y.

CRYSTALS

this and other advertis-

ing in this or al, y issue

ELECTRONICS

does not furnish all the

[WRITE FOR CATALOG`

MICROMETER

-wanted or available
-please write:

transmitters,
from 1.5 to 56 mc.,
within 0.01 per cent.

LAMPKIN

information you wish,

of products or services

for
checking

FREQUENCY
METER

by:

.

lIIp oOGntslia

ALOWIN,L.I., N.Y

of

/

LABORATORIES

Bradenton, Fla., U. S. A.

ELECTRON TUBE MACHINERY
of nnv type.--standard. and special denim,
KAIILE ENGINEERING COMI'1N1'
Specialists in Equipment for the Manufacture of
Radio Tubes. Cathode Ray Tubes, Fluorescent
Lamps. Incandescent Lamps, Neon Tubes, Photo
Cells. X -Ray Tubes and other glass or electronic
products, on production or laboratory basis.

1307-I309 Seventh St., North Bergen. N. J.

The Hipower Crystal.Company, one of
America's oldest and largest manufacturers of precision crystal units, is able
to offer the broadcaster and manufac
turer attractive prices because of their
large production and the exdissive
Hipower grinding process. Whatever
your_ crystal need may, be,
can supply it. Write today Hipower
for full'

information,

HIPOWER CRYSTAL CO.
Sales

Diiision-205

W. Wacker. Drive, Chicago

Factory -2035 Charleston Street, Chicago, III.

FINE IIIIIIIONS

of Tungsten and Molybdenum
Molybdenum
Tungsten
15

In widths .006' to 1"
in thickness to .0005"
Ribbon to specification

Ill. CROSS

Beekman St.

New York

ELECTRONICS

ldI;CTRONICS

TRANSFORMERS
Thordar.on

Slaneor

-

- Kenyon
U.T.C. - etc.

!

HARRISON RADIO CO.
12

RADIO LAB'S, Inc.

?

óur°y

IN STOCK

Wesf Broadway
New York City
Phone WOrth 2-6276

!

HARVEY Radio

Manufacturers of

ELECTRONIC APPARATUS
447

-
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Concord Ave., Cambridge,

Mass.

II1

RECENT U. S. PATENTS

JONES
BARRIER STRIPS
SOLVE MOST TERMINAL
PROBLEMS

No,

emitter. No. 2,283,054. E. Gossel, Ilin. Lorenz. Dec. 27, 1939.

Antennas
Directional System. Pivotally mounted emitter producing sharply concentrated club -shaped pattern, mechanical
drive for imparting a rocking motion
to the emitter, two modulation fre-

Directional Structure. Rigid unite
structure made up of sets of tubs.
vertical dipoles arranged end -on t
free from horizontal radiation, pot,
tial node at the center of each dipj,
mechanical means gripping structure
the voltage nodes to maintain the t1

tical and horizontal spacing. No. 2,2.
081. Emil Metschl, Berlin. -Lori
Nov. 9, 1939.

151

A compact, sturdy terminal strip with
Bakelite Barriers that provide maximum metal fo metal spacing and prevent direct shorts from frayed wires
at terminals.
6 SIZES
cover every requirement.. From 3/4"
wide and 13/32" high with 5-40 screws
1/8" high with
to 21/2" wide and

.

Antenna Adjustment. Resonant
anced loop, vertical antenna, cit.( j
coupled to vertical antenna and catha ,;
ray tube with its plates connected
j
loop and the resonant circuit.
2,281,668. G. H. Brown, RCA. Aug.',
I

1

1935.

1

1/4"-28 screws.

Jones Barrier Strips will improve as
well as simplify your electrical infra -

connecting problems. Write today for
catalog and prices.
.

HOWARD B. JONES
2300 WABANSIA. AVENUE,

'CHICAGO

-

ILLINOIS

quencies whose amplitude is 'varied
non -linearly in a mutually opposite
sense in response to the motion of the

Radiator. Vertical structure havh
insulated aperiodic upper portion, bit
sections insulated from ground, me4
to supply energy to the portions.
proper phase to control the distribute
along the lower section. No. 2,283,E [
Also Nos. 2,283,618 and 2,283,619'
loading antennas. All to Raymond V
r
motte.
I

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
For Rates --see Last Issue

POSITIONS WANTED
ENGINEER - PHYSICIST - EXECUTIVE with
twenty years diversified experience in business and industry. Background covers research,
development and design; production and process control, both direct supervision and as
consultant. Now active on non -defense projects which are becoming priority casualties.
Prefer contact with organization having a postwar program or the initiative to create one.
Will also consider teaching or academic connection offering opportunity and facilities to
maintain satisfactory income from consulting.
research or similar endeavor. PW-338, Electronics,

330

W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

RADIO PATENT EXPERT and Electrical designer, proven merit. My designs have largest
sales valug of any advertised. R. G. Evans, 3946
Second, Detroit. Mich.

PATENT AGENT, M.E., formerly patent attorney in Europe, well experienced with
patents relating to thermionic vacuum tubes
and other tubes, radio circuits, and radio parts,
resistors, condensers, controls, switches,
etc.; conversant ssith French and German, de Sires position (full or part time). Address PW339, Electronics. 620 N. Michigan t've., Chicago,
e.g.

Sil.

INFRINGEMENT PROOF.
REWARD
Patent 2,101.135 covering "Distortion Neutralization" being infringed. 50% reward on
net oack royalties, plus 10% on future collections thereon. Reply guaranteed confidential.
Attention Walter Steffa, Attorney, c/o Wilson
Electrical Development Co., 164 W. Erie St..
FOR

112

TRANSMITTING TUBE
ENGINEER
Experience required in design development and production of radio
transmitting tubes 50 watt types
and larger. Will assist and take
over part of duties of chief engineer. Write, giving full details
concerning age, education, experience and salary desired.

NEWARK. N.

The

Vacant

Positions

advertisements

Positions Vacant advertiseare published subject to
agreement by the advertisers not
to consider applicants now employed on war work unless they obtain written release from present
These

ments

Complete lino of used equipment for the manufacture of Radio Tubes, Neon Tubes, Incandescent
Lamps, etc. Write for Bulletin showing 25 to 70%

formerly Eisler Electric Core.
Union City. N.

1.

-

employer.
Positions Vacant advertisers are asked to Indili"
cate their acceptance of this agreement 1t<

forwarding copy.

NOTICE

Freeland & Olschner

J.

ELECTRONIC TUBE EQUIPMENT

534 39th Street.

futon

Let us help solve your tube problem. WI
can rebuild most any tube from 250 worth
to 20 K.W.

DEPENDABLE
Used

CALLITE TUNGSTEN CORPORATION

in

issues:

OLD TRANSMITTING TUBES ARE VALUABLI

United Electronics
Company
42 SPRING ST.

10

following notice will be published wit,

New Orleans,

922 Howard Ave.

WANTED

Chicago.

NOTICE

WANTED

BEST

ELECTRON

La

I

QUALITY, USED
TUBE MACHINERY

Equipment for the manufacture of all kinds off
electron tubes, radio tubes, incandescent lampll}
neon tubes, photo electric Dells, X-ray tubes. eta,

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL
65.67

East 8th St.

July 1942

-

SALES CO.,
New York.

INC.
N. Y.

ELECTRONI(

Antenna Adjustment. Receiver remote from the antenna, and means for
automatically changing the length of
S

ra:

ii

0

te

O

O

CARBONYL
IRON POWDER

a
94

Manufactured by
GENERAL
ANILINE WORKS
435 Hudson Street.,
N. Y. C.

Crystal

A Precision

A

Secondary
I1

STANDARD

FREQUENCY

e)

THAT HAS BEEN

"Designed for Application"
Precision frequency standard capable of being
tined to WWV or some other primary standard
moulting out uniformly accurate calibrating signals
,e
10, 25, 100, 1000 KC Intervals. Uses the new
p ERAL ELECTRIC No. 18A 1000 KC crystal hartn, frequency temperature coefficient of less than
*cycle /11c/C°. The crystal le sealed In Ilellum
lo standard metal tube envelope.
e self-contained AC power supply has VR150-30
of re regulator tube.

addition to oscillator. multiribrators, and baramplifier. a built-in miser with phone Jack and

m c

t

control on panel is incorporated.

MFG.CO'.INC.

MALDEN, MASS.

the antenna as the receiver is tuned to
different frequencies. S. Y. White, Feb.
29, 1940. No. 2,283,524.

Transmission System. Means for
feeding energy to an antenna in a
desired ratio among several sections
by proper proportioning and connection
of lines to the radiating members. A.
Alford, IT&T. March 1, 1941. No.
2,283,620.

Direction Indicator.

Rotating and

fixed members connected to amplifiers
receiving energy from a directional and
a non -directional antenna, the

members

rotating

indicating
relative
the
strength of the signals from the two
amplifiers. E. J. Hefele, No. 2,282,402.
April 27, 1937.

i

Directional 'antenna. Arrangement
for supervising radiation diagrams
comprising means to produce radiation
pattern having different energy levels
in different directions, receivers at fixed

I

ca

aCfC,v,Ma

0,00a CS

The "Quality Above All" incorporated in these units is

volved from

tperienee.

a

If Mica Capacitors are part
Special Catalog 12.E
available on letterhead request
=

111FE.

eavonnE,
I:CTRONICS

DERS

"E",

"TH", and

This booklet should be
of the greatest interest
to all engineers and designers of communica-

Write to us on your letterhead at the address
below. We will be glad
to mail you a copy.

wealth of

f your present problems, con elf Solar for a ready Solution.

AR

We have recently published a 24 page illustrated booklet on the
characteristics, applications, and general specifications of G.A.W.
CARBONYL IRON POW-

tions equipment.

IY1

Solar Mica Capacitors add
ital dependability to radio
Ind communications equipment
or the Armed Service Branches
f the Government.

NEW
BOOKLET

-

na !a
July 1942

ao,o atacoN

Distributor of G A.W.
Carbonyl Iron Powder:
.

positions receiving energy at the several levels, and means for alternatively
connecting shunts to receivers to equalize the energy. No. 2,283,058. April 6,
W. M. Hahnemann and E.
1940.
Kramer, Berlin. Lorenz.
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
lbbott Instrument, Inc

AUDAX
"RELAYED -FLUX"

Microdvne
"'The standard by Which Others
Are Judged and Valued"
JUST as ability to reach high "C" does
mean a quality voice,-so wide
range by itself, in a pickup, does not
mean quality performance. It is the
all-important factor of "VIBRATORY MOMENTUM" that determines quality.
Not only does V -M control quality, but
is also a serious factor in record wear.
Needle pressure, needle impedance,
etc., are comparatively secondary.
not

The sharp clean-cut facsimile performance of MICRODYNE-regardless of
climatic conditions-is a marvel to all
who have put it to the only test that
the EAR test.... All
really.counts
this bears out the contention of leading
scientists that only the INDUCTOR
PRINCIPLE makes possible high quality
results-and that means MICRODYNE.

...

106
84
113
109

Acme Elec. & Mfg. Co
Advance Solvents & Chemical Corp
Aerovox Corp
Aircraft -Marine Products, Inc
\flied Radio Corp
American Lava Corp
American Transformer Co
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co

93
100
61
18
15

.\udak Co
Automatic Electric Co

114
97

Ballantine Laboratories, Inc
Biddle Co., James G
Bliley Electric Co
Brand & Co., William
Bud Radio, Inc

94
103

97
63

88

Callite Tungsten Corp
Cannon Electric Development Co
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
Carborundum Co
Carter Motor Co
Celanese Celluloid Corp.
Centralab Div. Glove Union, Inc
Chicago Transformer Corp
Cinch Manufacturing Corp
Clare & Co., C. P
Clarostat Mfg. Co
Cohn, Sigmund
Connecticut Telephone & Electric Corp
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp

56
64
93
107

Cross,

111

II

Eicor, Inc
Eisler Engineering Co
Eke -McCullough, Inc
Electro-Voice Mfg. Co., Inc
Erie Resistor Corp

copy of "PICKUP FACTS" is yours
for the asking. Ii answers many ques.
tions concerning record reproduction.
A

514-50 to 5198.011
ItlGll FIDELITY CUTTERS
List to

6150.00

If your dealer

is unable to
supply the Allierodyne you
want, you may order direct
from us.

AUDAK COMPANY
500 Fifth Avenue

New York City

[In Chicago. 'phone: Web.ier
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Guardian Electric Mfg. Co

Electric Co
Hallicrafters Co
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc
Hardwick Hindle. Inc
Harrison Radio Co
Ilarvey Radio Co
Ilarvey Radio Lab's, Inc
Heintz & Kaufman, Ltd
Hewlett-Packard Co
Ilipower Crystal Co.
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Metroloy Co., Inc
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc
Meissner Mfg. Co
Millen Mfg. Co., Inc., James
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Newark Transformer Co
Olimite Mfg. Co
O'Neil -Irwin Mfg. Co
Panoramic Radio Corp
Perno Products, Inc
Plax Corporation
Premax I'rolucts .
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Raytheon Mfg. Co

RCA Mfg. Co., Inc
Radio City Products Co
Radio Corporation of America
Rea Magnet Wire Co
Rex Equipment Co
Richardson Co., The
Rider Publisher, Inc., John F
Rogan Brothers

Back

Shallcross Mfg. Co
Shure Brothers
Signal Indicator Corp
Simpson Electric Co
Sola Electric Co
Solar Manufacturing Corporation
Sprague Specialties Co
Stackpole Carbon Co
Standard Pressed Steel Co
Stewart Mfg. Corp., F. W
Superior Tube Co

3

{r

58,

Taylor Fibre Co
Terminal Radio Corp
Thomas & Skinner Steel Products Co
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co
United Engineering Co
United States Rubber Co
United Transformer Co.... Inside Front I.
University Laboratories
It
Utah Radio Products Co

10
111
111
_

...102,

Ill

Weston Electrical Instrument Corp
Wilson Co., H. A.

Wincharger Corp

8

60
111

Instrument Resistors Co
lnsuline Corp. of America
International Resistance Co
Isolantite, Inc.
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Jefferson -Travis Radio itlfg. Corp
Jensen Radio Mfg. Co
Jones, Iloward B
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22
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Kahle Engineering Co
Kenyon Transformer Corp
I:euffel & Esser Co
Keystone Carbon Co., Inc
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40101

"Creators of High Grade Electrical
and Acoustical Apparatus since 1915."

"
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General Electric Co
General Radio Co
Gould -Moody Co.
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Inside Back Cover
Daven Co
21
Deutschman Corp., Tobe.
105
Dixon's Typhonite Eldorado Pencils
103
Dolph Co., John C
89
Driver Co., Wilbur B

Formica Insulation Co
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Lampkin Laboratories.
Lapp Insulator Co
Lectrohm, Inc
_
Lingo & Son, Inc., John E
Littelfuse, Inc
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EMPLOYMENT
USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
. American Electric Sales Co., Inc...
Callite Tungsten Corp.
Freeland & Olshner
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